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SUSAN B. ANTHONY DOLLAR COIN ACT OF 1978
MONDAY, JULY 17, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON BANKING, HOUSING,
AND URBAN AFFAIRS,

TVaskington, D.0.
The committee met at 10:10 a.m. in room 5302, Dirksen Senate
Office Building, William Proxmire (chairman of the committee)
presiding.
Present: Senators Proxmire,Sparkman.and Lugar.
OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN ,PROXMIRE
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. I'll make my
remarks very brief because we have a lot to get through this morning.
If enacted into law, the legislation before us would mark the very
first time that an actual American woman has ever appeared on this
Nation's circulating coinage. The administration's suggested return to
the more traditional liberty design—which was phased out on our
circulating coins by 1948—is just not relevant in this day and age.
Although the Secretary of the Treasury has the statutory authority
to determine whatever design is appropriate for a new coin, the final
decision will be left to the Congress.
The committee has received a great deal of mail in support of the
Susan B. Anthony Dollar Coin Act, as well as suggestions for other
candidates. The overwhelming response from people all over the
country has been that an actual American woman's portrait should
grace this coin.
Some,of my colleagues from the House of Representatives are here
to discuss the proposed legislation. Congresswoman Mary Rose Oakar,
who sits on the House Coinage Subcommittee, and Congresswoman
Patricia Schroeder introduced the Anthony Coin bill in the House.
This legislation has the support of the Congresswomen's Political
Caucus,I might add, as well as the endorsement of many of the major
women's organizations throughout the country. All agree that the
argument in favor of the Anthony design is sound. It was the 19th
amendment to the U.S. Constitution—known as the Anthony amendment—which gave women the right to vote—that fundamental act of
political life without which all other rights appear meaningless.
S. 3036 is identical to the administration's legislative proposal
except for the design change. Simply put, the bill would reduce the
size and weight of the present dollar coin and make it a more useful
denomination in our coinage system. Moreover, the coin would offer
substantial cost savings to the Government.
(1)
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In order for any new coin to become a viable part of our coinage
system, it will require the cooperation of financial institutions—retail
merchants—the automatic merchandising industry,et cetera—in short,
any business which handles coins. The committee is happy to hear from
some representatives of these industries this morning, as well as administration officials, Dr. Alan J. Goldman, Assistant Director for
Technology at the Mint,is also here to answer any questions which the
committee might have regarding the coin's technical properties.
Our first witness will be Congressman Jim Leach, who is the ranking minority member on the House Subcommittee on Historical Preservation and Coinage. Welcome, Congressman Leach.
Mr. Leach has an interesting suggestion on the coin this morning,
a new one. Innovation is always welcome in this committee. We are
happy to have you. Go right ahead, Mr.Leach.
STATEMENT OF JIM LEACH, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Mr. LEACH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Sparkman.
Mr. Chairman, as the ranking minority member of the Historic
Preservation and Coinage Subcommittee of the House Banking Committee, I appreciate this opportunity to testify on the dollar coin
legislation.
There will be little disagreement about going ahead with the Treasury proposal for a new dollar coin if it can be demonstrated that striking this coin will not add to the ravages of inflation which its need
so tragically reflects.
In this respect, the striking of a new coin can produce long-term
production economies for the Treasury if the new coin is used widely
as a matter of personal preference. Where the Congress can be most
effective in stimulating public acceptance of this coin is in our choice
of design for it. Unfortunately, the matter of design has become controversial because the mint has recommended that symbolically we
depict liberty on the face of the coin—and has suggested that because
liberty is female, this pays adequate tribute to American women.
Women's organizations ask why, with so many real men on our coins,
it is too much to suggest we honor a real woman. There is no answer
to that. Although all contemporary coins bear the likeness of former
Presidents, we have in the past honored one non-President, Benjamin
Franklin, and, in the days when commemorative coins were minted.
a number of others who never served in the Presidency.
Administrative witnesses have testified before the House subcommittee that it is imperative for precedent to be followed. Unfortunately, precedent and Presidents have been all male. Unfortunately
also, Treasury has attempted to preempt congressional prerogative
by going to the expense of designing a new liberty head and asserting
that any alternative design will result in months of delay before a corn
can be struak.
I am neither convinced by Treasury logic nor sympathetic to Trea sury pressure. Years of effort to have a woman honored on our currency
have suddenly been redirected toward this coin, and it is clear that
if this is going to be a popular coin it should pay appropriate honor
to the women of our country and the contributions they have made to
American culture.
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Rather than striking a symbolic liberty head, I would prefer to see
us honor actual fighters for liberty. The name of Susan B. Anthony
has been suggested by many and I believe she is deserving. However,
others have been recommended and the dilemma is how to make an
appropriate choice.
I have introduced a bill, H.R. 12872, which I believe presents a fair
solution and properly honors all American women. H.R. 12872 would
have the new $1 coin bear the joint profiles of Susan B. Anthony and
Harriet Ross Tubman. I have selected these two individuals—one
white, one black—because they were contemporaries who sought recognition of women's political rights and human rights for all people in
complementary efforts.
Susan B. Anthony was born in 1820 and is best known for her lifetime effort to secure women's suffrage which resulted in enactment of
the 19th amendment—the "Anthony amendment"—in 1920, 100 years
after her birth, 14 years after her death.
Less well known, perhaps, but equally meritorious were her efforts
to abolish slavery, her campaign for the right of women to control
their own property and to have guardianship of their children in
case of divorce.
Harriet Ross Tubman was born a slave. The exact date of her birth
is not certain, but it is believed she too was born in 1820. At the age of
25, she fled from her master and worked in the underground railroad
assisting others to escape. In the next 10 years she established a national
reputation and by 1860 Miss Tubman appeared across the Nation not
.only at antislavery meetings, but in pursuit of women's rights. During
the Civil War she served the Union as a cook, nurse,laundress, soldier,
spy, and scout.
Despite her many honors and tributes, including a medal from
Queen Victoria of England, she died in poverty at the age of 93
in 1913.
Mr. Chairman, there are numerous precedents for superimposing
the profiles of two individuals on one side of commemorative coins,
although not circulating coins. For example, the 1900 Lafayette dollar contains the profiles of General Lafayette and President Washington the 1925 Stone Mountain half dollar honors Robert E. Lee and
"Stonewall" Jackson and the 1926 sesquicentennial half dollar superimposes President Washington on President Coolidge.
The coin authorized by H.R. 12872 provides that the profile of
Harriet Tubman be superimposed on the profile of Susan B. Anthony
with the word "liberty" appearing alongside. On the obverse side,
the unfurled flag of the United States would appear with the motto
"In God We Trust" prescribed as well.
Mr. Chairman,I can think of no two women who have shown greater
courage in their united, heroic struggles for human liberty than Susan
B. Anthony and Harriet Ross Tubman.I am convinced a coin portraying these two great women would honor all American women and that
nothing could more appropriately be struck on the obverse side of the
coin than the American flag. The lifetime dedication of these two
pioneering spirits gives the flag the meaning it has today.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much,Mr.Leach.
As I say, it's an innovative notion, although, as you point out, it's
not unprecedented with respect to commemorative coins.
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That raises one question that I understand was raised in the House.
This is not to be a commemorative coin.In fact,the uniqueness of a circulating coin with two images on it would be such that it might make
it hard to circulate; that is, people would hold on to it. I understand
commemorative coins are made for collectors and are not part of our
coinage system. One of the great concerns we have for the new dollar
coin anyway is that it's going to have a hard,tough time, as you know,
winning circulation for various reasons. It's new. It's different. We
have never had a dollar coin before of this size that's really been designed to circulate practically. What's your answer to all that? .
Mr. LEACH. The issue is one of acceptability, that is, how best to
design a widely accepted coin. Whether or not it's viewed as a commemorative to be stored in one's pocket or dresser depends in large
measure on the number of coins struek. In this regard, Treasury has
been very forthcoming in making it clear they are going to strike a
large number. Actually, I'm not sure many Americans really know
the difference between commemorative and circulating coins. We
haven't had a commemorative since the 1950's, so I doubt there would
be confusion in that regard. That might be an academic consideration
but not a practical one.
The CHAIRMAN. How about the fact that we have never had a circulating coin with a real live woman on it and we do have circulating
coins with President Lincoln and President Roosevelt and so forth.
Some people might argue that it takes two women to equal one man
if you have two women on it instead of just one woman. I'm serious
about that. I think this is kind of a comedown. I would think both
of these people are distinguished great Americans and I would think
that it might be a better idea to have a coin for each. The way we're
going with inflation, we'll have a $5 coin within a few years and maybe
that would be the time for Ms.Tubman.
Mr. LEACH. You have a point, but again, I'm not sure whether it
is more an academic point than a substantive one. The remarkable
thing about the history of the women's movement is that the principle
of sisterhood is stressed repeatedly. Furthermore, Anthony and Tubman collectively symbolize the diverse elements of that movement as
well as the similar elements. I think realistically the possibilities of
the next coin having Harriet Tubman are not very high and the difficulties of having the black movement honored are quite extreme. However, I think this combination of two distinguished Americans is a
combination that would sit very, very well with the American public.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Sparkman.
Senator SPARKMAN. Is this the size that it is supposed to be? Why
this size rather than the size of the ordinary dollar?
Mr. LEACH. Senator Sparkman, my testimony touches only on the
matter of design. Treasury witnesses will likely comment on the size.
The CHAIRMAN. I might say, Senator Sparkman, one of the problems is that almost nobody will accept the present dollar coin because
it is too big and too heavy. I couldn't understand why my hands were
dirty all the time and why my pockets were pretty heavy. I'm pretty
dumb. It took me a long time to catch on and I figured it was because
I was carrying these dollars around.
Senator SPARKMAN. Well, I have never been borne down by them.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you're a strong man, stronger than I am.
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Senator SPARKMAN. It's not that. I just haven't had half dollars. I
would be glad to carry them around.I mean the half dollar size.
Mr. Chairman, I believe you raised the question as to two women
being on one coin.
The CHAIRMAN. That's right.
Senator SPARKMAN. That's joint there?
The CHAIRMAN. No. He's proposing it. Other witnesses want one
image. We have different opinions as to who they ought to have Mr.
Leach in the only one who suggests two,the only witness this morning
at least.
Do you have any other questions?
Senator SPARKMAN. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Leach. We appreciate
your testimony.
Our next witnesses will appear as a panel if they would; two distinguished Members of the House of Representatives and the president
of the National Organization of Women: Hon. Mary Rose Oakar,
U.S. House of Representatives; Hon. Patricia Schroeder, U.S. House
of Rpresentatives; and Ms. Eleanor Smeal, president, National Organization of Women.
Ms. Oakar,go right ahead.
STATEMENT OF MARY ROSE OAKAR, U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES

•

MS. OAKAR. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for allowing me
to testify.
I, first of all, want to begin by saying it's a pleasure to be back before your committee. I had the distinct pleasure of appearing when
you so wisely selected one of the Assistant Secretaries of HUD.
Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you and the other members of
the Banking Committee who have cosponsored the legislation to place
Susan B. Anthony's portrait on the new dollar coin. In introducing
S. 3036 here in the Senate you have led the effort to place for the first
time the portrait of a woman who actually lived on our circulating
coinage.
As you know,I am also a member of the Banking Committee on the
House side and I, along with Representative Schroeder, have introduced a similar bill, H.R. 12728 in the House and I would like to mention just extemporaneously the fact that we feel that we have a wide
cross section of support for this bill. We have more than 50 cosponsors,
13 of whom happen to be on the Banking Committee, three of whom
are subcommittee chairmen; and I would like to place in the record,
with your permission, a letter that I received from the chairman of
the Banking Committee, Henry Reuss, indicating support for the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. We are happy to have it. Without objection, that
will be printed at this point in the record.
[Letter follows:]
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., May 31, 1978.
Hon. MARY ROSE OAKAR,
Cannon House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MARY ROSE: Thank you for your good letter of May 26, about Susan B.
Anthony. As you know, I think this would be a most appropriate emblem for our
new coinage, and I'm hoping that the Fauntroy Subcommittee will come up with
something along these lines.
Sincerely,
HENRY S. REUSS,
Member of Congress.

MS. OAKAR. I would also like to mention we have 12 Members of
the 18 on the House side who have cosponsored the bill, including
members of both parties, all races, et cetera, and I just would like to
submit my whole copy of my entire statement for the record, Mr.
Chairman,and I just want to synthesize it if I can,so I don't take more
time than is necessary from the committee.
[Complete statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE MARY ROSE OAKAR
Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you for all your efforts on behalf of this
legislation to place Susan B. Anthony's portrait on the new dollar coin. In introducing S. 3036 here in the Senate, you have led the effort of place, for the
first time, the portrait of a woman who actually lived, on our circulating coinage.
I have introduced a similar bill, H.R. 12728 in the House, which has more than
50 co-sponsors including 13 members of the House Banking, Finance and Urban
Affairs Committee.
The proposed dollar coin is smaller than our present Eisenhower dollar. The
Department of Treasury states that this smaller dollar coin will offer cost savings by replacing some of the demand for one dollar bills. One dollar bills have
an average lifetime of 18 months, and cost about 1.5 cents to produce. The proposed dollar coin would cost approximately three cents to produce, but would
have an average lifetime of 15 years. The introduction of the smaller dollar coin
into our circulating coinage system should prove to be a very practical and
"money-saving" move on the part of the federal government.
However, Mr. Chairman, the Administration has proposed that the new coin
be issued with a so-called contemporary version of the liberty head design on the
obverse side. This was very disappointing to many Americans including the Congresswoman's Caucus, who had written to the Secretary of the Treasury, requesting that the Department propose the portrait of Susan B. Anthony.
As you are well aware Mr. Chairman, this bill has the full support of a wide
spectrum of women's organizations including the League of Women Voters, the
National Organization of Women, the National Women's Political Caucus, and
the Daughters of the American Revolution, Women's Lobby, Inc., as well as
chapters of the American Association of University Women, the National Council
of Catholic Women, and the National Federation of Business and Professional
Women's Clubs.
Having an actual woman portrayed on a coin is not a unique concept. As early
as 1837, a woman appeared on the circulating coinage in Great Britain, and as
early as 1835. Spain circulated coinage with the profile of Isabel. In 1892 the
Netherlands circulated coins with the portrait of Wilhelmina. Thus, I would
suggest that the concept of a portrait of a woman on circulating coinage in the
Western world is not new. In fact we are one of the very few countries which
have never had a woman portrayed on a circulating coin.
Why Susan B. Anthony? oday we have the unique opportunity to recognize
and honor all women of our great country by placing the portrait of a woman on
this coin, whose illustrious career spanned the 19th Century, and who, perhaps
more than any other woman, changed our lives through her single minded devotion to the principle that all Americans must participate in a Democracy. She
realized more completely than anyone else that in order for the women of America
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to truly participate as American citizens, they had to be given the right to vote.
In 1848, she laid the groundwork for the passage of the 19th Amendment, that,
more than 70 years later, gave women this right. In the years before the Civil
War, she was one of the key organizers of a series of state and national women's
conventions on this issue. In addition, from 1854 on, she organized county-bycounty canvasses in which she and others went from door-to-door obtaining
signatures on petitions to the legislature demanding women's sufferage. Described
by one friend as the "Napoleon of the women's rights movement," she was undaunted by the strong and sometimes bitter opposition she faced in her efforts.
Along with her work in the sufferage movement, she was one of the principal
organizers of the abolitionist movement and campaigned extensively for black
suffrage. During the Civil War she organized the women's Loyal National League
which secured hundreds of thousands of signatures on petitions calling for
emancipation of American blacks. However, when the 14th Amendment failed to
enfranchise women, she redoubled her efforts to work for women's suffrage. She
worked not only for an amendment to the federal Constitution, but organized
efforts at the state level.
She and Elizabeth Stanton founded the National Women's-Suffrage Association
in 1869. The first real success of the movement was the granting of the right to
vote to women by the Wyoming Territorial government in 1870. But for the most
part, Ms. Anthony and those who worked with her watched state legislatures
and the Congress reject, time after time, the granting of women the right to
vote. It is largely due to Ms. Anthony's efforts that her group merged with the
American Womens' Suffrage Association in 1890 and the groundwork was laid
for the ultimate successful campaign for the passage of the 19th Amendment.
Throughout her life, Ms. Anthony's motto was "Failure is Impossible."
Susan B. Anthony retained her unswerving dedication to the women's suffrage movement, and her leadership role therein, until her death in 1906 at the
age of 86. Unfortunately, she never lived to see the fruition of her valiant
efforts.
Ratification of the 19th amendment, giving women the right to vote, did not
take place until 1920, more than 15 years later. Therefore, as we reflect on her
mottor, "Failure is Impossible," it is as applicable today to those of us continuing her cause for human rights, as it was to her. Ms. Anthony's pursuit of
our Democratic right to vote truly being a right of everyone, regardless of sex,
is perhaps the most fundamental step in our women's movement and our country's
quest for equality and human rights. It is a step, that still merits a tremendous
debt of gratitude on the part of men and women today because this woman, with
such undaunting courage, lived her life for this single-minded purpose that is
so basic to the very fibre of our democratic system.
That is why this tribute to Ms. Anthony, on our proposed dollar coin, is indeed
a belated expression of our gratitude to her.
The portrait of the fictional "Miss Liberty" has been found on American coins
from the 18th Century to the 1960s. However, our forefathers did not resort to
fictional men on our coins. In the 20th Century, outstanding American men were
justly honored by placing their portraits on our circulating coinage. First,
came the copper penny in 1909 that featured Abraham Lincoln. Since then, our
circulating coinage shows Thomas Jefferson on the nickel, George Washington
on the 25 cent piece, Franklin Roosevelt on the dime, and Benjamin Franklin
and John F. Kennedy on the 50 cent piece.
Without exception all of our circulating coins now honor Americans—not
abstractions—individual men who have earned their place in our Nation's history.
Is there any reason why we cannot honor an actual woman? Must we retain a
mythological figure?
It has been said that all women can identify with the mythological portrayal
of Miss Liberty, but I. would like to respond by saying that there is one
issue
with which I am sure that the rainbow of American women in our Country
of every race, creed and philosophy can mutually identify—it is the right to
express ourselves at the ballot box—the democratic right to vote. Truly Susan
B. Anthony, who is principally responsible for enabling women to exercise this
democratic right, represents American women far better than the ill-conceived
Miss Liberty design offered to us by the U.S. Treasury. Susan B. Anthony in
a
very real sense is Miss Liberty and, once more, she is an American who helped
all Americans achieve the liberty and freedom we now enjoy.
The proposal to place Susan B. Anthony on the new dollar coin has generated
controversy and opposition. That is not surprising. Susan Anthony generated
controversy and faced opposition all her life. This fact did not deter her from
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her noble cause or her attitude about eventual victory. We welcome the opportunity now to speak up for her. It would be a very special honor to have this
woman's portrait placed on the new dollar coin. By doing so, we honor all
Americans who cherish their democracy and their liberty—which has as its
fundamental concept, the right to vote.
I want to emphasize, Mr. Chairman, that Susan B. Anthony is our finest
example in American history of a woman who truly worked for all women—
for blacks, whites, Orientals, Hispanics, Native Americans—as our strongest
voice at a time when much of the world wanted her and other vocal women—
silenced.
Just down the street, at our Smithsonian's History and Technology Museum,
is a picture of Susan B. Anthony and these words that indicate her resolve.
Susan B. Anthony said, "There will never be another season of silence until
all women are as free as men on this green earth."
Susan B. Anthony did not stand silent and I will not stand silent today.
Susan did not speak for herself alone. She spoke on behalf of all women—with
no restrictions as to color or wealth or social status or nationality. That is why
it is time we offer a fitting tribute to all women—by paying a tribute to this
tireless suffragette on our proposed new dollar coin. Truly we will honor all
Americans by honoring Susan B. Anthony.

MS. °AKAR. I would like to mention the broad cross section of
support that we have from women's organizations and that is not
always easy to get, but we are very happy that the National Organization of Women, of which my dear friend Ms. Smeal will testify on
their behalf; the League of Women Voters, the National Women's
Political Caucus, the Daughters of the American Revolution, the
Women's Lobby, Inc., have endorsed the legislation unanimously.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me just interrupt at that point. That's a very
interesting combination, the broadest spectrum that I've ever heard
endorsing anything. You have the Daughters of the American Revolution, the National Organization of Women, the League of Women
Voters—
Ms. OAKAR. National Women's Political Caucus, we have chapters
of the American Association of University Women,the National Council of Catholic Women, the National Federation of Business and
Professional Women's Clubs.
The CHAIRMAN. And they have all endorsed the notion of having
Susan Anthony alone?
Ms. °AKAR. Yes; absolutely, and if I could just say extemporaneously why, Mr. Chairman, rather than go into specifics about Susan
B. Anthony, it seems to me at least, and I suppose to them, that more
than any other woman in our history perhaps she universally represents something that we all feel very strongly about as participants
in American democracy, and that the right to vote; and although
this was not granted until 1920 and unfortunately Susan Anthony
did not live to see that actuality, we know that she gave her life's
blood in a courageous manner for the effort and she died 14 years
before the passage, and so we also realize that she, more than anyone
else, is that kind of universal individual that all women can identify
with without any controversy.
So if we are to have the first woman—we hope there will be a series
of many women—but we ought to have one we feel very strongly that
it ought to be the person who most representatively gave us the right
to vote.
I do want to mention the fact that we are somewhat behind in terms
of portraying women on coins. We know that as far back as the 17th
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century in European countries women were portrayed on coins and
we are frankly one of the few countries in the world that does not have
a woman portrayed on a coin,on any of its coinage.
We also feel that all of the coins, all of the American coins for
general circulation have been individual men. Not all of them have
been Presidents. It is not necessarily a precedent that we are setting because we know that Benjamin Franklin, and rightly so, has been
portrayed.
So that this is the extent of my testimony, Mr. Chairman, and the
fact that she's our finest example in American history of a women who
truly worked for all women, for blacks, whites, Orientals, Hispanics,
native Americans, and she was our strongest voices at a time when the
world in many ways wanted women's voices silenced, and she was controversial, no question about that, and we feel that we as women are
delighted to be able to take up her cause today just as she took up our
cause you might say so many years ago.
So I would like to just stop there, Mr. Chairman. Just one quick
thing, though, in response to my esteemed colleague. Whom he and I
sit on the same subcommittee and have worked on other pieces of legislation and have agreed, but you mentioned, Mr. Chairman,that someone might say does it take two women for one man, et cetera, and I
would like to refer and just pick up on that.
There was a lot of controversy, as you probably remember, when
Time magazine portrayed women of the year as opposed to man of
the year, as they do in reference to men, and there were a number of
letters written to the editor. I would just like to read one. It's very,
very brief and it said they portrayed 12 women as women of the year
and this gentleman wrote a letter to the edtior and said,"Do 12 women
of the year mean it takes 12 women to equal one man, or one man can
create more problems than 12 women?" And there are other letter like
that and we feel solidarity in uniting our efforts toward having Susan
B. Anthony portrayed on the coin. Black women feel this way and
white women and Members of the House, so there's no disparagment
in terms of our support for Susan B. Anthony. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN.Thank you very much.
Congresswoman Schroe•ier,
STATEMENT OF PATRICIA SCHROEDER, U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES
MS.SCHROEDER. Thank you,Mr.Chairman.
I want to thank the committee for listening to our testimony and
to commend Chairman Proxmire in particular for introducing the
Susan B. Anthony coin bill which I've cosponsored with Representative Oakar on the House side.
Representative Oakar has stated the chief arguments for the bill. I
won't repeat them. The main plea I want to make is to turn the tables
for a moment and ask you to pretend you were us. Pretend there had
never been a male President and after 200 years your Nation had decided to put a man on the coin. Real buffalo and real birds had already
appeared on coins. Many countries don't put on real birds. They put on
double-headed eagles. We put on real eagles and real buffalo. You've
finally rated a coin after 202 years. Someone suggests, "Well, listen,
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fellows, we're going to put Uncle Sam on a coin because he symbolizes
the American male." But you object, "Wait a minute. Aren't there
some men besides Uncle Sam who have done something? Uncle Sam
is nice, but he's a symbol and we don't really relate to him." And he
says,"Maybe you could have King Neptune or Father Time. We.will
find someone, but we want to have a mythological male. We don't want
to get into picking one of you boys."
So if you think about that, you see how very important it is to have a
real woman. Let's assume that Benjamin Franklin is finally selected.
Then it's decided that George Washington Carver should appear
alongside,just to cover as many bases as possible. If you turn the tables
like this, you see how important it is to feature one real woman on a
coin.
A very strong consensus exists to select Susan B.Anthony.The women in this country couldn't even vote until this century. Susan B. Anthony devoted her entire life to seeing that all women some day would
have the right to vote and she never saw it happen. I think we should
commemorate her. She was a person who had a dream but never saw
it materialize.
Many women—including Helen Keller, and Amelia Earhart, could
appear on the coin, as could many men. But Rep. Oakar made an excellent point: does it take two women to equal Benjamin Franklin because that's, in essence, what the Treasury proposal suggests. I don't
think it does. I think Susan B. Anthony stands on her own merits.
There is broad support for her. Other people may deserve to appear
on a coin later, but I would certainly hope you move forward with our
proposal.I thank you for the honor to come and testify on it.
The CHAIRMAN. Mrs.'Schroeder, as I understand it, the reason you
emphasize the importance of not having a mythological woman is because the Treasury has recommended Miss Liberty.
Ms. SCHROEDER. That's correct.
The CHAIRMAN.Not a person,but Miss Liberty.
Ms. SCHROEDER. I don't run around with stars in my hair holding
up lights, and I don't think most women do. I think Miss Liberty is
a nice symbol, but I doubt that you relate too much as a man to Uncle
Sam or King Neptune, even though that they are male images. You
probably relate much more to any historical male whose biography you
could have read. I don't know Miss Liberty's biography. She's a stone
and I'm a person and I don't relate to stones too well.
The CHAIRMAN. You know, as time passes, I relate more and more
to Father Time.
MS. SCHROEDER.I may have blundered.
[Complete statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE PATRICIA SCHROEDER
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to testify today on the Susan B.
Anthony coin.
I want to commend you, Mr. Chairman, for introducing the Susan B. Anthony
Coin Act in place of the Administration's dollar coin proposal featuring the face
of Miss Liberty. I agree with you that if a coin is to commemorate American women, then it should honor a real honest-to-goodness woman. The choice of a mythical
figure such as "Miss Liberty" is as appropriate to symbolize American womankind as Uncle Sam and Father Time are appropriate to represent American
mankind.
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There are many American women who are worthy of being commemorated on
an American circulating coin—Amelia Earhart, Helen Keller, Eleanor Roosevelt,
Harriet Tubman, and Susan B. Anthony, to name a few. I find it hard to believe
that a buffalo made it on a circulating coin before any of these great American
women. The Administration has indicated that choosing any design other than
the Liberty or Presidential design would invite unnecessary controversay, i.e., "a
can of worms." I think, however, that choosing the mythical figure "Miss Liberty"
instead of one of these great American women solely to avoid controversy is a
disgrace.
I have cosponsored Representative Mary Rose Oakar's bill to place .Susan B.
Anthony on the proposed dollar coin. Miss Anthony has made a contribution
which affects American women of all races, creeds, and socio-economic backgrounds—the right to vote. Although universal suffrage didn't become law until
1920, 14 years after Miss Anthony's death, her efforts and determination were
largely responsible for the passage of the 19th Amendment.
The Oakar-Schroeder bill is supported by the League of Women Voters, the
National Organization of Women (NOW), and the Daughters of the American
Revolution (DAR). That's quite a spectrum.
I urge the committee to commemorate the American woman's contributions,
determination, and spirit by placing Susan B. Anthony on the proposed dollar
coin.

The CHAIRMAN. MS.SMeal.
STATEMENT OF ELEANOR C. SMEAL,PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN
Ms. SMEAL. My name is Eleanor Cutri Smeal. I am president of the
National Organization for Women,Inc.
On behalf of NOW,the largest feminist organization in the United
States, with members and chapters throughout the Nation,I am testifying in support of S. 3036, the Susan B. Anthony Dollar Coin Act of
1978.
We understand the administration has proposed legislation which
provides for the minting of a dollar coin and that this coin will commemorate a woman. We understand,too,that in seeking a compromise,
the administration has proposed to honor the mythical 'Miss Liberty."
This would be a grievous error and could only be interpreted as a statement by the United States that there is no American woman worthy of
of such recognition.
In introducing the Susan B. Anthony Dollar Coin Act of 1978, Congresswomen Oakar and Schroeder in the House and Senator Proxmire
in the Senate have sought to correct his error of the administration. We
applaud their leadership in this very symbolic effort. Clearly, the only
logical and appropriate choice is Susan B. Anthony.
Almost all of our circulating coins honor real Americans. To date,
the Americans honored on our coins have been men. The decision to
honor a woman is certainly timely, if not overdue. The representation
of liberty in the figure of a woman was an early artist's romanticized
concept which first appeared on minor coins in 1793. Surely the administration does not mean to suggest that women have done nothing of
note since then.
Many great women have had a significant impact on our history.
Susan B. Anthony is representative of the great women who have made
significant contributions to secure the ideals for which our country
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stands. She dedicated her life to obtaining full citizenship for women
Her outstanding efforts have contributed to the expanding opportunities and participation of women in our society.
To honor a mythical and romanticized image of women embodied
in "Miss Liberty" rather than a real woman such as Susan B. Anthony
could only be interpreted at the least as ambivalence toward the
expanding roles of women, and at the most as outright hostility to the
recognition of women's rights.
The United States has traditionally honored on its coins those who
served in political office. It is time that we recognize the contributions
of others who gave their lives for freedom and equality. Susan B.
Anthony was an active participant in the great social change movements of her time. She expended her life's energy in the fight for the
causes of freedom, justice, and equality. It is important that we recognize and pay suitable tribute to her work.
Mr. Chairman,members of the committee,the National Organization
for Women strongly endorses the Susan B. Anthony dollar coin and
urges your support,and favorable action on S.3036.
May I just say that I would like to underscore the Congresswomen's
testimony. I would like to thank Senator Proxmire for introducing the
companion bill to theirs to commemorate Susan B. Anthony, and I
could say very strongly that we need a real role model of females of
this country. Susan B. Anthony was not only a leader for women's
rights, but she was a leader for justice and democracy. Her writings
are an inspiration. They are comparable to Thomas Jefferson's. They
make one understand fully what this country is all about. Her motto
was failure is impossible, her feelings that females were not only full
Americans and full adult citizens but that they should be recognized
with all the rights of that citizenship were not only relevant in the
19th century but are equally relevanttoday.
I, as a leader of a constituent group of American women and men
concerned with women's rights today, would like to underscore the
need for Susan B. Anthony on a major coin that is being circulated.
As far as having a dual coin,I feel that it would really be not fair to
either blacks or women. In fact,I think it would show that it would be
a token gesture because we realize that there will be other coins and
other stamps and the black movement and black Americans deserve to
have a coin commemorating a black American but we all deserve to
have more than one. So I hope that this will be just one in a long series
of commemorating real people who have stood for the cause of justice
for all as Susan B.Anthony has.
Ms.SCHROEDER. Repatriation for 202 years.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I want to thank all three of you for your
testimony.
As you may know from my actions,I of course wholeheartedly agree
with what you have done. I might say Marion Mayer,to my left here,
deserves the principal credit on the committee as the staff member who
has really taken the initiative and worked tremendously hard and
deserves a whale of a lot of credit. You followed through with great
wisdom and effectiveness in the House,as indicated by your cosponsors
and by the broad support you have received from so many different
organizations.
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Do you want to add something,Ms.Oakar ?
Ms. OAKAR. Mr. Chairman,I would like to add my comme
ndation of
Marion also. She has been tremendously helpful in assist
ing us posted as to what is happening on the Senate side, ing us, keepbeen a joy to work with. I know members of my staff and has really
strongly about Marion's impact on it and I want to justfeel very, very
commend her
for the record.
I also would just like to quickly mention that Miss Libert
y has been
portrayed on coins from the 18th century to the 1960's.
We have had
her on many, many American coins and I think that has
also, and the fact that the Treasury by its own poll shows to be said
B. Anthony is leading far away in the constituents and that Susan
across the country in terms of people's desire to have Susanimpact from
portrayed on the coin, we feel strongly that it would in B. Anthony
fact circulate
very,very well and actively for an awful long time.
[The following letters were ordered inserted in the record
at this
point:]
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MRS. GEORGE UPHAM BAYLIES

PRESIDENT GENERAL
NATIONAL SOCIETY DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, 1776 0 STREET. N W.
WASHINGTON,D. C 20006

ty>

June 23, 1978

The Honorable William Proxmire
Chairman, Banking Committee
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Proxmire:
the opportunity to submit our
We appreciate your invitation which gives us
smaller silver dollar.
views on who should appear on the proposed
to recommend that the
On behalf of the National Society, it is a pleasure
a pioneer worker for women's
likeness of Susan B. Anthony be used. She was
makes her a good choice.
te
rights and the work she accomplished as a suffraget
emancipation of women. She
She labored with unselfish devotion for the
especially for the voting
worked for 50 years for the rights for women,
through a deep sense of the
privilege, not from any personal grievance, but
Principle, not policy;
injustice against her sex. Her slogan then was:
more; women, their rights
justice, not favor; men, their rights and nothing
and nothing less.
ion was passed after her death,
Although the 19th amendment to the Constitut
in recognition of her steadit became known as the Susan B. Anthony Amendment
.
fast belief in granting women the franchise
members, we naturally recognize
As a women's organization of more than 209,000
the fine work she did.
a life member through the service of
Susan B. Anthony joined the DAR in 1898 as
forward when the minister of his
Daniel Read. He was the first man to step
of Concord. The National Society
church asked for volunteers after the Battle
us woman was a member. In past
is very proud of the fact that this illustrio
enough woman to merit a niche in the
years, we proposed that she was a great
in 1950.
Hall of Fame in New York and this was attained
this letter be made a part of the
Mr. Chairman, I respectfully request that
issue.
hearing when your Committee considers this
Sincerely,

Mrs. George U. Baylies
President General, NSDAR
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May 2, 1978
•

The Honorable William Proxmire
Chairman
Senate Committee on Banking, Housing
and Urban Affairs
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:
This is to inform you that the League of Women
Voters of the United
States wholeheartedly supports your efforts to
memorialize Susan B. Anthony
on the new one dollar coin piece.
We, too, think that it is time, indeed past time,
to honor an American
woman on the U.S. currency. We believe that the
honor should go to a real
woman who has contributed significantly to the
history of this country, as
did Ms. Anthony.
Again, the League fully supports placing a likeness
of Susan B. Anthony
on the one dollar coin.
Sincerely,

uth C. Clusen
President
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June 5, 1978

Senator William Proxmire
Chairman
United States Senate
Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Proxmire:
We would like to commend your support of the
Susan B. Anthony Dollar Coin Act. We are very grateful
for your staunch support of Susan's inclusion on a
national coin.
It is very courageous of you to stand fast to
the Administration in their quest for "Miss Liberty" as
an alternative to someone who is a real heroine to
American women.
If there is anything we can do to help in this
effort, please let us know. Many thanks.

Friends of the Lobby
Frances Lear, Chairperson
Ruth McLean Bowers
Mary DuPont Faulkner
Dorothy Jonas
Hope Lange
Hortense Miller
Maya Miller
Tita Palmieri
Betty Warner Sheinbaum
Beverly Unger

ncerely,

Carol Burris
President
CB:em
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The CHAIRMAN. I want to thank you very, very
much for your
excellent presentation.
Our next panel will be Ms. Stella B. Hackel,Direc
of the Mint accompanied by Dr. Alan J. Goldman, tor of the Bureau
Assistant Director
for Technology of the Bureau of the Mint.
Ms. Hackel,go right ahead.
STATEMENT OF STELLA B. HACKEL, DIRECTOR,
BUREAU OF THE
MINT; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. ALAN J. GOLDMAN,
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR TECHNOLOGY
Ms.HACKEL. Thank you,Senator Proxmire.
Appearing with me today is Dr. Alan Goldman,
our Assistant Director for Technology.
I appreciate very much the opportunity to
appear before this
distinguished committee in support of legislation
thorize the issuance of a smaller dollar to replace the which would aucurrent very large
dollar coin. As you noted in your letter to Mr. Blume
nthal, Senator,
when you announced the hearing, the bill before
you,
S. 3036, is the
same as the administration's bill with one notabale
excep
tion, that it
would mandate that the likeness of Susan B. Anth
new coin. Nonetheless, the thrust of both bills is the ony appear on the
our coinage system by authorizing a useful coin for same—to improve
our commerce and
trade.
The current cupronickel clad dollar was first authorized
by Congress
in 1970 to replace the old 90-percent silver dolla
r
which
had
not been
minted since 1934. It has essentially the same size and
it has a diameter
of 11/2 inches and weighs nearly 23 grams.
Since 1971 when the mint first started minting the
clad dollar coin,
it has become increasingly clear that there's a lack
of
that the coin is too bulky,too heavy,too cumbersome public demand,
for the American
public to accept. Even the minimal demand for the dolla
r coin can be
mainly attributed to its usage in gaming machines
rather than as a
medium of exchange.
The limited usefulness of the current dolla
has been of considerable concern to the Department for severralcojn
years
increasingly clear that, primarily due to its cumbe . It has become
weight, the current dollar coin cannot effectively serve rsome size and
as a medium of
exchange. Our views have been reaffirmed by a study condu
cted by the
Research Triangle Institute. The study concluded that
a
conve
niently
sized smaller dollar coin would significantly broa
den—
The CHAIRMAN. How long is that study?
Ms.HACKEL.It was a very extensive study.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you make it available to the
Ms.HACKEL. Absolutely. We would be delighted to. committee?
The CHAIRMAN. Is there a summary of it that we could
print in the
record?
Ms. HACKEL. Yes, and we will make it available
the record.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, and we will print thatfor
in
the
record.
[Comnlete statement of Ms. Hackel and the mater
ial referred to
above follow :]
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STATEMEN1 OF STELLA B. HACKEL, DIRECTOR OF THE MINT
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you. Mr. Chairman in support
of legislation which would authorize the issuance of a smaller dollar in replacement of the current dollar coin. As you noted in your letter to Secretary Blumenthal announcing the hearing, the bill before you, S. 3036, is the same as the
Administration's proposal with one notable difference. Instead of the Liberty
head design proposed by the Administration, S. 3036 would require the Secretary to place a likeness of Susan B. Anthony on the new coin. Nonetheless, the
thrust of both proposals is the same—to improve our coinage system by authorizing a useful coin for our commerce and trade.
NEED FOR THE NEW COIN
The current cupronickel clad dollar was first authorized by Congress in the
Act of December 31, 1970, in replacement for the standard silver dollar. That
statute repealed the Department's authority to mint and issue the standard 90
percent silver dollar, last struck in 1934, and authorized in its stead a base metal
dollar coin having essentially the same size. Thus, the current dollar has a diameter of 1.5 inches and weighs nearly 23 grams.
Since 1971, when the Mint began issuing the clad dollar coin, it has not become
a useful part of our coinage system. Because of the lack of public demand the
on
dollar coin has represented less than 1 percent of the Mint's annual producti
y
each year. Even this minimal demand for the dollar coin can be primaril
meattributed to its usage in gaming machines rather than its usefulness as a
dium of exchange.
The limited usefulness of the current dollar coin has been of considerable
clear
concern to the Department for several years. It has become increasingly
coin
that, primarily due to its cumbersome size and weight, the current dollar
been recannot effectively serve as a medium of exchange. Our views have
completed in
affirmed by a study conducted by the Research Triangle Institute,
significantly
1976, which concluded that a conveniently-sized dollar coin would
ent to the combroaden the capabilities of consumer cash transactions. Subsequ
Congress a repletion of that study, the previous Administration submitted to other recomamong
port on the "State of the United States Coinage", which,
ent of the dollar coin
mendations, urged the Congress to authorize the replacem
with a smaller size coin.
pending bill, would
The smaller dollar coin, which would be authorized by the
a diameter of just over one
be sized between the quarter and half-dollar, with
conveniently-sized coin
inch and a weight of 8.1 grams. Such a smaller, more
and would ultimately gain
public
general
the
to
le
acceptab
more
far
be
would
widespread usage.
is part of Treasury's longOur recommendation to issue a small dollar coin
system. Other than the
currency
and
coinage
Nation's
the
of
planning
range
in our coinage system are
changes
any
that
believe
not
do
we
dollar,
smaller
previous Administration's recomnecessary at this time. Thus, contrary to the
is now that the one cent coin
view
nt's
Departme
the
,
Congress
the
to
mendation
system in the years ahead.
coinage
our
of
part
useful
a
remain
can and should
to eliminate the halftime
this
at
n
intentio
no
has
ent
Departm
Similarly, the
statutory repeal of
seeking
than
Rather
system.
coinage
our
dollar coins from
t to limit prosufficien
it
deem
we
coin,
ar
half-doll
the
mint
the authority to
demand.
r
duction to meet consume
Federal Reserve notes, the DeIt is my understanding that, with respect to
notes needed by the Nation's
ollar
one-d
of
volume
the
partment plans to produce
with the introduction of the
that,
hope
our
is
it
course,
commerce and trade. Of
y decrease and that more
graduall
will
notes
for
new dollar coin, the demand
public acceptance of the
while
Lastly,
coin.
dollar
the
notes will be displaced by
nting so far, we are
disappoi
rather
been
has
two-dollar Federal Reserve notes
ion by commercial
cooperat
and
efforts
nal
promotio
confident that with increased
acceptance.
d
increase
gain
will
tion
denomina
banks and retail firms that
TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
determining the appropriate physiSize, Weight and Edge Configuration.—In several factors, including handling
ed
consider
has
Mint
the
coin,
cal size of a new
eiting or slugging. The recommended
convenience and the potential for counterf
for convenient handling by the
weight
possible
lowest
the
is
weight of 8.1 grams
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general public, while at the same time,
being
distinguishable from the quarter. The quarter sufficiently heavy to be readily
weighs 5.67 grams; thus, the proposed coin would be 43 percent heavier than
I should point out, Mr. Chairman, that the quarter.
in
weight for the new dollar is specified as 8.5 the Administration's proposal the
grams. However, after submission
of our proposal to Congress, we were
advised by the coin sorting equipment manufacturers that a dollar coin with a slightly
lower weight would facilitate high
speed coin sorting. Since coin sorting machine
s
and banks, we feel this is a legitimate consider are used by all major retailers
ation; thus, we now recommend
that the weight be changed in the proposed
bill from 8.5 grams to 8.1 grams.
For the purposes of high utilization in automati
c
essential that the size of the coin preclude the use merchandising devices, it is
foreign coins of identical size to slug the equipmenof readily available low value
t. A diameter of 1.043 inches
in size (26.5 millimeters) best meets this
requirement and has been endorsed
by the major manufacturers of automatic coin
handling equipment.
The new dollar would be distinguishable from the
as by sight. The design proposed would have an eleven quarter by touch as well
inner border on both
sides of the coin within the outer circular configura-sided
tion. This design element
would provide a means for tactile recognition by the
visually handicapped. At
the same time, to prevent counterfeiting, the coin would
have a reeded edge as
do all other higher value U.S. coins.
Composition.—Except for the two minor denominations,
the cent and the
nickel, all circulating U.S. coins are made of a cupronickel alloy
bonded on both
sides to a pure copper core. This composition has many advantag
es, including
superior surface wear and appearance, and relative low cost to
it is approximately 90 percent copper, and can be economicallyproduce. Overall
fabricat
coinage strip for high relief coins. Also, the unique electrica propertied into
es and
density of this cupronickel laminate ("sandwich") make it l
very difficult to
counterfeit or slug.
Many materials—including several copper alloys, titanium, and
other clad
combinations—were tested to determine the most suitable composition
for the
new coin. The results of the studies indicate that the best overall material
is a
75 percent copper/25 percent nickel alloy clad on a 100 percent copper core.
Further, to prevent the slugging of the new coin by reducing the diameter
of
the current half-dollar, the thickness of the cupronickel outer layers would
be
increased. The clad layers would constitute 50 percent of the total thickness
of the coin as compared to one-third in our current cupronickel clad on copper
coins.
•
Except for the thickness of the cupronickel cladding for the new smaller dollar
coin, this laminate is the same material now being used in all of our coin
denominations other than the five cent and one cent coins.
ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

Cost Savings.—If the proposed dollar coin is accepted by the general public,
it could result in considerable savings both for our Government and the economy
as a whole. The current $1 coin costs about 8 cents each to produce as compared
to the cost for the new coin which will be 3 cents each. This is a savings of
greater than 60 percent per coin compared to the existing coin. Based on the
budgeted production for Fiscal Year 1978 the new coin would save $4.5 million
per year. With increased production generated by successful circulation, the
savings would multiply.
The increase in demand for one dollar notes will soon necessitate additional
facilities for the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. The one dollar note now
represents 60 percent of currency production. A practical $1 coin which circulates would primarily displate $1 notes and 25 cent coins. To the extent that it
displaces $1 notes. the required facility expansion for the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing, which would cost an estimated $100 million, could be deferred for
decades.
One dollar notes wear out in circulation and must be replaced in approximately
18 months at a cost of 1.8 cents each. Since each coin will last at least 15 years,
the coin has, at a minimum, a tenfold service life advantage. Considering the cost
of the coin compared to the note, each coin would save over 80 percent of the
production costs for the notes displaced.
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Significant cost savings would also result for the Federal Reserve System. As
Governor Philip E. Coldwell of the Federal Reserve Board testified before the
House Subcomittee on Historical Preservation and Coinage on the small dollar
proposal in May of this year:
"The Federal Reserve spent $48 million for the printing of the new currency
in fiscal year 1977. Of that $48 million, $28 million was spent to print nearly
2 billion one dollar notes. Thus, if all these dollar notes were replaced by coins.
the Federal Reserve would realize savings of $28 million in printing costs.
"Most new one dollar notes are used to replace worn out notes. On the average,
a new dollar note only lasts for 18 months before it is worn out and destroyed.
On the other hand, the new dollar coin is expected to last for 15 years or more,
a greater life expectancy by a factor of ten. Thus, while it costs $28 million
annually to maintain a circulation pool of 2.4 billion one dollar notes, replacing
each note every 18 months, it would only cost $5 million annually to maintain
the same size pool of dollar coins—a savings to the Government of $23 million
each year. If coins only replaced half the dollar notes, the savings in production
costs would still amount to $11 million.
"* * * the Federal Reserve would also realize savings in lower handling costs
cost
for the coin, compared to the costs of handling notes. Our staff estimates the
for processing 1,000 new coins at $0.51 compared to $2.19 for processing 1,000
notes, including destruction costs. Thus, if dollar coins replaced half the dollar
notes, and if each coin were processed one time per year, the Federal Reserve
would have an additional $2 million, annually, in currency processing costs.".
Inflationary Impact.—In examining the potential economic impact of the
dollar
proposal, the Department has also considered whether issuance of the new
in
coin would have any inflationary effect. Federal Reserve Governor Coldwell
not
response to a question before the House Subcommittee, stated that he did
t
think the new coin would present any inflationary problems. The Departmen
agrees with that assessment. We suggest that the increased use of higher value
coins in this and other developed countries is the consequence rather than the
cause of the general inflationary trend. As the purchasing power of the lowest
denomination note declines, the highest value coin becomes a far more necessary
component of a Nation's coinage and currency system.
Also, while the new coin would enable the automated merchandising industry
to offer a whole range of items not now available in vending machines, the pricing
to
structure would still be governed by market forces. It thus seems reasonable
be
assume that any automatically vended item priced excessively high would
rejected by the consumer.
DISTRIBUTION OF COINS

Production.—At such time as the legislation is approved by the Congress, the
Mint would immediately start the contracting process for the necessary coinage
start
strip. This would take approximately three months; at that point, we would
the actual production of the coins. Were the recommended design adopted, approximately two months would be required for the Mint to complete the fabricanew
tion of dies and the procurement of the production tooling necessary for the
coin, during which time the coinage strip would also be procured.
500
Our plan is to undertake production at an accelerated rate, producing
million pieces of the new coin in six months prior to their release to the public.
assure an
Such a large inventory of coins prior to initial distribution would
equitable and adequate supply of coins throughout the Nation.
Reserve
Circulating efforts.—A task force composed of Treasury and Federal
acceptance
officials is examining the various ways which would stimulate general
ations for
of the new coin. The objective of the task force is to develop recommend
correthe effective circulation of the new coin which would, in turn, result in a
circulation.
sponding reduction in the volume of Federal Reserve notes needed for
retail
In this effort, the Department will certainly need the.cooperation of large
firms, commercial banks, and the general public.
handle
The task force is studying those banks and retail industries which
of using
significant quantities of coins and currency to identify the advantages
the new coin. A leading fast food merchandiser estimates that two to three
of the
seconds can be saved per retail transaction if the coin is used instead
dollar note.
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Studies indicate that the greatest difficulty in
effectively circulating the new
coin will be the required change in habits of
retail
educational program aimed at retailers and banks clerks and bank tellers. An
will be required to overcome
this important source of anticipated resistance
major retailers and banks will be crucial in this to the new coin. The support of
effort.
Only after clear success has been achieved in
circulating the new coin could
programmed reduction of one dollar bill production
Design.—This takes us to design of the propos be considered.
ed coin, which, Mr. Chairman,
has been the center of considerable public
months. The Administration has recommende attention during the past several
d a modern stylized female Liberty
head design for the new coin. This historical
coin minted in 1793 and appeared in variou design appeared on the first U.S.
s forms on almost all the denominations of our coins through modern times. The
female Liberty head is symbolic
of and honors all women rather than any partic
by a Phrygian cap, which has been a symbo ular individuals. It is accompanied
l
years and has repeatedly appeared on our coins.of freedom for over the past 2,500
We believe that it would be most appropriate
that the historic Liberty head
design once again return to an American coin.
many distinguished American men and women However, we fully recognize that
tions to our country which are worthy of recognhave made substantial contribulikeness would be placed on the new coin under ition. Susan B. Anthony, whose
As a matter of fact, there have been over a 100 S. 3036 is certainly among them.
the general public to the Department for the different candidates suggested by
new coin design, and a number
of bills have been introduced in Congress
standing Americans as Harriet Tubman,to mandate the portrait of such outAbigai
Elizabeth Pole for the new coin. With your permisl Adams, Georgia Gray and
sion, Mr. Chairman, I would
like to submit lists of suggested candidates for
If the Congress desires to select a differ the record.
B. Anthony or any other that of course ent design for the coin, be it Susan
is
to believe that the Liberty design should be its prerogative. While we continue
depict
Department will defer that decision to the Congre ed on the coin, the Treasury
that the new dollar coin be authorized withou ss. Essential, in our view, is
proceed expeditiously with the production and t undue delay so that we may
issuance of the new coin.
This concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
I will be pleased to answer any
questions you may have.
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PREFACE
This report was prepared by Research Triangle Institute (Rh) to
document the results of a study entitled, "A Comprehensive Review of
U.S. Coinage System Requirements to 1990," conducted for the Bureau of
the Mint under Contract Number TM75-1059. The research is intended to
improve the information available to the Bureau of the Mint for its
continuing planning efforts. The purpose of the study was to review
and recommend changes in Mint facilities and in coin forecasting, production planning, and distribution systems--both for the present U.S.
coins and for alternatives. The impacts of various alternatives on
public and private interests were also assessed to develop a recommended coinage system to 1990.
This document is a summary of A Comprehensive Review of U.S. Coina9e
System Requirements to 1990, the final report of the research conducted
by
Research Triangle Institute which is presented in two volumes:
Volume I, Current Denomination and Alloys
Volume II, Coinage System Alternatives
Volume I focuses upon Phase I of the research:

the U.S. coinage
system requirements; assuming the present coin denominations, alloys,
and configurations remain unchanged through 1990. It contains an assessment of alternative forecast methodologies and presents reliable techniques
for projecting long-term and short-term coin requirements. In addition
the capacity and capabilities of the U.S. Mint production, distributi
on,
and inventory system are analyzed, and mathematical models for simplifying the aggregate planning and production scheduling functions are
presented, along with initial implementation results.
Volume II contains the analysis and findings of the Phase II research
which focused upon the impacts of alternatives to the present U.S.
coin
system. The results are presented for: (1) extensive surveys of
public
and private interests, (2) analysis of metallurgical and economic
charac-

teristics of alternative coinage materials, and (3) estimates of
the
cost and performance impacts of alternative coin denominations,
materials,
and configurations. As a culmination of the Phase II research,
recommendations for changes in the U.S. coinage system to 1990 are presented.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
The Bureau of the Mint manufactures, stores, and distributes the six
denominations of U.S. coins to the Federal Reserve System. Unanticipated
coin demand and volatile raw material prices in recent years have raised
questions concerning the adequacy of the Mint's manufacturing capacity,
and the high costs of providing coinage for commerce in the future.
As part of its continuing planning efforts, the Bureau of the Mint
contracted Research Triangle Institute (Contract Number TM 75-1059) in
May 1975 to conduct a comprehensive analysis of U.S. coinage requirements
to 1990. The purpose of the study was to review and recommend changes
in Mint facilities and in coin forecasting, production planning, and
distribution systems--both for the present U.S. coins and for possible
alternatives.
The impacts of various alternatives on public and private interests
were assessed to develop coinage system recommendations to 1990.

A.

Objectives
The specific objectives of the research were to:
Develop reliable forecasting methodologies for projecting
long-term and short-term coin requirements;
Assess the capacity and capabilities of the U.S. Mint's
production, distribution, and inventory systems;
Evaluate the future availability, projected price, and
metallurgical characteristics of alternative coinage materials;

1
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of alternative
Estimate the cost and performance impacts
ration;
configu
and
ls,
materia
coin denominations,
of coin denominaSelect the alternative representing the set
the best
tions, configurations, and materials which is
compromise coinage system; and
changes
Recommend facility, operational, and management
system.
for implementing the recommended coinage

B.

Approach

I focused upon the
The research was conducted in two phases. Phase
coin denomination,
present
the
g
assumin
ments;
U.S. coinage system require
The Phase II
1990.
through
ed
unchang
d
remaine
alloys, and configurations
to the present U.S.
research dealt with the impacts of alternatives
ts. A wide range of
interes
sector
private
and
public
on
coinage system
ves. The RTI research
tasks was performed to fulfill the project objecti
team:
for their
Reviewed and evaluated present forecasting methods
The
tion.
computa
of
accuracy, timeliness, and efficiency
the
ing
underly
l
factors
economic, demographic, and tempora
fored
improve
te
formula
to
d
demand for coins were analyze
erm procasting models and to generate long-term and short-t
jections of coin demand.
g Mint reports
Gathered data through site visits and existin
tical models
Mathema
ities.
capabil
and
y
capacit
Mint
to assess
for an optimum
s
ndation
recomme
develop
to
used
d
and
designe
were
system.
ry
invento
and
y,
deliver
ion,
product
coinage
and data
Reviewed recent economic and engineering literature
eristics
to assess the supply, demand, and metallurgical charact
of alternative coinage materials.
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Evaluated the relative merits of alternative
materials on the
basis of results of coin production experiments
performed by
the Bureau of the Mint.
Conducted more than 800 personal, telephone,
and mail interviews
with representatives of key public and private
groups. The
responses were used to ascertain the prefere
nces of those groups
of coin users and to estimate the cost impacts
of coinage changes.
Requested representatives of primary interes
t groups to identify
relevant criteria for evaluating alternatives
to the present
coinage system, and to rank them in order of
their importance.
Compared the costs and impacts of each alterna
tive to identify
the most advantageous coinage system, and outline
d recommendations for implementing changes.

C.

Summary of Primary Conclusions and Recommendation
s

CHANGE IN THE PRESENT U.S. COINAGE SYSTEM IS INEVITA
BLE. Producing
all the coins that would be required by 1990 would
call for unacceptable
resource and cost burdens relative to the benefit
s gained. The problems
with existing coinage are:
a.
The disproportionate requirement for one-cen
t coins, which
are becoming increasingly costly to manufacture
and circulate,
and less useful in commerce;
b.
The failure of half-dollar and one dollar coins
to circulate
readily.
RTI RECOMMENDS THAT CENT PRODUCTION BE TERMINA
TED BY 1980. This option
is both less costly and generally more accepta
ble to user groups than any of
the alternative solutions to the penny dilemma
which RTI examined.
Discontinuing production of the cent coin will
be less costly than increasing
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to attrition caused
Mint capacity to meet an artificially high demand due
production in the
cent
Ceasing
power.
ing
by the cent's declining purchas
costs, as well as
ng
operati
its
reduce
to
Mint
the
near future will permit
ng the decision
Deferri
y.
capacit
new
cting
constru
of
to avoid the expense
of manufacturing
on
expansi
a
costly
tate
necessi
will
ion
to halt penny product
made -- by a largecapacity to be followed -- when the decision is finally
scale and more disruptive cutback than would occur now.
THE DOLLAR
RTI RECOMMENDS THAT THE GOVERNMENT REDUCE THE SIZE OF
tes
circula
llar
COIN AND ELIMINATE THE HALF-DOLLAR COIN. The half-do
circuof
lack
This
very little; the dollar does not circulate at all.
Since
coins.
two
the
lation is largely due to the cumbersome size of
than a quarter, RTI
room exists for only one usable coin sized larger
llar, be chosen as
half-do
the
recommends that the dollar, rather than
ently-sized dollar
conveni
A
coin.
the denomination for this additional
consumers for cash
of
ities
capabil
the
coin would significantly broaden
automatic merthe
of
Members
s.
machine
transactions, especially with
a smaller dollar,
in
t
interes
strong
a
ed
express
chandising industry have
its use. There
to
r
machine
their
adapt
to
ness
indicating their willing
which there
for
r,
half-dolla
small
a
in
ed
t
express
was no such interes
s.
quarter
two
-ute
substit
handy
a
is already
on the
These primary conclusions and recommendations are based
following findings.
Findings for Phase I:

Analysis of the Current Coinage System

FORECASTS OF COIN REQUIREMENTS TO 1990
Total annual coin requirements are projected at 41 billion
coins by 1990.
1990-Cent demand is projected to reach 37 billion coins by
ment.
require
coin
total
90 percent of the
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The share of cents produced as replacements for those lost by
attrition will increase from 68 percent of the production in
1973 to over 80 percent of the production in 1990.
Cents may provide an economical source of copper for limited
industrial consumption by 1990 if copper prices exceed $1.50
per pound.
•

MANUFACTURING REQUIREMENTS
Coin requirements will exceed present manufacturing capacity
by 1980 and will be more than double present capacity by 1990.
A linear programming model which RTI developed will simplify the
allocation of production.
FUTURE COSTS OF THE COPPER CENT
By 1982 the manufacturing cost of copper cents will exceed their
face value.
Hidden expenses for processing, handling, and storing cents raise
the cost of cent coins to the public.
The total cost for each penny manufactured in 1975 was .86t and
is projected to increase to 1.84ct per coin by 1990.
By 1990 the cost of each net addition to the stock of cent coins
in circulation will be more than 10t; only two pennies out
of ten manufactured will serve to increase the actual number of
cents in circulation.
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THE HALF-DOLLAR AND ONE DOLLAR COINS
Present commercial utilization is poor for half-dollar and
nonexistent for dollar coins due to their cumbersome size and
the ready availability of convenient substitutes.
Findings for Phase II:

Coinage System Alternatives

IMPACTS OF ELIMINATING THE CENT
Elimination of the cent would reduce coin manufacturing requirements by more than 60 percent.
If the cent is eliminated, current mint capacity will be
sufficient to the 21st century.
The majority of public and private organizations surveyed
oppose eliminating the cent. Approximately 90 percent of the
State Departments of Revenue and 80 percent of the retail firms
and commercial banks surveyed oppose elimination of the cent,
because it is believed necessary for commercial transactions.
The most commonly perceived impact of eliminating the cent coin
is that it will be inflationary.
ALTERNATIVES TO ELIMINATING THE CENT
An aluminum cent or a two cent coin are primary alternatives
to eliminating the copper penny.
Cost savings and protection from copper hoarding are the primary
advantages to the Department of the Treasury of changing the
composition of the cent to aluminum.
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The addition of a two cent coin to the present denominations will
reduce the requirements for one cent coins.
THE ONE DOLLAR COIN
A dollar coin made of the same material but slightly larger than
the quarter would be most successful in automatic merchandising.
4

Survey respondents in business and banking exhibited little
enthusiasm for the smaller dollar.
Initial success of the new dollar coin in circulation will depend
heavily on the extent of commitment by the automatic merchandising
industry.
A circulating dollar coin may provide a cost saving to the public.
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II
PHASE I:

CURRENT DENOMINATIONS AND ALLOYS

The Phase I research, assuming the current denominations and alloys
remain unchanged to 1990, included an assessment of alternative forecast
methodologies and development of techniques for projecting long-term

es
and short-term coin requirements. In addition the capacity and capabiliti
were
system
inventory
and
on,
,
distributi
of the U.S. Mint production
analyzed; and mathematical models for simplifying the aggregate planning
to
and production scheduling functions were developed and implemented
determine cost effective changes.

Coin Forecasts to 1990
Long-range and short-range forecasts of coinage requirements are
critical elements for effective planning and administration of Mint
operations. The long-range forecasts are necessary to plan for timely

A.

capacity expansion, aggregate production changes, and budgeting; shortand
range forecasts are necessary for production scheduling, inventory,
distribution decisions.
Recognizing the importance of forecasts to the administration of
the coinage system, RTI reviewed the forecasting methods used by the
U.S. Mint and Federal Reserve and by the responsible agencies of other
The alternative methods were evaluated with respect to
y, timeliness, and efficiency of computation.
reliabilit
their accuracy,
g models and alternative approaches
of
forecastin
ions
specificat
Various
to forecasting were developed to improve the existing systems and to

major countries.

generate forecasts of the long- and short-range demand for coins.
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Data Base
The coin data selected as the analysis base for long-term projections
were the data for total net payout, by denomination, for each year from
FY 1954 through FY 1975. Historical data on the actual demand for coins
to satisfy transaction, numismatic, speculative, and replacement needs
were not available, so the net payout of coins by Federal Reserve Banks was
substituted in the analysis as the best available proxy for coinage
demand)-' Net payout accurately reflects the demand for coins by
commercial banks and their customers during those periods before a coin
shortage exists or after recovery from a shortage, but it is a biased
estimator of demand during periods of coin shortages.
In the long-run, however, even with this shortcoming the net payout of Federal Reserve Banks is an acceptable proxy for coin demand.
Historically, unintentional coin shortages have occurred relatively
infrequently and the short-term aberrations were generally corrected.
Thus long-term trends in demand are preserved in the net payout data.
Demand Components
Total annual coin requirements consist of the number of coins, by
denomination, which should be added to the circulating pool each year in
order to completely satisfy the multiple purposes of coins. Components
of annual demand are transactions demand, numismatic demand, speculative
demand, and replacement demand.
The annual transactions demand is the additional number of coins
required annually to facilitate commercial transactions. This demand
increases as retail business activity expands, as additional cash registers
and vending machines are installed, as population growth expands the
personal inventory of coins for individual transactions, and as the
proportion of transactions involving coins increases.
Total retail sales were examined as a variable which partially
reflects annual commercial transactions activity. Annual data are available
for total U.S. retail sales, and also for annual estimates of U.S. population and for total sales through automatic merchandising. However, no
14et payout data were calculated from U.S. Bureau of the Mint form 9000
as total payments by Federal Reserve Banks to member banks and others minus
total receipts from member banks and others.
9
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ons
definitive measure of the annual levels of person-to-person transacti
consumer
the
as
such
,
measures
proxy
Various
found.
was
involving coins
and
price index, total personal income, per capita personal income,
others were analyzed with mixed results.
from
Numismatic demand consists of the number of coins withdrawn
s.
circulation annually due to their perceived value to coin collector
to
Uniqueness, relative scarcity, and face value of coins contribute
was not
numismatic demand, and although this component of total demand
on total
effect
its
examined directly, it was analyzed indirectly through
coin demand.

The present or anticipated value of the metals in a coin creates a
returns
speculative demand which may lead to hoarding. When the expected
exceeds
use
ve
alternati
best
its
for
from selling the metals in a coin
the cost (and concurrent risks) of collecting and processing the coin,
such coins will be withdrawn from circulation for speculative purposes.
This phenomenon occurred with the withdrawal of silver based coins
when
during the mid 1960's and is believed to have occurred with cents
the price of copper rose rapidly during 1973.
Speculative demand is confounded with numismatic demand, because
which
speculative demand creates a relative scarcity of specific coins
ve
Speculati
in turn increases the numismatic demand for those coins.
demand.
demand, when it occurs, may be a dominant component of total
d
any
in
Thus, the likelihood of its occurrence must be considere
of the
long-range forecast used for strategic planning by the Bureau
Mint.

Replacement demand is the residual demand for coins to replace those
c
withdrawn from circulation for other than speculative or numismati
demand
ent
replacem
with
d
associate
factors
reasons. Commonly perceived
and
are coins being lost, thrown away, or accumulated in boxes and jars
othernot
ls
withdrawa
that
in
demand
residual
a
is
It
never retrieved.
wise identified fall into the category of replacement demand.

Association Between Coin Demand and Economic Activity
The association between coin net payout and selected measures of
- FY 1975
economic activity and population were analyzed for the FY 1954
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time period for each denomination except the dollar. The coefficients
of correlation between coin demand and several economic variables,
shown in Table 1, demonstrate the high degree of association existing
between measures of the level of economic activity, cent demand, and
Correlations with eight other measures of economic activity,

time.

including indexes of manufacturing production, consumers goods production, wholesale prices, and Treasury bill yields, produced coefficients
ranging between .785 and .990.
a
Table 1
Coefficients of Correlation Between Cent Net Payout,
Selected Measures of Economic Activity, and Time:
Quarterly Data, FY 1954 - FY 1975 1/
CNP
Cent Net Payout (CNP)
Gross National Product (GNP)

GNP

PCPE

RS

CPI

TY

1.000 .877

.877

.935

.910

.874

1.000

.997

.957

.916

.985

.964

.927

.978

1.000

.981

.945

Per Capita Consumption
Expenditures (PCPE)

1.000

Total Retail Sales (RS)
Consumer Price Index (CPI)

1.000

Time (T)

.917
1.000

1/The correlation coefficient is a statistical measure of the degree of
association between two variables. Its value ranges from 0, when no
association exists, to 1, when a perfect correspondence exists between
the values of two variables.
-?-/Time is an index of successive quarters of fiscal years.
September, 1954.

T=0 for July-

The correlation coefficients showed strong associations between the
measures of economic activity and cent demand, but relatively weak associations between those variables and the requirements for other coin denominations. The coefficients for cents ranged from .829 for its association
with the interest rate on 3-month Treasury bills to .935 for its
association with total retail sales for the corresponding quarter of
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For the other denominations, the highest correlations were
exhibited between nickels and time (.404) and between half-dollars and
real gross national product (.698). However, none of the correlation
the year.

coefficients for the association between denominations other than cents
and the measures of economic activity was higher than .7.1/
Multiple regression analysis was utilized to determine the mathematical equation which best described the association existing between coin
net payout and the measures of economic activity or time. Since the
demand for cents is expected to constitute the major component of future
coinage requirements as long as the existing coinage system remains
unchanged, the regression analysis focused on cent demand.
The annual net payout for cents for FY 1954 through FY 1975 was
regressed against measures of economic activity described above. Each
regression equation was statistically significant and explained more than
70 percent of the total variation in net payout.
ships were of particular interest. These were:

However, two relation-

(a) CNP = -2,756 + .0202 [RS]
(b) CNP = -7,475 + 107.22 [CPI]
where,
CNP = annual cent net payout
RS = U.S. total retail sales, in millions of dollars
CPI = consumer price index, all items, 1967 = 100.
Equations a and b explained, respectively, 95 percent and 97 percent of
the total variation in cent net payout from FY 1954 through FY 1975.
The variables of interest and the degree to which they explained the
variation among years in cent net payout were total dollar value of retail
2.
sales, with R2 = .95, and the consumer price index, with R
1/The relatively low correlation coefficients for denominations other
than cents were partially attributable to the effects of other factors
on coin demand; primarily the effects of the silver withdrawal program
and the introduction of cupronickel clad coinage during the mid 1960s.
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Significantly, a measure of price levels or the rate of inflation was
a better predictor of cent demand than any other measure of economic
activity analyzed. This may be interpreted as confirming that the
demand for cents is derived from other factors in addition to their
utility in commercial transactions. That is, when the purchase power
of the cent declines, artificial demand is generated by its nuisance quality
which induces casual or deliberate cent consumption; i.e., persons lose, throw
away, or store cents without concern for their financial loss.
If retail sales and the consumer price index continue to increase
at their historical growth rates, and their relationships to cent payout
remain unchanged, the future cent requirements will be those shown in
Table 2. Projections of the two economic series yield similar estimates
of requirements for 1980 (16 to 17 billion coins) but diverge rapidly in
subsequent years due to the greater estimated growth rate for total
retail sales.

Table 2
Alternative Projections of Cent Requirements
(millions of coins)

Forecast Series
Year

?!
CPI

Retail Sales"

1980

17,048

1985

16,170

30,463

24,155

1990

52,969

34,770

"Assumes 10.9% annual growth rate in total retail sales.
/
Assumes 6% annual growth rate in the consumer price index.

Projections of future requirements for coins, based on levels
of economic or commercial activities that are considered to be determinan
ts
of the coin requirements, are inherently more satisfactory than projecting
coin requirements based upon time alone. However, future levels
of economic activity are not known, so coin projections based on
economic
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variables are subject to an additional source of error. The projections
of coin demand would depend upon the reliability of the estimate of the
value of an economic variable as well as the accuracy of the model specification.
Trend Projections
After consideration of a broad spectrum of econometric and trend models,
the trend extrapolation approach was adopted as the basis for long term coin
forecasts. Particularly important factors in RTI's selection of the trend
projection approach were:
1)

The statistical fits of econometric models were not superior to
those of trend models,

2)
3)

Uncertainty about future economic conditions,
Uncertainty about the specification of the "correct" econometric model.

A trend is a proxy for the combined influences of the underlying
The trend analysis conducted during this

factors which affect demand.

study consisted of a regression analysis of the levels of coin net
payout over time. The value of such analysis is multifold. First, many
processes are well-behaved over time; second, future values of time are
always known with certainty--as contrasted with economic variables whose
future values are unknown; third, time serves well as a proxy variable
for the individual or combined influences of other variables. This was
shown in Table 1 by the correlation coefficients between time and
quarterly measures of economic activity.
Regression equations were calculated for several alternative specifi-caticns of the relationship between time and coin net payout from FY 1954
Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between actual
net payout of cents during the period and quadratic and exponential trend
equations which best fit the net payout data. The quadratic and exponential
equations and a cubic equation not shown described the historical demand
through FY 1975.

almost equally as well statistically; accounting for 96, 96, and 95
percent of the variation in annual net payout respectively.
Regression analysis of trends for each of the other denominations
For nickels, dimes, and quarters, the
linear trend equation was superior to the equation in which time was speciproduced interesting results.

fied as either of the higher degree polynomials. For nickels, the linear
quadratic, and exponential equations explained 87, 78, and 68 percent of
the variation in annual net payout. Similarly, the linear, quadratic,
and exponential trend equations for dimes explained 90, 86, and 86 percent
14
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Table 3
Baseline Projections of Annual Coin Requirements by Denomination
(in billions of coins)
Year
1975 (Actual)
1977
1978
1979
1980
1985
1990

Cent

Nickel

Dime

Quarter

Half

Dollar

Total

9.422
9.889
10.657
11.456
12.287
16.910
22.317

.549
0.700
0.727
0.753
0.780
0.912
1.045

.785
0.954
0.991
1.029
1.066
1.254
1.442

.484
0.589
0.615
0.640
0.666
0.795
0.923

.176
0.217
0.227
0.237
0.248
0.298
0.349

.050
0.068
0.072
0.076
0.080
0.100
0.120

11.466
12.417
13.289
14.191
15.127
20.269
26.196

Table 4
Intermediate Projections of Annual Coin Requirements by Denomination
(in billions of coins)
Year
1975 (Actual)
1977
1978
1979
1980
1985
1990

Cent

Nickel

Dime

Quarter

Half

Dollar

Total

9.422
11.427
12.706
14.091
15.587
24.877
37.576

.549
0.700
0.727
0.753
0.780
0.912
1.045

.785
0.954
0.991
1.029
1.066
1.254
1.442

.484
0.589
0.615
0.640
0.666
0.795
0.923

.176
0.217
0.227
0.237
0.248
0.298
0.349

.050
0.068
0.072
0.076
0.080
0.100
0.120

11.466
13.955
15.338
16.826
18.427
28.236
41.455

Table 5
Ceiling Projections of Annual Coin Requirements by Denomination
(in billions of coins)
Year
1975 (Actual)
1977
1978
1979
1980
1985
1990

Cent

Nickel

Dime

Quarter

Half

Dollar

Total

9.422
11.874
13.342
14.992
16.847
30.179
54.063

.549
0.809
0.863
0.919
0.978
1.302
1.682

.785
1.210
1.326
1.453
1.593
2.518
3.981

.484
0.826
0.932
1.053
1.189
2.182
4.006

.176
0.248
0.268
0.289
0.311
0.432
0.573

.050
0.068
0.072
0.076
0.080
0.100
0.120

11.466
15.035
16.803
18.782
20.998
36.713
64.425

P
N
D
Q
H
$

=
=
=
=
=
=

2
862 + 15.672T
61.9 + 26.6T
55.0 + 37.45T
-29.7 + 25.75T
-25.3 + 10.1T
-28 + 4T

Maximum

Intermediate

Baseline

P
N
D
Q
H
$

=
=
=
=
=
=

3
1612 + 0.71T
61.9 + 26.6T
55.0 + 37.45T
-29.7 + 25.75T
-25.3 + 10.17
-28 + 4T
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LnP
N
LnD
LnQ
H
$

=
=
=
=
=
=

6.5837 + .11§6T
175.8 + 1.17'
4.9 + .0916T
3.8 + 1215T,
12.2 + .41T'
-28 + 4T
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of the variation in net payout.

Equations for quarter demand yielded

similar results)"
The values listed in Tables 3 through 5 encompass the range of coin
demand projections generated by the alternative trend equations.

They

constitute the baseline, intermediate, and ceiling projections of annual
coin requirements to 1990.
The baseline projection, shown in Table 3, is the most conservative
estimate of the future trend in coin requirement, setting a lower limit
on projected coin demand to the year 1990.

Although demand is forecast

to increase annually, the underlying assumption for the baseline forecast
is that the rate of growth will decline gradually.

In the context of

facility planning, Mint production capacity should always exceed the
baseline projection of coin requirements.
The trend equations for each denomination except cents is assumed
to be linear for the baseline projections, while a quadratic equation
reflects the projected trend for cents.

Accordingly, total coin require-

ments are projected to increase from 11.5 billion coins in 1975 to 26.2
billion coins in 1990 of which 85 percent are projected to be cents.
The intermediate projection of annual coin requirements by denomination shown in Table 4 differs from the baseline projection in that the
trend for cent requirement is estimated by a cubic equation rather than
a quadratic.

Based on the intermediate projection, cent requirements

are estimated to increase by 300 percent from 1975 to 1990, when they
would constitute 91 percent of the 41.5 billion total coin requirement.
The ceiling projection shown in Table 5 provides the maximum
reasonable estimate of coin requirements based upon trend.

The ceiling

projection shows an increase in total coin requirements from 11.4 billion
coins in 1975 to 64.4 billion in 1990, of which 54.1 billion coins are
cents.

Based on the regression equation statistics, the ceiling pro-

jection equations for coin requirements produced only a marginal decline
in statistical significance from those of the baseline trend equations.
4

1/Data for nickels, dimes, quarters, and half dollars were adjusted to
compensate for the effects of the silver withdrawal - cupronickel introduction period. Conversely, cent data were analyzed both excluding and
including data for the 1974-1975 cent shortage period; and projections
were based on data including the period, because the differences were
relatively insignificant and exclusion was not fully justifiable.
17
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This marginal difference was not sufficient to rule out the ceiling
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demand in the past. Nevertheless, the demand for cents was highly correlated with predictive variables such as time, consumer price index, total
retail sales, and other measures of economic activity; so trend was the
primary basis for the forecasts to 1990 since its future values are known.
Other Forecast Considerations
Future requirements for nickels, dimes, and quarters will depend
primarily on the number of annual cash transactions in commercial activity.
Requirements for half dollar and dollar coins will be primarily dependent
upon numismatic demand; cent requirements will be dictated by annual
cent attrition caused by the unique function of this denomination in
commercial transactions and the public's perception of its utility.
Compared to cent demand, future requirements for all other coin
denominations are relatively predictable. However, uncertain future
cent requirements will constitute no less than two-thirds of annual coin
demand. Two factors add to the uncertainty about future cent requirements;
the future attrition rate of the stock of coin in circulation, and the
possibility that the price of copper will rise to a level which will
induce cent hoarding for its copper content.
Coins are collected, defaced or multilated, melted down, stored in
long-term inventory, incidentally or intentionally set aside in jars
and boxes, and otherwise withdrawn from the stock of coin in circulation.
Estimates of the rate of withdrawal from the circulating pool were calculated from the age distribution of coins in Sears Roebuck Company
cash registers in November, 1973.11 By descending order of loss rates,
the annual attrition to the circulating pooT was calculated by RTI as
follows:
Denomination

Annual Attrition Rate

Half Dollar

22.7%

Cents

13.0

Nickel

7.1

Dime
Quarter

1/One Cent Coinage: A Summary of the 1973 - 1974 Treasury - Federal
Reserve Committee Studies, Department of the Treasury, October 1974,
pp. 13-17.
19
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Attrition estimates were not calculated for the dollar coin due to
limited data, but the 22.7 percent attrition rate for half dollars accounted
for the total annual requirements for that denomination. If that trend
continues, the stock of half dollars in circulation will remain constant.
The 13.0 percent attrition rate of the cent has serious implications
for future cent requirements, due to the absolute size of the circulating
pool and the evidence of an increasing attrition rate. Cent attrition
was estimated at 4.8 percent annually in 1963. The increasing attrition
rate is symptomatic of the decreasing value of cents for commercial
However, treatment of the cent is substantially different
from that of the half dollar due to the difference in value. Businesses
incur little cost in maintaining a liberal inventory of cents for comtransactions.

Because of their low value, the consumer has
around cent coins placing the burden of districarry
to
little incentive
pleting cash exchanges.

bution on the retailer.
Assuming the attrition rate for cent coins continues to increase
at a .5 percent rate per year, 21 percent of the circulating stock will
be withdrawn annually by 1990. If the net payout follows the intermediate projection for cents, the circulating pool will increase from
the 35 billion level at the end of 1973 to 116 billion in 1990. Significantly, the latter requirements of over 35 billion cents per year would
add 6.5 billion cents to the circulating pool and contribute around 30
billion to replace annual attrition. If the attrition rate increases
at a greater or lesser rate than projected, the annual cent requirements
will increase or decrease accordingly.
The projected cent requirements increase significantly if copper
prices rise to a level which induces cent hoarding, or the U.S. supply
of industrial copper is artifically restricted. In either case, cent
coins become an alternative source of copper for limited industrial use,

"Coin in Circulation," George R. Morrison, Consultant to the Office
of Planning and Program Evaluation, Office of the Secretary of the
Treasury, June, 1967.
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leading to withdrawal of cents from circulation.

Then the effective
demand for cooper cents is unbounded and net payout would be limited
only by the Mint's capacity to produce and distribute cents. A shortage
of freely circulating cents will become inevitable unless industrial and
speculative cent hoarding is negated by effective economic or legislative
deterrents.

4

Electrolytic copper, currently selling for approximately $0.75
per pound, rose from an average price of $0.60 per pound in 1973 to $1.41
per pound in 1974 due to record usage levels, worldwide inflation,
anticipated labor strikes, and other production difficulties. If copper
price follows the long-term trend, it will average $1.50 per pound by
1990 and the value of the metal in a cent will exceed its face value.
However, given the volatility in copper prices, the 1990 price of copper
could reach as high as $2.40 per pound temporarily.
Short-Term Coin Requirements
Over a two-year planning horizon, the Mint's objective is to balance
the utilization of production resources to meet the requirements for coins
in a timely and efficient manner. With reliable forecasts of monthly
and annual coin requirements by denomination for each Federal Reserve
Bank and Branch, annual production rates and distribution assignments
for each Mint can be established to minimize the total cost of coin production and distribution. Alternative forecasting methodologies were
evaluated to develop projections of coin requirements to meet the needs
for short-term production planning and recommendations for implementing
a forecast system.
Through this evaluation, RTI found that for short-term projections
of coin requirements trend models produced the most reliable estimates.
The quarterly net payout data for each denomination were analyzed with
respect to corresponding values for time, nondurable goods sales, the
Consumer Price Index, and other potential estimators of short-term coin
requirements. A regression analysis of the data from FY 1954 through
FY 1975, excluding the silver withdrawal and cupronickel introduction
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period, was performed and the results compared with those obtained from
several exponential smoothing models. For each denomination except the
half dollar, the regression forecast was superior.
The forecast should be in error by 20 percent of the actual value
for cents and 30 percent of the actual value for nickels, dimes, and
quarters, less than 35 percent of the time. Further improvement in the
forecast for cents may be gained by adjusting for the serial correlation
in demand evidenced over the 22 year period.
The total requirements will range from 2.3 billion to 3.8 billion
The estimates contained in Table 6 con-

coins per quarter through 1977.

stitute the most reliable and timely projections of quarterly coin
requirements through calendar year 1977 which the study team was able
to develop.

They are based upon the analysis of alternative short-term

forecast methodologies, and an evaluation of alternative mathematical
specifications of predictive models.

Table 6
Forecasts of Quarterly Coin Requirements, by Denomination
(in millions of coins)
Calendar
Quarter

Cent

Nickel

Dime

Quarter

HalfDollar

Dollar

Total

(MIN)

(MAX)

1976.2

2,100

2,106

220

371

256

49

15

3,017

1976.3

2,140

2,332

162

218

112

51

15

2,890

1976.4

2,324

2,645

201

292

260

52

15

3,465

1977.1

1,785

2,168

20

56

- 6

40

15

2,293

1977.2

2,285

2,734

222

382

266

52

15

3,672

1977.3

2,360

2,784

164

230

123

54

15

3,370

1977.4

2,470

2,921

203

304

270

54

15

3,767
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Table 7
Projected Dates for Attaining Coin Requirement Levels
Annual Coin
Requirements
(billion coins)
18.7
22
25
30
35
40

Earliest
Date 1/

Most Likely
Date 2/

1979
1981
1982
1984
1985
1986

1980
1983
1984
1986
1988
1990

Latest
Date 3/
1984
1987
1989
1990+
1990+
--

1/From the baseline projection of coin requirements.
-2-"From the intermediate projection of coin requirements.
3,
--/From the ceiling projection of coin requirements.

Table 8
Production Capacity Requirements to the Year 1990
(in billions of coins)

Year
1977
1978
1979
1980
1 981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

Estimated
Coin Requirementsl/

Additional 2,
Requirements-2

13.1
15.3
16.8
18.4
20.1
22.0
23.9
26.0
28.2
30.6
33.1
35.7
38.5
41.5

1.3
1.5
1.7
1.9
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
3.1
313
3.6
3.9
4.1

Total Capacity
Requirements
14.4
16.8
18.5
20.3
22.1
24.2
26.3
28.6
31.1
33.7
36.4
35.3
42.4
45.6

1/From intermediate projection of coin requirements.
.2/Ten percent of estimated coin requirements; allowance for inventory
accumulation.
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B.

Manufacturing Requirements
conducted to:
An analysis of coin manufacturing requirements was
evaluate whether the current and planned manufacturing
d to
facilities are adequate to produce the coins require
1990,
recommend the scope and timing of any necessary system
changes,

inventory
develop and implement production, distribution, and
of
tions
combina
varying
models to analyze the impacts of
to
order
in
ons
operati
of
resources, sequencing, and timing
develop aggregate planning recommendations.

Present and Planned Capacity
The total Mint coin production capacity for existing plus planned
per year; with
installations of equipment is 18.75 billion coins
8.5 billion coins
and
8.7
ng
produci
of
capable
Philadelphia and Denver
ng 1.5
produci
ory
Deposit
Bullion
Point
West
the
and
respectively,
This capacity at
re.
elsewhe
tured
manufac
blanks
from
cents
billion
of coins produced,
Philadelphia and Denver is contingent upon the mix
a proportional mix
and the capacity estimates assure both Mints produce
of coins.

projections
Corresponding to the baseline, intermediate, and ceiling
levels
ntal
increme
which
of coin requirements, the projected dates by
the
While
7.
Table
in
ed
of coin requirements will occur are present
ing
project
in
t
inheren
inty
ranges of dates illustrate the uncerta
clearly demonstrate
requirements for extended future time periods, they
the currently
surpass
will
ments
the inevitability that coin require
year.
per
coins
billion
18.75
available Mint capacity of
annual coin
The total coin production capacity required to meet
were calculated
ments
require
coin
annual
The
8.
Table
demand is shown in
by denominaments
require
coin
of
ions
project
trend
diate
from the interme
coin requirements must
tion to 1990. Capacity in excess of the projected
ons from the trend in
be planned, due to the cyclical and random variati
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coin requirements; a portion of these variations should be accommodated
by inventory accumulation and depletion and the remainder through changes
in annual or quarterly production rates.

Thus, when demand is below

the long-term trend, inventory should be accumulated to reduce the
magnitude of the production rate increase necessary in subsequent years
when demand exceeds anticipated requirements.

An additional capacity

equal to 10 percent of the projected coin requirements should be sufficient
to provide an economic balance between inventory accumulation and proa

duction rate changes.
As Table 8 illustrates, the overall production capacity required
will exceed existing capacity by 1980, will double between 1980 and 1988,
and will exceed 40 billion coins per year by 1990 (capacity to produce
170 coins per capita annually in 1990).
Denomination Mix and Service Level Strategies
Within the domain of the present coinage system, three basic expansion
options are open to the Bureau of the Mint.

(Volume II of the report addresses

the impacts of changes in coin denominations, configurations, or material
compositions.) These options are:
a.

Embark on an accelerated program to expand Mint production
capacity in order to satisfy all coin requirements until
costs become prohibitive; then change the coinage system.

b.

Redefine the components of coin demand which will be satisfied
by the Mint and expand production capacity to satisfy the
reduced demand.

Allow the market to compensate for cent

shortages.
c.

Plan to eliminate the cent or change its material composition
within five years to reduce or eliminate the necessary additions
to capacity.

a

The three alternative Mint strategies may be adopted independently
or sequentially, but the sequence is irreversible.

For example the Mint

may expand capacity to meet cent requirements to the year 1980; stabilize
production at that level until 1985 and allow businesses and consumers
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to accommodate any cent shortages through pricing or packaging changes or
rounding off transactions; and then eliminate the cent when that option
becomes more acceptable to the public.:!'
—
Production of Total Cent Requirements
If the Bureau of the Mint remains committed to providing the total
annual requirements for copper cents to 1990, additional production
capacity must be programmed immediately to become operational by 1980,
and large increments in additional capacity must be programmed to become
operational at a maximum of five year intervals thereafter.-"
Figure 4 illustrates the geographic service areas of the existing
Mint facilities in 1990.

By 1990 the existing Denver Mint would only be
able to meet the coin requirements of the west north central and mountain states, and Philadelphia and West Point could service only the
northeast and mid-atlantic states.

The pacific states, requiring 6.1

billion coins and the east north central, south atlantic, and east south
central regions, requiring an additional 20.8 billion coins, could not
be serviced by the existing facilities.
This study adopted the assumption that if a new Mint were required,
it would be constructed in Denver because:

Denver is a rational location
for a mint to economically service the western part of the U.S.; prior

1/Responses to the RTI survey of potentially affected groups indicated
80 percent of the retail firms and commercial banks, 90 percent of the
State Departments of Revenue, and 37 percent of the automatic merchandising
firms and transportation system operators opposed elimination of the
cent. See M. Anne Hill, Analysis of User Responses to Candidate Changes
in the U.S. Coinage System, Research Triangle Institute Memorandum
RM-26U-1133-5.
2/
The copper cent must be replaced by a less expensive material before
copper prices exceed $1.50 per pound or production requirements thereafter become unlimited. Replacement with an alternative material may
significantly affect demand projections, especially during the initial
period as copper cents are withdrawn from circulation.
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to the study a site in Denver had already been purchased and preparations
for a new mint were in progress; and the existing Denver Mint is
effectively obsolete due to its inefficient layout, limited access,
excessive noise levels, extreme congestion, and potential structural
fatigue.

Under any circumstances the existing Denver Mint must be

replaced or its long-term capacity curtailed substantially.

The excel-

lence of the management and dedication of the production staff have
accounted for the overall performance to date of the Denver Mint.
Planned initial capacity of the new Denver Mint, which would replace
the existing facility, is 10.5 billion coins annually.

This level of

production would be adequate to satisfy system-wide requirements until
1981, when further expansion would become necessary.
The planned capacity of the new Denver Mint after expansion is 16
billion coins per year, which raises the system-wide capacity to 26.2
billion coins per year.

However, that capacity would be sufficient to

meet total coin requirements only until 1984.

Additional production

capacity, beyond that provided by a new Denver Mint, should be located
in the east central area of the U.S.
Since cents will account for over 85 percent of total coin requirements by 1985, and they will inevitably become obsolete by 1995 regardless
of their material composition, the additional facility should be dedicated to cent production and should be designed to minimize capital costs;
that is, it should be devoid of the security associated with existing
mints and designed for efficient continuous production.

The cent Mint

would purchase strip and the decision to manufacture or purchase blanks
would depend upon the relative economies associated with the coin
material and alternative supplies.
The designed capacity of the penny mint should be sufficient to
satisfy all coin requirements until the cent is eliminated.

If the

elimination target date becomes 1990, then its potential capacity should
be 19.4 billion cents, or 52 percent of U.S. cent requirements in 1990.
The remaining cent requirements plus requirements for other denominations would be met by the remaining facilities.
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The irony of the above strategy is that by postponing a decision to
eliminate or only partially meet requirements for the cent, the Bureau
of the Mint will make a large investment in plant, equipment, and personnel
which will be lost if the cent is eliminated. For example, a utilitarian
penny mint, capable of producing 19 billion cents, would cost $100
million in 1985 ($40 million for the facility + $20 million for equipment, and a 6 percent per year inflation rate) and would require 500 perTo then liquidate the facility in 1990 could entail

sons to operate it.

a loss of $75 million for plant and equipment (90 percent of the unamortized
value) plus termination pay for employees and the ensuing effects from
their unemployment.
Alternatively, the Mint can produce less than the total requirements; stimulating a reduction in the rate of withdrawals from circulation
by induced shortages. The latter strategy is undesirable, because modest
deliberate shortages may induce more severe unintentional shortages due to
coin hoarding and inventory accumulation.
The Cent Dilemma
Assuming no changes in the denominations, configurations, or
material compositions of the present U.S. coinage system, the Bureau of
the Mint is rapidly approaching a dilemma brought about by the projected
growth of cent demand and the projected increases in costs to the Mint,
and ultimately to the public, of manufacturing and distributing cents
for use in commercial transactions.
The wide range in projections of annual cent requirements by 1990
underscores the uncertainty associated with the nature and magnitude of
the potential influences creating a demand for cents. Projections by
Research Triangle Institute forecast a range in the annual requirements
for cents by 1990 of from 22 to 54 billion coins, with a most likely
Comparatively, total coin requirements
for 1990 are estimated at between 26 and 64 billion coins. However,
estimate of 37 billion cents.

estimated cent requirements become unbounded if copper prices rise to a
level which induces cent hoarding, because cent coins become an alternative source of copper for limited industrial use.
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Significantly, the cent coin, which possesses minimal purchase
power and has commercial value only as a unit of account, will dominate
total coin requirements by 1990. The value of a cent, which became the
lowest denomination in the U.S. in 1857 when the half-cent was eliminated,
has declined substantially over time. A nickel today will purchase
less than a cent could purchase in 1917, and by 1990 a dime will have
less purchasing power than the cent did in 1917.11
The companion aspect of the cent dilemma is that, simultaneous
with the accelerating cent requirements, the costs to the Mint associated
with cent production and distribution are also projected to increase.
Table 9 illustrates the increases projected for cent manufacturing costs
to 1990. Between 1980 and 1985 the Mint will enter the era of producing
copper cents in a situation of negative seignorage. By 1990, the value
of the metal (95 percent copper, 5 percent zinc) contained in a cent
will regularly exceed the face value of the coin. Assuming a collection and processing cost of 10 percent of the material value, manufacturers
will find an economic source of copper in the cent coin by 1990, and
the copper cent will be obsolete as a monetary unit)-" The specific
dates for these occurrences are uncertain due to the effects of production economies, inflation, and short-term price fluctuations but their
likelihood within 5 years of the above dates appears almost certain.
Given the most likely projection of cent demand and estimated cost
increases, the Mint will incur a negative seignorage of $67.4 million
to produce the estimated 25 billion cents required in 1985 and a deficit
of $177 million to produce the 38 billion cents required in 1990. However, the cost to the public of net additions to the circulating pool
will be even more substantial. The additional costs associated with
processing cents through the Federal Reserve system and other distribution stages before they are utilized in commercial transactions will
add another $300 million cost to the public. Also, three-fourths of the
net payout will constitute replacement for the attrition from circulation
and only one-fourth will add to the circulating pool.
-"Stephen A. Johnston and Hans Stadelmaier, Evaluation of Candidate Materials,
Alloys, and Cladding Combinations for United States Coinage, Research
Triangle Institute Memorandum RM-26U-1133-2.
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Table 9
Actual and Projected Mint Costs to Manufacture Cent Coins
(in dollar per 100 coins)

Cost Category

1975

1980

1/
Metal

.464

Strip Fabrication-"
'
Coinage and Shipping?]
TOTAL

Year
1985

1990

.723

.967

1.090

.130

.158

.192

.234

.076

.092

.112

.137

.670

.973

1.271

1.461

1/Estimated trend in copper prices:

1975 = $.64 per lb. (valued at average
purchase price of Mint inventory),
1980 = $1.00 per lb.,
1985 = $1.25 per lb.,

1990 = $1.50 per lb.
Copper is subject to wide variability in short-term prices.
?,/
Strip fabrications coining and shipping costs estimated based on four
percent annual increases in 1975 actual costs.

4
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The crux of the cent dilemma is that, if the coin demand and
economic conditions fulfill expectations, by 1990 the Bureau of the Mint
will have to expand production capacity by over 125 percent to produce
cent coins that will be withdrawn from circulation rapidly and may cost
the public $0.10 each for those added to the circulating pool. At that
point, a decision to cease manufacturing cents would require closing
and liquidation of three-fourths of the Mint's production capacity as
well as termination or transfer of many employees.
Aggregate Production Planning
Aggregate production planning is the process of developing a production and distribution plan for one year in advance and a tentative plan
for the subsequent year. The plans are aggregate, because they focus
upon the major segments of the production process rather than with
detailed schedules of activities. For the Bureau of the Mint, the aggregate plan is designed to balance the utilization of manufacturing resources
to meet the annual requirements for coins in an efficient manner.
Aggregate production planning is based on (1) projections of quarterly
coin requirements by denomination for the following year, (2) anticipated
beginning inventory levels for the period, and (3) target inventory levels
for the end of the annual period. With this information the Bureau of
the Mint determines quarterly production rates and distribution assignments for each Mint, and the management at each facility translates those
requirements into detailed production schedules.
Effective aggregate production planning requires the balancing of
costs, material and process requirements, and Mint capabilities. In
general the coin manufacturing system entails processing three types of
material through three primary manufacturing operations at three
different mint facilities to produce six denominations of coins for 37
Federal Reserve Banks and Branches.
A linear programming model was designed to minimize the total costs
associated with these activities.
distribution assignments.

This model generates production and

Utilization of the model will enable the
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Bureau of the Mint to quickly assess the economies and impacts
of additions to process capacity, alternative production policies, or
changes
in operating or distribution costs. The recommendations regardin
g the
use of MINT, a linear programming model for aggregate planning
, include
the following:
1.

MINT should be used to measure the costs and impacts
of any
additions or reductions in manufacturing resources, any
changes in production schedules, any changes in equipmen
t
efficiencies, or any changes in manufacturing or distribu
tion
costs.

2.

Constraints on equipment capacities should be relaxed
and
the model run with the coin requirements projected for
each
of the next three years. The results could be used to
plan
equipment and facility acquisitions during that time
period.
The staff at each Mint should develop target or goal
coefficients to use in the model. The target coefficients,
including

3.

manufacturing and labor costs, would be used in simulati
on
Differences or variances in target and present costs

runs.

should be explained. (An innovative cost monitoring
system
could be derived from this). Use of target costs in a
sense
permits Mint staffs to "bid" for the assignment of producti
on
to the Mints.
Operations Planning
PROSIM, a production simulation model, will enable the
Mint to
quantify different combinations of production and inventor
y scheduling
decision policies. PROSIM produces estimates of cost incurred
by different
coin production policies, mint to bank transshipment
policies, and the
seasonal demand for coins. There are currently four componen
ts of cost
included in the model: coin manufacturing cost, equipmen
t changeover
cost, shipping cost from Mint to Federal Reserve Bank,
and storage cost.
In addition, there is a labor component in the model.
The model accounts
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for differences in production stages (blanking, annealing, and stamping),
differences in operating characteristics of production equipment, coin
denomination, and mint location. The unit of time used in the model is
a month, but the model is flexible enough to further generalize on the
unit of time assumption.
PROSIM provides a method to quickly and efficiently assess the costs
and performance characteristics of any Mint coin production schedule. It
will:
1.

determine monthly inventory levels and denote the frequency

2.

and severity of stockouts;
detetmine if adjustments need to be made to production schedules

3.

to accommodate seasonal demand effects;
determine which Federal Reserve "swing" banks best equalize

It

inventory levels;
4.
5.

provide cost estimates for alternative production schedules;
provide a quantitative measure of swing bank assignments, and

determine the feasibility of a production schedule.
The model has no prescriptive features; that is, no "optimal"
decisions are defined. Instead inventory levels, labor requirements and
costs are calculated as a consequence of user supplied decisions as a
6.

way of evaluating the feasibility of these decisions.
Before PROSIM is capable of assisting management in discriminating
among relatively similar production strategies, the production cost
parameters and interrelationships within the model must be further
refined. However, even in the present crude state of the simulation
model, operational planning policies may be evaluated.
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III
PHASE II:

COINAGE SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES

Through the Phase I analysis of the coinage system, RTI
concluded
that change in the present U.S. coinage system is inevitable
. Producing
all the coins that would be required by 1990 would call for
unacceptable
resource and cost burdens relative to the benefits gained.
The problems

with existing coinage are:
a.

The disproportionate requirement for one-cent coins, which
are becoming increasingly costly to manufacture and circulate,
and less useful in commerce;

b.

The failure of half-dollar and one dollar coins to circulate
readily.

The Phase II research, which focused upon the impacts of alternativ
e
solutions to these two problems included extensive surveys of public
and private interests, analysis of metallurgical and economic
characteristics of alternative coinage materials, and estimates of the cost
and per-

formance impacts of alternative coin denominations, materials, and
conAs a culmination of this research, recommendations for
changes in the U.S. coinage system to 1990 were developed.
figurations.

A.

Commercial Efficiency

As a step in narrowing the choices for the most acceptable set of
coin denominations, the "commercial efficiency" for the primary alternativ
e
sets of coin denominations was analyzed. The commercial efficiency
of a coinage
system is the extent to which it facilitates commercial transactions.
It depends upon the number and variety of coin denominations, the
configuration of the individual coins, their acceptability to coin users,
and
their availability. The analysis focus was on two aspects of commercial
efficiency:

the "exchange" efficiency; that is, the denominations
themselves and the manner in which they facilitate transactio
ns; and the
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the
preferences of the selected groups of coin users elicited through
survey.
Exchange Efficiency
coinage
RTI used two methods to measure the exchange efficiency of a
required
coins
of
number
minimum
the
system. They were to calculate
one dollar,
to facilitate transactions at each price between one cent and
change
give
to
required
coins
of
number
minimum
and to calculate the
and
cent
one
between
price
each
at
ion
denominat
highest
from the next
1/
world
the
t
throughou
use
in
systems
coinage
the
Also,
one dollar.

ions
were reviewed to ascertain which increments in the values of denominat

are most frequently used.
Each alternative set was assigned a production efficiency rating
ons
based on the relative number of coins required for commercial transacti
required
coins
of
by the set in question when compared with the number
ion sets
with the present set of denominations. The resulting denominat
The last
10.
Table
in
exhibiting the greatest efficiency are presented
U.S.
the
in
used
denomination set shown is that currently
Table 10
Production
Efficiency
Rating

Candidate Denomination Sets
Denominations
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-

-

5t

10t

25t

50t

$1.00

78

lt

2t

5t

10t

25t

50t

$1.00

2t

5t

10t

25t

50Q

$1.00

91
92

lt

2t

5t

10t

25t

92

lit

2t

5t

10t

25t

100

lit

5t

10t

24t

$1.00
50t

$1.00

Preference Surveys
The groups of coin users surveyed in RTI's market research effort
included:
Retail sales business firms - particularly those that use automated
coin handling and processing equipment.
l-"Implicit in these calculations was the assumption that all transactions utilizing coins occur within this range with equal frequency.
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Commercial banks - use various types of equipment related to counting
or sorting coins, and also constitute a critical link in the coinage
delivery system.
Automatic merchandising firms - constitute the unique industry of
businesses relying upon person to machine transactions, the majority
of which involve the use of coinage.
Manfacturers of coin processing equipment - produce equipment that
is designed within close tolerances to identify and process denominations of U.S. coins in a specific manner. Any changes in coin denominations or configurations may significantly impact the industry.
Transportations systems operators - handle large volumes of coins
collected as transit fares. Fares are often collected automatically,
and the collected fares are processed mechanically.
•

State Departments of Revenue - are responsible for the administration
of state sales taxes, and are aware of potential impacts in sales
tax collection that would result from coinage changes.
These groups of users were surveyed to determine their attitudes toward
and perceived impact of the candidate alternatives to the coinage system.
Questions were asked regarding the respondent's opinion of eliminating
the cent, and of introducing a two cent coin. Similarly, respondents
were asked their preferences for the size, shape, and material for a two
cent coin and a one dollar coin. Respondents also estimated costs that
their firms would incur if changes in the coinage system were implemented)-"
These responses are highlighted in Tables 11 through 16.
The candidate alternatives to the present U.S. coinage system will
have varying impacts across these target groups of coin users. These
impacts are a function of the current or potential utility or disutility
of the alternative in question to each individual group.
In terms of exchange efficiency, the present set of coin denominations, excluding the cent coin, generates the lowest total coin requirements and reduces the number of denominations required. However, elimination of the cent is generally unacceptable to most user groups since the
cent coin serves primarily as a unit of account. Those groups that
utilize this unit of account are particularly opposed to its elimination.

•

1/
These responses were used in part to estimate the cost impacts of each
of the candidate alternatives.
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Table 11
Response to the Elimination of the Penny by Group
Percent Response
Favorable

Group

Unfavorable

Retail Firms

13.1

81.0

Commercial Banks

17.4

79.7

Automatic Merchandising
Manufacturers of Coin Equipment

40.7

38.9

43.8

37.6

Transportation Systems Operators
State Departments of Revenue

55.0

35.0

2.6

89.4

Table 12
Response to the Introduction of a Two-Cent Coin by Group

Percent Response
Unfavorable
Favorable

Group
Retail Firms

23.9

65.7

Commercial Banks

21.0

70.7

Automatic Merchandising
Manufacturers of Coin Equipment

11.1

70.4

12.5

68.8

20.0

55.0

39.5

15.8

Transportion Systems Operators
State Departments of Revenue
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Table 13
Should the Two-Cent Coin Replace an Existing Denomination or
Should it be an Additional Denomination?
Responses by Group

1r

•

Percent Response
Should Replace
Should be
An Existing
An Additional
Denomination
Denomination

Group
Retail Firms

25.0

71.2

Commercial Banks

33.5

62.9

Automatic Merchandising
Manufacturers of Coin Equipment
Transportation Systems Operators

35.2

53.9

18.8

50.0

55.0

40.0

Table 14
Preferred Diameter of a $1.00 Coin

Group

Present
Diameter

Percent Response
Diameter Between
the 25ct & 50(t Coins

Retail Firms

57.6

27.7

Commercial Banks

43.7

29.3

Automatic Merchandising

31.5

48.1

Manufacturers of Coin Equipment
Transportation Systems Operators

25.0

56.2

50.0

40.8
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Table 15
Preferred Thickness for A $1.00 Coin by Group
Percent Response
Prefer Thickness
Prefer
Between 25(t and
Present
Present $1.00 Coin
Thickness

Group
Retail Firms

60.3

20.1

Commercial Banks

41.3

23.4

Automatic Merchandising

37.0

29.6

Manufacturers of Coin Equipment

25.5

18.8

Transportation Systems Operators

55.0

30.0

Table 16
Preferred Weight for a $1.00 Coin by Group

Group

Percent Response
Prefer Weight
Prefer Present
Similar to 25(t Coin
Weigth
25.0

Retail Firms

55.4

Commercial Banks

38.3

34.1

Automatic Merchandising

35.2

42.6

Transportation Systems Operators

45.0

40.0

40
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The state sales tax administrators are almost unanimously opposed, because
it would require procedural, structural, and legislative changes in sales
taxes and their administration. Retail businesses are opposed because it
would require rounding the values of transactions and/or restructuring of
accounting systems, product pricing, and packaging practices.
Although handling, processing, and storage of cent coins is a costly
nuisance to commercial banks, they too are opposed to its elimination due
to the accounting and procedural changes that would be needed.
The firms in the automatic merchandising industry were the only
surveyed group not strongly opposed to elimination of the cent. The
cent is not accepted in most vending machines. It is treated as a slug,
except in the vending of a few products such as penny gum.
Finally, the largest single group of coin users, the consumers, was
not surveyed. Their composite attitude toward elimination of the cent
is not known. The cent attrition rate provides evidence that an increasing
number of consumers view the cent as a nuisance coin. That is, the effort
necessary tb return the cents in their possession to circulation outweighs the commercial value gained in transactions. However, the overall
attitudes of consumers toward eliminating the cent will likely depend
upon the actual or perceived adjustments of product prices and the policies
that are implemented for rounding transactions.
The second most efficient set of coin denominations in terms of
exchange efficiency is the present mix of denominations with an additional two cent coin. This set theoretically requires a greater number
of coins and two more denominations than the most efficient combination.
However, to its advantage, this combination theoretically requires only
78 percent of the total coins necessary with the present system; and all
transactions can be facilitated without rounding. The implementation
of this sytem would reduce the number of cent coins required, and would
provide a less abrupt transition in the event of the elimination of the
cent.
Significantly, approximately 70 percent of the retail businesses, commercial banks, and automatic merchandising service firms surveyed opposed
the introduction of a two cent coin. Their objections were based on the
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additional complexity of a coinage system which includes an additional
minor denomination, and the additional costs associated with processing,
handling, and storing an additional denomination.

Only 16 percent of

the state sales tax administrators expressed disfavor with a two cent
coin since it would not adversely affect the administration or collection of sales taxes.

If a two cent coin were introduced, the majority

of the respondents indicated that it should be round, brass, and between
the sizes of the current cent and the nickel.
Whether the half dollar and/or the one dollar coins should be eliminated or changed in size is a distinctly different issue than the situation
of the lower coin denominations.

Essentially, the half dollar and dollar

coins are not used in commercial transactions because they have readily
available, superior substitutes--two quarters for the half dollar and
a dollar note for the dollar coin.
The responses of the target groups with respect to the half dollar
and dollar coins were somewhat contradictory.

Approximately half the

responding retail firms and commercial banks acknowledged that the present
dollar was not useful for commercial transactions and should be eliminated,
yet their selection of ideal mixes of denominations for 1980 and 1990
demonstrated the potential utility of higher denominations for coins in
the future.

Paradoxically when these respondents were asked to describe

their preferred configuration for the one dollar coin, many selected the
current configuration.

They exhibited reluctance to change the configu-

ration to a more convenient size which would circulate more easily.
Clearly the commercial advantages of a conveniently-sized one dollar
coin would accrue to the automatic merchandising industry.

Should such

a coin gain widespread public acceptance, those firms engaged in coin
handling, processing, and storage would have additional costs to accommodate the coin without fully benefitting from its advantages.

This

imbalance among the industries in the potential benefits received relative
to potential costs incurred explains the differences in attitudes
toward the alternatives for the one dollar coin.
In general, the retail sales, banking, and automatic merchandising
industry respondents expressed their desire to maintain the status quo
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with respect to the U.S. coinage system.

The advantages of changes in
the denominations, size, or material compositions of U.S. coins were
perceived to be outweighed by the inconvenience or expense of accommodating

the candidate changes. While the long-term economies and associated
commercial advantages of the candidate alternatives were not clearly
recognized by the business firms, the immediate cost and administrative
impacts were obvious.
4

Thus, even with its inefficiencies and shortcomings
recognized, the businesses surveyed preferred the existing U.S. coinage
mix to the candidate alternatives.

B.

Alternative Materials

Rh I investigated the feasibility and efficiency of utilizing alternative materials to produce current or proposed denominations of coins.
The primary candidate materials were then analyzed and evaluated according
to their availability to 1990, anticipated market prices, the availability
of commercial suppliers, and Mint capabilities to produce sufficient
coinage strip)-"
After investigating a wide range of metals, alloys, and nonmetallic
materials, RTI concurred with previous Mint findings that aluminum is
the best alternative material for the one cent coin. Aluminum and brass
would be viable alternatives for a two cent coin. Other materials that
were rejected due to their economic or manufacturing characteristics
included copper and copper clad on steel.
The primary candidate materials for the one dollar coin included
brass, nickel, cupronickel, cupronickel clad on nickel, and cupronickel
clad on copper. The alternative materials for the one dollar coin were
compared in terms of their economic characteristics, their public acceptability, the security that they would provide against counterfeiting, and
their compatibility with current discrimination technology.
The difference in slugging protection provided by these alternative
materials is marginal. Since a coin made of gold or some other intrinsically-high-value material is not feasible, the selected material will be
1/Manufacturing and wear characteristics of materials were evaluated on
the basis of results from experimentation conducted by the Bureau of the
Mint. See Alternative Materials for One Cent Coinage, Department of the
Treasury, December 1970, and A New Smaller Dollar Coin: Technical
Considerations, Department of the Treasury, August 1976.
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generally available. Consequently, discrimination in vending mechanisms
should rest not only on a material test, but also on parameters specific
to the configuration of the coin. Of the candidate materials, cupronickel
clad on copper has the advantage of current use and familiarity and is
consequently recommended for a more conveniently-sized one dollar coin.

Discrimination Characteristics of Coinage System Alternatives
Discrimination characteristics describe the degree to which a particular coin denomination may be identified, selected, and appropriately

C.

responded to as distinct from other coin denominations, foreign coins,
and slugs. People and machines are the two general groups of coin
discriminators. Humans discriminate between coins of different denominations by using their senses of touch and vision. This can be facilitated
by a coin's distinctiveness of color, weight, diameter, thickness,
shape, and surface or edge characteristics. Surface or edge characteristics
are determined by such factors as the engraving of the coin or whether
the edge of the coin is reeded or smooth.
Machine discriminators can be mechanical, electronic, based on an
eddy current (or magnetic field), or rely on combinations of these means.
and
Bases for coin discrimination by these methods are the size (diameter
thickness), material, and weight of a particular coin. The material of
a coin is important in that it determines the acceptance factor of the
coin -- the manner in which the coin is affected by a magnetic field.
is,
The material also somewhat determines the security of a coin -- that
ters.
the ease with which the coin may be duplicated as a slug by counterfei
This evaluation considered the importance to coin users of various
discrimination characteristics. The preferences of groups of coin users
recorded through the RTI survey, and the compatability of alternatives
with existing coin processing equipment were examined in order to select
the most preferable discrimination characteristics for the alternatives
to the present U.S. coinage system. Discriminations characteristics of
foreign coins were surveyed to insure the distinction between U.S. and
foreign coins.
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Discrimination is obviously important to coin users in general; it
is necessary to be able to distinguish between two coins of different
denomination in order to insure proper transactions. The nature of this
discrimination may vary with the use of the coin as well as the individual
using it.

Distinct engraving and configuration may be more important to

the visually-impaired who would use coins in everyday purchases, while the
qualities of the coin's material may be more important to the manufacturer
of coin mechanisms.
In order to appropriately evaluate the discrimination characteristics of the alternatives, it was necessary to consider the various
groups of individuals who discriminate coins differently.
The candidate combinations of the low denominations which are the
selected alternatives to the current U.S. coinage system include:

the

present set, which contains the cent and nickel; a set with the nickel
as the lowest denomination (eliminate the cent); and a set which contains the cent, a two cent coin, and the nickel (add a two cent coin to
The one cent coin is also a candidate for a change

the present set).
in composition.

If an aluminum or brass two cent coin is introduced to

decrease cent requirements, it should be easily distinguishable from
the cent and the nickel.

Based on the preferences of coin users, the

compatibility with existing equipment, and distinction from foreign
coins, RTI recommends that the size of a two cent coin, if introduced,
should be 20.13 mm in diameter and 1.77 mm in thickness.

Based on these

parameters, and also to maximize compatibility with existing coinage,
it is recommended that any two cent coin be round, have a smooth edge,
and have distinct engraving that would allow ease of discrimination by
touch.

If a high degree of relief is not feasible, then a center hole

will be necessary.
A more conveniently-sized one dollar coin, should be minted of cupronickel clad over copper.

If it is reduced to close to the size of a

quarter, the coin must also have distinctive characteristics to be easily
identified visually, by touch, and mechanically. Also, unless the small
dollar possesses additional unique characteristics, it could be counterfeited by a cutdown half dollar or by other accessible slugs.
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therefore imperative that the coin have highly distinctive discrimination
characteristics.
The diameter of the quarter is 24.26 mm, and the diameter of the half
A "conveniently-sized" one dollar coin should obviously

dollar is 30.61 mm.

be smaller than the half dollar, since the half dollar circulates poorly
and it should be larger than the quarter to facilitate discrimination.-'
Several parameters relevant to the determination of the size of the
one dollar coin were considered and evaluated: its distinction from
world coinage; the preferences for size determined through the survey of
the target groups of coin users; and compatibility with existing equipment.
The recommended size for the one dollar coin is 26.5 mm in diameter,
It is also recommended that the one dollar coin be
round, and possess some additional configuration characteristics that
would not only insure discrimination from a cut-down half dollar in
and 2.03 mm thick.

vending mechanisms, but would allow greater tactile discrimination for
the visually impaired.

D.

Manufacturing Requirements for the Primary Coinage Alternatives
RTI developed alternative forecasts of the requirements for coins

to 1990 for each of the primary coinage alternatives. The forecasts of
coinage requirements were then translated into requirements for manufacturing resources in order to examine the impact of the alternatives
on the production, distribution, and inventory systems.
Methodology for Forecasting Alternative Coin Requirements
The annual requirement for coins to 1990 for each alternative was
estimated as the total production necessary to provide a stock of coin
in circulation equivalent to the stock estimated for the present set
of coin denominations.
The stock of coins in circulation in any year is equal to the
Only

stock for the previous year plus additions minus any attrition.

1/A reduction in size was considered for both the half dollar and
one dollar coins, however, there is not a sufficient span of convenient
sizes to allow the introduction of coins of two distinct sizes that
could be easily discriminated.
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transactions demand adds to the stock of coins in circulation. Numismatic
and speculative demand, and indirect hoarding are factors that reduce the
quantity of coins in circulation. The net effect of the withdrawals is
the annual attrition from the circulation stock of coins.
The intermediate trend projection of net payout and an attrition
rate that increased by one-half percent per year were used in the calculations to estimate the stock of cent coins in circulation to 1990.1/
Thirty-five billion cents in 1973 was estimated to be the base stock for
the calculations. Table 17 presents the computations for the annual
estimates for the stock for the present cent. Based on the assumptions,
stated above, this stock increases from 35.0 billion in 1973 to 116.1 billion
in 1990. These estimates provide the foundation for the projections of
coins required with the candidate alternatives.
Comparison of the Coin Requirements Projections for the Candidate
Alternatives to the Copper Cent
A comparison of the forecasts of coin requirements to 1990 for the
present set of coin denominations and for the three primary options is
shown in Table 18.
Assuming no changes in coin denominations or alloys (i.e., maintaining the copper cent), cent requirements are projected to increase
from 12.7 billion cents in 1978 to 37.6 billion coins in 1990; and
total coin requirements will increase by 90 percent.
Replacement of the present cent with an aluminum coin will precipitate the accelerated withdrawal of copper cents. This means that
28.6 billion more aluminum cents must be manufactured during the first
six years than would be required with the present cent.
The RTI projections assumed a six year withdrawal period for copper
cents and an attrition rate for aluminum cents equivalent to that estimated
1/
Samples from two previous studies indicated cent attrition rates of
4.8 percent and 13.0 percent in 1962 and 1973, respectively - a threefourth percent increase in the attrition rate annually. A more conservative increase of one-half percent per year increase was adopted for this
study.
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Table 17
Projection of the Circulating Stock of Cent Coins-'

Attrition
Rate 2/

Stock of
Cents 2/3/

Year

Annual
Net Payout

1973

6.665

.125

35.0

1974

8.595

.130

37.9
40.9

1975

9.422

.135

1976

8.4

.140

42.4

1977

11.4

.145

46.0

1978

12.7

.150

49.9

1979

14.1

.155

54.1

1980

15.6

.160

58.5

1981

17.2

.165

63.2

1982

18.9

.170

69.2

1983

20.8

.175

73.4

1984

22.8

.180

78.9

1985'

24.9

.185

84.6

1986

27.1

.190

90.5

.195

86.6

1987

29.5

1988

32.1

.200

102.9

1989

34.7

.205

109.4

1990

37.6

.210

116.1

1/1973-1975 are actual figures; 1976 is 1976-1 actual, 1976.2-1976.4
are "MAX" Quarterly Cent Projections; and 1977-1990 are projected by
"intermediate" level equation C - 1612 + 0.71 T3 (1954=1).
£'Stock =
+ Net Payout) x (1 - Attrition Rate ) where t = year.
t'
t (Stockt-1
1/Assuming the attrition rate increases by .5 percent per year.
SOURCE: David H. Stuart, et. al., A Comprehensive Review of U.S. Coinage
Requirements to the Year 1990, Phase I: Current Denominations
and Alloys, Table 2-9, p. 2-34; Table 1-2, p. 1-11; and
Table 2-5, p. 2-24.
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Table 18
Projected Annual Coin Requirements
(Billions of Coins)

4

Alternative 1: Alternative 2:
Aluminum Cent 2 Cent Introduction
Cent Total
Cent 2 Cent
Total

Alternative 3:
Cent Eliminate(
Cent
Total

Year

Present Mix
Total
Cent

1978

12.7

15.3

18.1

20:7

4.0

6.5

13.1

6.0

1979

14.1

16.8

18.0

20.7

4.0

7.2

13.9

0

1980

15.6

18.4

18.3

21.1

4.0

6.6

13.4

0

4.6

1981

17.2

20.1

25.0

27.9

4.0

7.4

14.3

0

4.8

1982

18.9

21.9

22.8

25.8

4.0

8.0

15.0

0

5.0

1983

20.8

24.0

25.7

28.9

4.0

8.7

15.9

0

5.2

1984

22.8

26.1

22.8

26.1

4.0

9.6

16.9

0

5.4

10.3
4.5

1985

24.9

28.3

24.9

28.3

4.0

10.4

17.8

0

5.6

1986

27.1

30.6

27.1

30.6

4.0

11.2

18.7

0

5.7

1987

29.5

33.1

29.5

33.1

4.0

12.1

19.7

0

5.9

1988

32.1

35.8

32.1

35.8

4.0

13.0

20.7

0

6.1

1989

34.7

38.5

34.7

38.5

6.4

12.5

22.7

0

6.1

1990

37.6

41.5

37.6

41.5

7.5

13.0

24.4

0

6.3

TOTAL

308.0

350.4

336.5

378.9

57.9

126.2

226.5
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for the copper cent.
of aluminum cents.

Both assumptions lead to conservative projections
If copper cents are withdrawn more rapidly or if

the attrition rate for aluminum cents is greater than estimated, which
is possible due to the increased public perception of worthlessness
associated with an aluminum cent, the annual requirements for aluminum
cents will exceed the projections.
Introduction of a two cent coin in 1978 to cocirculate with the
present cent coin would reduce the future total coin requirements.
This reduction is due to the incomplete substitution effect of two cent
coins for cents in circulation, and assumes that cent coins will continue
to be manufactured at a rate of 4 billion per year through 1988. With a
two cent coin, the annual requirements will be reduced by 5 billion
coins per year by 1980, by 10.5 billion coins per year by 1985, and by
17.1 billion coins per year by 1990.

In effect, introducing a two cent
coin results in a six year deferral in the annual level of total coin
requirements.
The final primary option is the elimination of the cent denomination.

As Table 18 illustrates, the main assumption for implementation

of this option is that total cent requirements would be met in 1977,
approximately one-half the normal cent requirements for 1978 would be
manufactured, and no cent coins would be manufactured thereafter.

If

the cent denomination is eliminated, the total annual coin requirements
by 1990 will be approximately 6.3 billion coins--one-half the current
requirements for the present U.S. coinage system.

The net reduction in

total coin requirements will not equal the cent requirements projected for the present system.

Elimination of the cent will induce
additional demands for nickels and dimes for use in commercial trans-

actions, but this additional demand will be insignificant in comparison
with the cent production which is eliminated.
Production Requirements With a More-Conveniently-Sized One Dollar Coin
The transition to a conveniently-sized one dollar coin will have
a minor impact relative to the effect on production requirements of any
of primary alternatives to the copper cent. The alternative one dollar
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coin would be sized between the current quarter and half dollar. Consequently,
the production requirements for the new coin would most likely fall within
the range of the projections for the quarter and the half dollar coins,
rather than be equivalent to the projected requirements for the current
one dollar coin.

•

Comparison of Manufacturing Requirements for the One Cent Alternatives
Each of the candidate alternatives to the copper cent will affect
manufacturing resource requirements differently. Changing the cent material
to aluminum will eliminate the need for seven 4,000-pound annealing
furnaces, but will create an immediate demand for thirty additional
stamping presses. The space occupied by the seven unneeded furnaces
might eventually be used for stamping presses. However, dismantling and
removing the furnaces would be an unwieldy and time-consuming undertaking;
and a new facility would be required by 1981 to house additional blanking
and stamping presses that might be constructed earlier to allow more
efficient production.
On the other hand, postponement of the construction might be a less
By 1990, the requirements for aluminum cents will create
a demand for 13 blanking presses and 189 stamping presses more than will
be avaiable at that time. The implementation of this alternative will
costly option.

create excess demand for production resources. Satisfying that demand
economically will depend to a great extent upon the timing of facility
construction and capacity additions.
With the introduction of an aluminum two cent coin, four 4,000pound annealing furnaces will be surplus. The blanking press capacity
available in 1990 will be sufficient to manufacture the one and two cent
coins, but there will be an excess demand for 83 additional stamping
presses at that time. The number of stamping presses required would
exceed the number available in 1980. The manner in which the Mint chose
to add capacity for this option, as well, would determine the total costs
for capacity and facility expansions.
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With the elimination of the cent, all coin requirements could be
produced at either the Denver or the Philadelphia Mint.

The capacity

of either Mint is sufficient to produce the projected coin requirements
to 1995 when five additional stamping presses would be required.
However, the Philadelphia Mint is the preferable site due to the
age and congestion of the Denver Mint and the limited capabilities at
the West Point Bullion Depository.
Table 19 contains data for the present capacity of the Philadelphia
Mint.

There are three types of stamping presses, each with different

capacities.

Table 20 presents the equipment requirements to produce

the remaining coin denominations if the cent is eliminated.

These

requirements are based on the intermediate (or most likely) projections
of all denominations with a doubling of nickel and dime demand.

The

Philadelphia Mint can provide the capacity necessary to manufacture all
coins through 1990.

By 1995, only stamping capacity is exceeded, and

the Mint should purchase five additional stamping presses with capabilities
similar to the currently used Bliss type.
Resource Requirements with the One Dollar Coin
The introduction of a more-conveniently-sized one dollar coin will
have a very slight impact on manufacturing resource requirements relative
to that impact of the cent alternatives.

The total coin requirements

with the addition of a conveniently sized one dollar coin will total
only 2.3 billion during the entire 13-year period, or an average of 130
million annually after the initial startup production.

If the production

requirements for the new coin are halfway between those of the current
quarter and half dollar, the additional manufacturing requirements will
be a maximum of three blanking presses, 0.2 annealing furnaces and two
stamping presses during the period of production to 1990.

If the intro-

duction of this coin was coupled with the elimination of the cent, the
capacity at the Philadelphia Mint would still be sufficient to produce
all coin requirements to 1995 when eight (rather than five) additional
stamping presses would be required.
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Table 19
Present Capacity at the Philadelphia Mint

Annealing Furnace

Blanking Press
Total
Available

Stamping Press
Bliss

5.75

13

55.0

Columbia
12.0

Standard
3.0

Table 20
Equipment Requirements to Produce All Coins to 1995
With the Elimination of the Cent

Year

Blanking Press

Stamping Press

Annealing Furnace
Bliss

6

1985

6

4.2

53.4

1990

8

4.7

55.0

2.2

1995

9

5.3

60.3

12.0

53

45.0

Columbia
_
_

3.4

1980

Standard

3.0

SO
E.

Impacts and Costs Associated with Implementing the Candidate
Alternatives to the Present Coinage Set
Two types of direct costs are compared for each option.

The transi-

tion costs are the initial one-time or unique costs which are associated
with a conversion from the present system to an alternative system. These
are considered to be the costs incurred from 1978 through 1980 and are
The long-term costs are those which would be
mainly incurred after the transition. A comparative analysis of those
costs to 1990 is presented in Table 22.
These costs include the manufacturing and distribution costs to the
compared in Table 21.

Mint, and the capital investments required for Mint capacity expansion;
the costs to the banking system and retail firms for processing coins,
modifying equipment and altering business practices in the event of any
The costs anticipated for the automatic merchandising industry

change.

The
to handle an aluminum one or two cent coin are also included.
rounding cost incurred with eliminating the cent is not a direct cost to
the coinage system, and is consequently not included in the total cost
for that option.
The transition costs summarized in Table 21 and the discounted
direct total costs to 1990 shown in Table 22 strongly favor elimination
of the cent as the least costly of the one cent alternative. Obviously,
elimination of the cent is least costly because no capital expenditures
are required and manufacturing and distribution requirements are reduced.
The transition costs for elimination of the cent are approximately
one-third the level of those associated with the aluminum cent, the
The present value of the long-term direct costs
of cent elimination, $582 million, is approximately 25 percent of that
for the aluminum cent or the two cent options. The costs for those two
alternatives are similar, at $2.5 billion, and are approximately 60 percent
closest alternative.

of the level for the present cent.
Impacts of Maintaining the Copper Cent
Assuming no changes in the present U.S. coinage set, the Bureau of
the Mint is rapidly approaching a dilemma brought about by the growing
demand for cents and the increasing costs to the Mint (and ultimately to
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Table 21
Comparison of Costs Incurred by Affected Groups for One
Cent Alternatives: Net P-Fesent Value of
Total Costs from 1978 Through 1980 1/
(Million Dollars)

Category of Costs

Present
Cent

Aluminum
Cent

2 Cent
Introduction

Cent
Elimination

Treasury
Manufacturing and
Distribution Costs
Capital Costs
4

Federal Reserve and
Commercial Banks
Coin Processing

389
72

145
94

163
3

129

41

71

103

17

171

188

296_?../

40

34

50

Retail Firms
Coin Processing
Automatic
Merchandisers
Coin Processing

1,0261/

Consumers
TOTAL

673

532

615

186

1/
Costs due to potential loss from rounding not included in total since it
may be considered a transfer from consumers to retail firms.
- /Includes costs for equipment modification or replacement.
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Table 22
Com arison of Costs Incurred b Affected Grou s for One
Cent Alternatives: Net Present Value of
Total Costs from 1978 Through 1990 1/
(Million Dollars)

Category of Costs

Present
Cent

Aluminum
Cent

2 Cent
Introduction

Cent
Elimination

Treasury
Manufacturing and
Distribution Costs
Capital Cost

3,524
130

880
163

855
66

403

300

438

347

61

1,099

1,130

3/
1,218

118

Federal Reserve and
Commercial Banks
Coin Processing
Retail Firms
Coin Processing
Automatic
Merchandisers
47

32

Coin Processing

?"
1,026

Consumers
TOTAL
1/

4,053

2,643

2,533

582

Net present value discounted at 5 percent to 1990.

/Cost to consumers due to potential losses from rounding of transaction
was excluded from the total since it may be considered a transfer from
consumers to retail firms.
3/

Inc1udes costs for equipment modification or replacement.
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the public) of manufacturing and distributing cents for use in commercial
transactions.
RTI forecasts show a range of 22 to 54 billion coins for the annual
cent requirements by 1990, with a most likely estimate of 38 billion
cents. Simultaneous with the accelerating cent requirements, the costs
to the Mint associated with cent production and distribution are also
expected to increase.

Between 1980 and 1985, the Mint will enter an

era when the cost copper cent production exceeds its face value of the
cents produced. In 1985 a $67 million deficit is projected for the
estimated production of 25 billion cents, and a $177 million deficit
projected for the 38 billion cent production estimated for 1990.
The cost of cents to the public will be more substantial than manuThe additional costs associated with the processing
of cents incurred by Federal Reserve Banks and branches, commercial banks
and retail firms prior to the utilization of these cents in commercial

facturing costs alone.

transactions significantly increases the public cost.

These costs

represent the operating (rather than capital) costs incurred by banks
and retail firms for receiving, sorting, counting, wrapping, storing in
vaults and distributing cent coins. These costs are based on the number
of coins handled by banks and firms each year, defined as multiple of
annual net payout. Exhibit 2 illustrates these total costs to the public
for each cent manufactured; they increase from $0.86 per 100 cents manufactured in 1975 to a projected $1.84 per 100 cents manufactured in 1990.11
During this fifteen year period, the percentage of net payout that
simply constitutes replacements for attrition will increase.

By 1990,

less than 20 percent of net payout will add to the circulating pool.
Exhibit 2 illustrates the total cost for cents that are additions to
this pool. These costs increase from $2.69 per 100 cents in 1975 to
$10.25 per 100 cents in 1990Y Therefore the total cost to the public
of adding each one cent coin to the circulating pool will exceed its face
value by nine cents.
1/These costs include Mint manufacturing costs and circulation costs
to Federal Reserve banks, commercial banks, and retail firms. These
total costs are divided by net payout to calculate a unit cost.
-?-/These costs differ from the first costs in that they are the unit
costs for each cent added to circulation. To derive them, the total
manufacturing and circulation cost was divided by only that percentage
of net payout constituting a net addition to the circulating pool.
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Impacts of Changing the Composition of the Cent to Aluminum
Satisfying the demand for aluminum cents as projected by Rh I will
require increased Mint capacity and corresponding capital investments.
This change would create an immediate need for 27 additional stamping
presses at an estimated total purchase and installation cost of $3 million.
By 1981, a new Mint facility must be operational, requiring a capital
investment of $90 million. The capacity of this proposed addition would
be exceeded by 1986 when another facility would be necessary.

The esti-

mated cost of that facility, built to provide the additional capacity
required to 1990, is $85 million.
An aluminum cent will have one third the weight and one third the cost to
the Mint of the present copper cent.

The manufacturing process requirements

differ substantially between the copper and aluminum cents.

No annealing

is required for aluminum coin blanks, and while the blanking press requirements are equivalent for copper and aluminum cents, approximately
five percent greater stamping press capacity is required for aluminum
due to the estimated reduction in die life.

The total manufacturing

cost for an aluminum cent is approximately one-third that of the copper
cent
The introduction of an aluminum cent coin will also affect the
Federal Reserve system, commercial banks, retail firms, and automatic
merchandising firms, primarily as a function of the difference in weight
between copper and aluminum cents.

Several larger banks including Federal

Reserve banks or branches, which handle large numbers of cent coins, now
weigh them for verification and counting.

During a transition period,

as copper cents cocirculate with aluminum cents, this method of processing cent coins will be obsoleted.

Counting cent coins will necessarily

be performed by alternative, and consequently more expensive method.
processing cost for the Federal Reserve banks and commercial banks is
somewhat higher than that of the copper cent, due to the diseconomies of initiating an alternative cent handling procedure.

The

total cost for processing aluminum cents is projected at $85.5 million
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in 1978 increasing to $322.3 million by 1990. The total costs for processing
aluminum cents over this 13-year period are 11 percent greater than
the comparable costs for processing copper cents. However, these higher
processing costs only marginally offset the gains in the Mint's manufacturing costs.
Another group of coin users, the automatic merchandisers, would be
affected by a change in the composition of the cent to aluminum. Many
of the vending machines used for automatic merchandising now automatically
reject copper cents. This rejection is accomplished by the weight of the
cent pushing aside a cradle in the coin acceptance mechanism. The lighter
weight aluminum cent coin could not activate this automatic rejection:
the consumer would have to release the coin manually by depressing the
If other coins were deposited into the
machine while an aluminum cent rested in the cradle, they could build

coin return button or lever.

up, possibly resulting in a jamming of the mechanism. Costs associated
with vending machines jams are estimated to be $17.0 million annually
during the first two years after the introduction of the aluminum cent.
Impacts of Introducing a Two Cent Coin
The two cent denomination was selected as the most acceptable additional minor coin on the basis of its potential efficiency in exchange.
However, survey research indicated that a two cent coin would not be
readily accepted as a substitute for the cent coin, so this alternative
is premised upon a forced substitution through restricted production of
one cent coins.
Restricted production of the cent and introduction of the two cent
coin may defer expansions of mint capacity beyond those scheduled for
the present coin system. Only the stamping press capacity is exceeded
by 1990 when 96 additional presses would be required, representing a
68 percent increase over the present stamping capacity. However, those
requirements would be partially offset by the elimination of annealing
requirements if the two cent coin were aluminum.
The costs for minting and distributing a brass two cent coin are
three times higher than those of the aluminum coin, primarily due
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to the higher metal cost.

Based on this differential in manufacturing

costs, RTI recommends that a two cent coin, if introduc3d, be minted of
aluminum. The addition of a two cent coin to the currently-minted denominations will reduce the requirements of one cent coins and the costs associated
with their handling.

However, the introduction of this additional denomina-

tion will require modification or replacement of coin sorting and other
coin processing equipment currently used by retail firms and banks. In
addition, modifications of the coin acceptor/rejector mechanisms in most
of the standard vending machines will be necessary to insure that the coin
is accepted as valid, or automatically rejected.

Furthermore, the increased

complexities of handling and accounting for an additional minor coin denomination may cause public resistance to its use.
Costs would be incurred by Federal Reserve Banks, commercial banks,
and retail firms to maintain an adequate supply of both one and two cent
coins.

Although there will be fewer coins, the higher cost of circulating

the two cent coins will translate into only marginal coin processing
savings over the present system. This reflects the greater expense of
handling a larger coin as well as the complexity of handling an additional denomination.
With the addition of a new coin denomination, modification or replacement of coin processing equipment will be a major cost element.

Any

business utilizing automatic coin processing equipment will have a limited
number of options:

to process the new coin manually, to modify existing

equipment to handle the coin, or to purchase new equipment designed to
process the coin.
Various questions were asked through the survey of the selected
groups of coin users to ascertain the numbers and types of coin processing
equipment utilized, and the estimated costs of modifying or replacing that
equipment in the event of the introduction of a two cent coin.

Based on

the data provided by the respondents, RTI computed cost impacts of $125
million for the retail merchandising industry and $53 million for the
commercial banking industry.

Similar modification and replacement costs

were estimated for Federal Reserve Banks and branches at $0.5 million.-'
1/
Based on an estimated 400 coin counting, sorting, and wrapping machines.
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Impacts of Eliminating the Cent Coin
Discontinuing cent production would reduce the manufacturing requirements of the Bureau of the Mint by more than 60 percent. The number of
coins manufactured could decline from 13 billion in 1977 to 10.3 billion
in 1978 to 4.5 billion in 1979. Total capacity requirements would not
exceed 6.3 billion coins annually through 1990. The capacity at the
Philadelphia Mint would be ample to produce the total coin requirements
through 1990 and would encounter stamping capacity constraints only by
1995.
The direct short-term financial impacts on the Bureau of the Mint
of terminating cent production will amount to an estimated gain in
seigniorage (the difference between manufacturing costs and the face
value of the coin produced) of $357 million, due to the increased requirements for nickels and dimes. However, the associated economic effects
are substantial. The immediate impacts include:
a.
Removal of Mint operations and a reduction in force of 480
b.

c.

persons in Denver and 54 persons in West Point.
A cutback of 4,500 shipments of coins, coin strip, and scrap
annually; creating losses in revenue of over $2 million to
the trucking industry.
A reduction in purchases of 100 million pounds of coin strip
by the Mint; producing a loss in direct revenues of $14 million
to the strip manufacturers.

The net societal effects of the above impacts are impossible to
Rapid termination of 75 percent of Mint production will displace
human and capital resources and eliminate a market for products and
services for the private sector. The net effects will depend upon the
success of the displaced employees in obtaining alternative employment,
on the Government's ability to salvage the excess plant and equipment,
measure.

and on the private vendors' success at finding alternative markets for
their products.
The primary advantage to the Government of implementing this strategy
is that immediate resolution of the cent dilemma will be less costly
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than increasing Mint capacity to meet an artificial demand caused by the
Eventually, an alternative action must

cent's minimal purchasing power.

be taken, and the minimum displacement of personnel and resources will
occur if that action is taken soon rather than later.
There will be some additional coin processing costs to Federal
Reserve Banks, commercial banks, and retail firms to handle additional
nickels and dimes in circulation. Nonetheless, in 1990, these costs
would be only one-tenth those estimated for processing the copper cent.
Potentially the greatest costs resulting from the elimination of

Ir

the cent would be incurred by the consumer in the rounding of retail
transactions. If transactions were rounded up and down with equal
frequency, no net gain or loss would result. If the merchant gained an
average of 0.5t per transaction, the loss to the public would be in
This loss represents only one-half percent of the
total value of cash transactions conducted in the U.S. in 1974. However, it
comprises a much greater percent of lower valued transactions: 0.5t represents
an increase ranging from 0.5 percent on a $1 item to 2 percent on a 25t item.

excess of $1 billion.

The overall impact on consurers due to rounding cannot be estimated
precisely, because it will consist of the net effect of retail pricing
strategies and consumer purchasing strategies.

Merchants may price

products to take advantage of rounding gains only for uniform repetitive
transactions; for example, pricing an admissions ticket or pricing
hamburgers and soft drinks at fast food stores. When transactions generally
involve varied multiple items, such as in discount or grocery stcres,
pricing gains will be minimal.
The consumer generally selects the combination of goods to be
Thus, if rounding occurred to his disadvantage the consumer

purchased.

could add an additional item to his purchase, such as a 2t mint, or
discard an item in order to produce rounding in his favor.
Finally, from a marketing perspective the competitive nature of the
retail sales industry will continue to be the dominant influence on
pricing strategies, and strategies capitalizing on rounding will be
effective only in isolated segments of the industry.
On the basis of the factors listed above, the potential loss to
consumers due to rounding is estimated at the maximum of $1 billion,
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but is realistically anticipated to be less.
Impacts of Introducing a Smaller One Dollar Coin
The impacts of introducing a more conveniently sized one dollar coin
are not of the same type or magnitude as the impacts that would be precipitated by implementing any of the cent alternatives. They are also
less easily quantified.

The demand for the dollar coin, and the resulting
production and manufacturing requirements are less reliably projected
than those for the cent options: the manner in which the coin will cir-

culate is not as predictable and will depend upon the response of the
automatic merchandising industry. If the industry's current enthusiasm
for the introduction of the smaller coin translates into an expanded
vending market that accepts the new coin for purchases, the coin may be
widely accepted within a relatively short period of time. The extent of
this acceptance and the length of time involved in transition will
almost wholly be the responsibility of the automatic merchandising
industry.
The incremental costs to the U.S. Mint for producing a conveniently
sized one dollar coin will be minimal.
only be marginally greater.

The costs to other sectors will

Commercial banks and retail firms were

requested through the survey of coin users to estimate the personnel and
equipment costs that would be incurred in accommodating a change to a
more conveniently sized one dollar coin.

Based on these cost estimates,

personnel costs of $3 million for commercial banks, and $13 million for
retail firms may be incurred.
The costs to modify coin processing equipment will probably be
similar to those estimated earlier for the introduction of a two cent
coin.

These costs were $125 million for retail firms, $53 million for

commercial banks, and $0.5 million for the Federal Reserve Banks and
branches.
The present one dollar and half dollar coins do not circulate
readily.

They are at least anachronisms, and continuing to mint them

will serve no useful purpose other than satisfying numismatic demand.
A change in size would at least allow the potential for ready circulation.
Changing the sizes of both coins would not facilitate discrimination
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since the quarter, half dollar and dollar coins could not be easily distinguished by their sizes. Therefore, the one dollar coin was selected
as the most feasible candidate for a change in size. This change will
effectively obsolete half dollar coins and the Department of the Treasury
should terminate its production subsequent to the introduction of the
small dollar coin.
The one dollar coin may reduce the future requirements for one
However, this coin should not be introduced as a substi-

dollar notes.

tute for the note; it is not a convenient substitute in all situations,
and the public may justifiably oppose this strategy. After the coin is
introduced, there may be a time lag before the coins are popularly
accepted as numismatic demand is satisfied, and vending and coin processing machines are adapted for the new coin. If the one dollar coin does
circulate freely, intentional substitution for one dollar notes may begin.
The illusion that the introduction of this coin will imply a corresponding price increase in products sold through automatic merchandising is
not based on sound economic reasoning. The one dollar coin will serve
to expand the market for vended products and will make some purchases
more convenient. For example, a one dollar coin could be used rather
than three quarters in purchasing a $0.75 package of cigarettes. However,
the existence of the additional coin alone would not induce a price
increase in 'the product.
Impacts of Alternative Cent Strategies
Both negative and positive impacts resulting from the implementation
of any of the three alternative strategies for alleviating the cent
dilemma and introducing a smaller one dollar coin are summarized here.
Alternative 1:

Change the Material Composition of the Cent Coin to Aluminum

POSITIVE IMPACTS
.

Protected seigniorage
Shipping and handling weight reduced
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NEGATIVE IMPACTS
.

Increased production requirements as aluminum cents replace
hoarded copper cents
Cent coins cannot be counted by weight while aluminum cents
cocirculate with copper cents
Light weight coin may jam vending machines
Popular perception of lightweight coins as a valueless
"nuisance" may increase cent attrition rate, requiring even
greater production of cents and consequently expanded Mint
capacity

Alternative 2:

Addition of a Two Cent Coin

POSITIVE IMPACTS
Reduced coin production:

lower Mint capacity and storage

requirements
Gain in seigniorage
Provides transition to elimination of the cent with less
rounding impact
NEGATIVE IMPACTS
Not compatible with existing coin processing equipment requiring modification or replacement of equipment in the
field
Increase potential for clerical error with handling of
additional coin in retail transactions
Additional complexity of coinage system to general public
Lightweight coin may jam vending machines
Alternative 3:

Elimination of the Cent

POSITIVE IMPACTS
Reduced Mint production costs
Reduced costs of shipping, storage, handling cost to Federal
Reserve Banks, commercial banks, and retail merchandising
firms
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Free funds tied up in cent inventories for commercial banks
and retail firms
Cost savings passed -on to consumers
NEGATIVE IMPACTS
Loss of cent seigniorage
Immediate reduction in force of more than 530 persons
$2 million annual loss in revenue to trucking industry
$14 million annual loss in revenue to strip manufacturers
Inflationary impact from rounding of transactions
Retraining on rounding for personnel for handling cash
transactions
Would effect accounting system based on $0.05 for cash
transactions, $0.01 for check and credit transactions
Decreased pricing flexibility
Sales tax legislation required
Impacts of Introducing a Smaller One Dollar Coin
The types of impacts anticipated with the introduction of a smaller
one dollar coin are as follows:
POSITIVE IMPACTS
One dollar coin will result in cost savings to government
if consumers substitute coins for bills
---

bill costs 1.2(t and has an average life of 18 months
coin may cost 3.0 to 4.0,t but has average life of 15

years
Reduction in manufacturing costs for Treasury
Conveniently sized one dollar coin will expand the market
commercial opportunities of the vending industry.
One dollar coin will no longer be a commercial odd -Ay.
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NEGATIVE IMPACTS
Costs will be incurred in adapting to a
new sized coin.
If coin fails to circulate, there will be
a cost to those
firms that invested in adapting equipment
Although present half dollar and dolla
r coins do not circulate,
some consumers may react negatively to
their elimination
Significant problems and benefits are
associated with each of the
primary coinage options. The incre
asingly disproportionate requi
rement for
copper pennies, which are becoming
more costly to manufacture and circu
late
and less useful in commerce, is creat
ing an economic dilemma. The publi
c
and private sector organizations
surveyed oppose the alternative cent
strategies, but the expressed resis
tance does not mitigate the need
for
change.
On the basis of overall economic
advantage, RTI recommends terminatio
n
of cent production by 1980. Weigh
ing the effects of all factors, the
Government may elect to follow anoth
er strategy. In any case, a decision
point is imminent. If a decision for
change is deferred, planning for
Mint manufacturing capacity expan
sion to meet requirements beyond 1980
must be accelerated.
Decisions regarding the dollar coin
may be treated independently
because they will not substantially
affect manufacturing requirements.
Because they are cumbersome, half
dollar and dollar coins do not circu
late
and are not useful in commerce.
A circulating dollar coin could
provide
a cost saving to the public and
could enable greater flexibility
in
commerce. On this basis, RTI recom
mends replacing the present dolla
r
coin with a smaller one. Elimi
nation of the half dollar is recom
mended,
because it could not be sized betwe
en the quarter and a small dolla
r and
be easily discriminated from them.
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MS. HACKEL. The study concluded that a smaller coin would significantly broaden the capabilities of consumer cash transactions in the
United States.
On December 31, 1976, the previous administration submitted a
report to Congress urging Congress to consider authorizing a new
smaller one dollar coin. The coin to be authorized by the proposed
bill would be sized between the quarter and the half dollar. It would
weigh one-third of four quarters. Such a smaller, more conveniently
sized coin would gain wide acceptance by the American people and we
would find it a very useful denomination in our coinage system. Our
recommendation to issue the smaller size coin is part of Treasury's
long-range plan for the currency and coinage system of the Nation.
Other than the smaller dollar, we do not anticipate at this time that
any additional changes in the coinage system would be necessary, not
at this time surely. Therefore, the present administration has parted
from the views of the former administration which had proposed that
Congress consider the elimination of the 1-cent coin. This administration feels that the 1-cent coin can be and should be a useful part
of our coinage system. Also, rather than seeking statutory repeal of
the authority to mint the half-dollar coin, this administration feels
that it is sufficient to limit production to meet demand and as best we
can determine that demand is primarily for gaming and numismatic
purposes.
It is my understanding that, with respect to Federal Reserve notes,
the Department plans to produce the volume of $1 notes to meet the
needs of the Nation's commerce and trade. It's our expectation that
were the smaller $1 coin to be approved and gain wide circulation
that the $1 note would be displaced to some extent at least. It is true
that the acceptance of the $2 Federal Reserve note has been disappointing. On the other hand, Treasury feels that with wide promotional
efforts and the cooperation of the major retailers and banks it will
gain acceptability especially used in conjunction with the smaller $1
coin.
In reference to technical considerations, in determining the appropriate size of the coin, the mint took into consideration several factors, including convenience in handling and the potential for counterfeiting or slugging. The recommended weight of 8.1 grams is the lowest
possible weight for convenient handling by the public while at the
same time being heavy enough to be readily distinguishable from the
quarter. The quarter weighs 5.67 grams. Therefore, the new dollar
would be about 43-percent heavier than the quarter.
I should point out, Mr. Chairman and Senator Sparkman,that the
weight specified in the proposed bill is 8.5 grams. However, after we
submitted the bill to Congress, some of the leading coin equipment
manufacturers contacted us and advised that a slightly lower weight
would facilitate high speed coin handling. Therefore, we feel this is
a legitimate consideration and we now recommend that the figure of
8.5 be amended to 8.1 grams. That would be in section II, line 9.
For purposes of high utilization in automatic merchandising devices,
it is essential that the size of the coin preclude the use of readily available low value foreign coins of identical size to slug the equipment.
The diameter of 1.043 inches in size, or 26.5 millimeters, best meets
these purposes and has been endorsed by leading banking and automatic coin handling equipment manufacturers.
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The new dollar would be distinguishable from the quarter by touch
as well as by sight. The design proposed would have an 11-sided inner
border on both sides of the coin within the outer circular configuration. This design element would provide a means for tactile recognition
by the visually handicapped and, at the same time to prevent counterfeiting, the coin would have a reeded edge as do all other higher value
U.S. coins.
Except for the two minor denomination, the cent and the nickel, all
the rest of the coins are made of a cupronickel alloy bonded on both
sides to a pure copper core. This particular laminate has the advantage of superior wear and appearance and relative low cost to produce.
Overall it is approximately 90 percent copper and can be easily fabricated into coinage strip and its unique electrical properties and density
make it very difficult to counterfeit or slug.
We tested many other materials and the results of the studies indicate clearly that the best material is the material we propose. •
Further, to prevent the slugging of the new coin by reducing the
diameter of the current half dollar, we are changing the thickness as
compared to other U.S. coins, the cupronickel cladding which is 75
percent copper and 25 percent nickel, will constitute one-half the total
thickness of the coin rather than one-third, as in the current U.S.
higher denomination coins.
In reference to economic considerations, if the proposed dollar coin
is accepted by the general public,it could result in considerable savings
both for the U.S. Government and the taxpayer of course, and also for
the economy generally. The current $1 coin costs about 8 cents each to
produce as compared to the cost for the new coin which will be 3 cents
each, and based on the projected budgeted production for fiscal year
1978 the new coin would save $4.5 million per year on that alone. If
the coin gains wide acceptability,of course the savings would multiply.
At the present time there's an increasing demand for the $1 note and
if the smaller $1 coin is available to displace at least 20 percent of
the $1 notes, the projected $100 million expansion of the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing which would otherwise be necessary could be
deferred indefinitely. The $1 note now represents 60 percent of currency production; 80 percent of those are replacement notes. One
dollar notes have a service life of about 18 months in circulation as
compared to 15 years for a coin and the $1 notes cost nearly 2 cents
as compared to the coin which will cost 3 cents.
Governor Philip Coldwell, of the Federal Reserve Board, testified
before the House Subcommittee on Historical Preservation and Coinage as follows,and I quote-The CHAIRMAN. Are you getting into the inflation aspect now?
Ms. HACKEL. We're getting into the savings and then we'll get to
the inflation?
The CHAIRMAN. Before you finish the savings, I don't see anything
in your statement giving an estimate—maybe you don't want to give
one—an estimate of what the overall savings are likely to be in your
judgment on an annual basis. Can you give us that, say 5 years out?
Ms. HACKEL. It's impossible.. It depends on the circulation.
The CHAIRMAN. I'm asking you to make reasonable assumptions and
give us your best guess.
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MS. HACKEL. If we can displace, as Governor Coldwell testified, onehalf at least of the $1 notes within the next 5 to 10 years, the Federal
Reserve would save about $11 million and we would be saving 80 percent of the production costs of all the notes displaced. We can give you
more exact figures if you would like it, but it surely will depend on
whether or not the coin is accepted.
The CHAIRMAN. That would add up to $100 million, more or less?
Ms. HACKEL. It would save $100 million in the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing plant alone.
The CHAIRMAN. And that's a net saving? The saving would be offset
by the cost of this coin? The cost of the coin is included? A net saving
of $100 million?
Ms. HACKEL. We'll give you more specifics on that if you would like,
Senator, for the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Fine.
[The following table was received for the record:]
t
Cost savings estimated by the Federal Reserve Board and Treasury Departmen
Percent displacement of
dollar notes:
0
20
50
100

Annual savings in
production costs (millions)

$4Y2
12
19
31

The Federal Reserve would also realize savings in lower handling costs for
the coin. If dollar coins replaced half the dollar notes, and if each coin was processed one time per year, the Federal Reserve would save an additional $2 million annually. In addition, displacement of $1 notes by the small dollar coin
would permit the Treasury Department to defer indefinitely a facility expansion
for the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, which would cost an estimated $100
million.

MS. HACKEL. As Governor Coldwell testified,
The Federal Reserve spent $48 million for the printing of the new currency in
fiscal year 1977. Of that $48 million, $28 million was spent to print nearly 2 billion
$1 notes. Thus, if all these dollar notes were replaced by coins, the Federal
Reserve would realize savings of $28 million in printing costs. '

And if coins only replace half the dollar notes, it would be a savings
of $11 million.
Also he goes on to say,
If dollar coins replaced half the dollar notes, and if each coin were processed
one time per year, the Federal Reserve would save an additional $2 million
annually in currency processing costs.

There are substantial cost savings to be realized with the smaller
dollar coin, assuming it gains acceptance by the general public.
In reference to inflationary impact, we have conducted a study in
the Department of the Treasury, the Office of Financial Analysis,
which indicates that we can see no potential inflationary impact of the
new dollar coin. We agree with the assessment made by Governor Coldwell in his testimony where he stated in response to a question that he
didn't think the new coin would present inflationary problems.
We suggest that the increased use of higher value coins in this and
other developed countries is the result of inflation rather than the
cause of inflation. As the purchasing power of the lowest denomination
note declines,the highest value coin becomes a far more necessary component of a nation's coinage and currency system.
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Also, while the new coin would enable the autom
atic vending machine industry to offer more items of higher value
pricing structure would still be governed by mark to the public, the
reasonable to assume that any automatically vendet forces. It seems
cessively high would be rejected by the consumer. ed item priced exWith reference to distribution of coins, at such
time as the legislation is approved, the mint would immediatel
y start the contracting
process for the necessary coinage strip and this
mately 3 months. It would take approximat would take approxiely 2 months for the
fabrication of dies necessary and to procure the
during which time the coinage strip would also production tooling,
be procured.
So if you approve this legislation and the Presi
we can start production, assuming the recommendent signs this bill,
ded design is approved,3 months thereafter, and our plans are to
under
take production
at an accelerated rate to produce 500 million coins
would be a sufficient supply when we initiate distrin 6 months,so there
ibution of the coins
to insure adequate and fair supply of coins througho
In reference to circulating efforts, a task force comput the Nation.
osed of Treasury
and Federal Reserve officials are meeting to
mine various methods
of stimulating acceptance of the coin. Theredeter
's no question but that we
will need the full and complete support of the
mercial banks, and the general public. The task major retailers, combanks and retail industries which handle a signiforce is studying those
ficant amount of currency and coins to determine the advantages of the
identify potential areas of resistance. To have it new coin and also to
will be an educational program required and widely accepted there
we will need the cooperation of the major retailers and banks.
Only after clear success has been achieved in circulatin
g the new coin
could programed reduction of $1 bill production
be
consi
dered.
In reference to the design, the design on the propo
sed coin has been
the subject of considerable public attention duri
months. The Treasury Department has recommenng the past several
ded on the obverse
side a spirited soaring eagle. On the reverse side,
the
ment has recommended a modern stylized femal Treasury Departe Liberty head. This
sort of Liberty head appeared on the first U.S. coin
in 1739 and has appeared in various forms on nearly all denom
ons of coins since that
time. The female Liberty head is symbolicinati
rather than any particular individual, and of and honors all women
it is accompanied by the
Phrygian cap which has been a symbol of free
dom
over 2,500 years.
We believe that it would be most appropriatfor
e that the historic
Liberty head design once again return to an Amer
we fully recognize that there are many outst ican coin. However,
anding American men
and women who have made substantial contributi
who are worthy of recognition and Susan B. Anth ons to our country
ony, whose likeness
would be placed on the new coin under Senat
e
bill
3036, is certainly
one of them.
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As a matter of fact, there have been over 100 differeut candidates
suggested to the Treasury Department by the general public and
several bills have been introduced in Congress to honor such outstanding Americans as Georgia Gray, Abigail Adams, Harriet Tubman.
With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce into
the record our list of suggested candidates.
The CHAIRMAN. We'll be happy to have that.
Ms. HAcKEL. Thank you.
[The information referred to follows:]
SUMMARY OF SMALL DOLLAR DESIGN MAIL RECEIVED BY BUREAU OF THE MINT JANUARY 1—JUNE 30, 1978

,
Total tette!
Included in above:
Approve small dollar coin
Disapprove small dollar coin

General Congressional

Total

310

60

037

18
18

6
26

24
44

N&.

SUGGESTIONS FOR DESIGN
Congressional

General

Susan B. Anthony
Liberty head
Eleanor Roosevelt

Other Suggestions
Betsy Ross
Helen Keller
Elvis Presley
Jane Adaams
Maggie Walker
Amelia Earhart
Clara Barton
Pioneer-type woman
Harriet Tubman
Nellie Tayloe Ross
Pocohontas
Molly Pitcher
American Indian
Harriet Beecher Stowe
Elizabeth Cady Stanton
Grandma Moses
Abigail Adams
Mary McLeod Bethune
Typical man and woman
Harry S. Truman
Statue of Liberty
Florence Nightingale
Dolley Madison
Martha Washington
Sacajawea
Dorothea Lynde Dix
"Uncle Sam"

Approve

Disapprove

Approve

Disapprove

50
39
21

2
10
2

3
1
1

1

Total
approved

Total
disapproved

53
40
22

2
11
2

General Congressional
16
15
7
6
6
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2.
1
1
1
1

1
3
1

1

1
1

2
1
1
1

Total
17
18
7
6
7
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
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SINGLE SUGGESTIONS
GENERAL
The Blessed Mother
Shirley Temple Black
Annie Oakley
General Douglas MacArthur
Elizabeth Blackwell
Thomas Jefferson
Jackie Kennedy Onassis
Rose Kennedy
First Woman Astronaut
Lucy Stanton
GoIda Meir
Ethel Barrymore
Helen Hayes
Madame Shuman-Heink
Betty Crocker
Kitty LeRoy
Klondike Kate
Kitty "Madame Bulldog" O'Leary
Dorothy Andrews Elston
Katherine L. Bates
Roslyn Carter
Pat Nixon
Jane Pittman
Elizabeth Pole
Isabella Baumfree (Sojourner)
Elke Sommers
Jill Kinmont
Emily Dickerson

Margaret Fuller
Zoran Neale Hurston
Abraham Lincoln
Typical Mother
Little Girl
Marie Curie
Saint Anthony
Thomas Paine
Rev. Kathryn Kuhlman
Ruth (in Bible)
Face of a Famous Veteran
Typical American Family
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier
Typical Housewife
Four Faces of Common People
Landing on the Moon
Sun Rising
Miscellaneous, 13
CONGRESSIONAL
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Queen Isabella
Sarah Josepha Hale
Eisenhower
Map of United States
A Fishing Vessel
Morgan Dollar Design
Miscellaneous, 2
Total Names, 82

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEW DOLLAR DESIGN RECEIVED BY THE OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS,
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, AS OF JULY 7, 1978

Content analysis
Susan B. Anthony 1
Helen Keller'
Betsy Ross
Eleanor Roosevelt'
Miss Liberty I
Harriet Tubman
Pioneer women
Amelia Earhart

Raw count
2, 598
1, 275
844
798
327
200
185
141

Percent of
total received
to date
(8,200)
32
16
10
10
4
2
2

1 Mentioned in May 7 Parade article.

There is a minimum of 100 different specific design suggestions. Aside from
those mentioned above, none received more than 2 percent of the total received
to date.
The four alternatives mentioned in the Parade article received a total of 4,998
suggestions (61 percent). Votes cast for alternatives not mentioned in the article
total 3,202 (31 percent).
We are still receiving some letters, but not enough to change the percentages
substantially.
As of July 7, the Unit had acknowledged all incoming letters with a postcard.
Total number of postcards mailed as of the 7th was 4,589. Note: Number of
postcards mailed reflects letters received (minus those with insufficient address),
whereas 8,200 total received reflects suggestions.
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SUMMARY

OF

SMALL DOLLAR DESIGN SUGGESTIONS RECEIVED BY DEPARTMENT
OF THE TREASURY

Julia Gordon Low
Susan B. Anthony
Annie Goodrich
Betsy Ross
Abby Hutchinson
Helen Keller
Marian Anderson
Eleanor Roosevelt
Patricia Harris
Amelia Earhart
Dolley Madison
Miss Liberty
Barbara Jordon
Nancy Hanks
Grandma Moses
Clara Barton
Julia Ward Howe
Martha Washington
Mama Leone's
Virgin Mary
Jane Delano
Mrs. Carter
Fanny Farmer
Madame Curie
Whistler's Mother
Miss Pittman
Frances Willard
Molly Pitcher
Charlotte Campbell, D.S.C.
Harriet Tubman
Clara Maass
American Pioneer Woman
Miss America 1979
Teddy Roosevelt
Margaret Lynn Lewis
Mother
Myself
Pocahontas
Harriet B. Stowe
Mary McLeod Bethune
Sojourner Truth
Betty Ford
Jackie Onassis
Margaret Chase Smith
Mamie Eisenhower
Elizabeth Blackwell
Ella Grasso
Lucy Stone
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Martha Mitchell
Francine Neff
Florence Nightingale
Joan of Arc
Abigail Adams
Ivy Baker Priest
Jane Addams
Ann Jarvis
American Woman
Gold Star Mothers
Margaret Corben
Dorothea Dix
Nellie Tayloe Ross
Virginia Dare
Sacajawea
Charlotte P. Gilman
Elizabeth Cady Stanton
Immigrant Woman
Indian Woman
Emma Lazarus
Margaret Mead
Mother-Sullivan Bros.
President Carter
Lucy Wheelock
Rose Kennedy
Housewife
Shirley Temple Black
Louisa May Alcott
Sister Kenny
Anne Lee
Maggie Lena Walker
Oveta Culp Hobby
Francis Perkins
Lucretia Mott
Pat Nixon
Anne Sullivan
Mary Harris "Mother Jones"
Lillian Gilbreth
Hubert Humphrey
Elizabeth Gurley Flynn
Elizabeth Taylor
Pearl S. Buck
George Washington
Mary Baker Eddy
Bess Truman
St. Francis Cabrini
Willa S. Cather
Lady in the Moon
Elvis Presley
Sarah Hale
Franklin D. Roosevelt
Harry S. Truman
Cameo Head
Babe Didrikson Zaharias
Pilgrim Child
Wilma Rudolph
Riderless Horse
Belva Lockwood
Andrew Jackson
Maria L. Sanford
Margaret Sanger
Jane Russell
Mary Edwards Walker
Maude Adams
Teacher
Dr. Alice Paul
Black Woman
U.S. Flag
Helen Stokes Greven
Jenny Lind
Deborah Sampson
Mary Pickersgill
Total number of names, 121
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SUMMARY OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES SUBMITTED BY COIN WORLD TO BUREAU OF THE MINT

Liberty head design
Statue of Liberty
American Indian
Buffalo
Pioneer type woman
Theodore Roosevelt
Susan B. Anthony
Hubert H. Humphrey
Eisenhower
George Washington
Eleanor Roosevelt
Amelia Earhart

4

1st place

2d place

3d place

564
88
33
7
15
16
35
15
6
5
9
8

68
290
119
37
35
30
13
18
20
9
15
11

40
94
179
73
49
37
11
19
19
30
10
11

Total votes
672
472
331
117
99
83
59
52
45 .
44
34
30

Ms. HACKEL. We have, in all of the lists, the leading candidate
Susan B. Anthony; however, in the numismatic press, according to a
poll conducted by Coin World, the overwhelming candidate is the
Liberty Lady design.
The CHAIRMAN.Those are the coin collectors; right?
Ms. HACKEL. Yes; that's correct, Mr. Chairman.
In order to continue to commemorate President Eisenhower, we
would continue to mint 40 percent silver dollar coins in the present
size so that for the first time, if this bill is approved, we would have
a commemorative coin differing not only in alloy and design but also
in size from the circulating coin of the same denomination. If Congress
sees fit to select a different design for the new coin—be it Susan B.
Anthony or any other—that of course is its prerogative. While we continue to believe that the Liberty head design should be depicted on the
new coin,the Treasury Department will of course defer that decision to
Congress. Essential, in our view, is that the new dollar coin be authorized without undue delay so that we may proceed expeditiously with
the production and issuance of the new coin.
This concludes my statement, Mr.Chairman and Senator Sparkman,
and I would be pleased to try to respond to any questions.
The CHAIRMAN. And Senator Lugar appeared after you started.
Ms. HACKEL. And Senator Lugar. How do you do? I'm orry I didn't
know you came in.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Ms. Hackel, for a superlative presentation and covering this so broadly and so usefully.
You put only a very modest emphasis on the design because these
other elements have been left out and certainly my questions are going
to concentrate on the other elements you discussed, whether or not we
should have the coin at all; but I take it then that while you have
made a strong case for Miss Liberty that you're not in concrete and
if Congress, as you say, decides to go ahead with Harriet Tubman or
Susan B.Anthony or whoever you would accept that.
Ms. HACKEL. As I testified, that's the prerogative of Congress. As a
matter of fact, the Department takes the view that any decision to
commemorate a distinguished American or historical event should
originate in Congress rather than the Treasury Department.
The CHAIRMAN. Now the first element is the public convenience
here. That's the first argument for a new coin. You come down very
strongly on the side that this would be convenient to the public. It
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would, in your view, increase the competitiveness in the marketplace
that would take it in part because one of the most efficient means of
distributing many goods is through vending machines. For example,
because it economizes on manpower and labor it's convenient to the
public, and obviously it's very inconvenient when you're limited to
by and large dimes and nickels and quarters.
Ms. HACKEL. That is a consideration, but a major consideration is
the cost savings that would result to the U.S. Government.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to come to that second. I'm talking about
convenience to the public first,if it were accepted.
There are two elements here. One is that you would be able to use
what many of us have found to be convenient, on occasion at least,
vending machines more broadly. No. 2, you could carry the coin more
easily. Obviously half dollar or dollar pieces are very heavy for most
of us to be carrying around in any numbers. It would obviously be more
convenient to have a $1 bill.
Ms. HACKEL. You could have $3 for the weight of $1 worth of
quarters right now.
The CHAIRMAN. So from the standpoint of convenience, are there
arguments made the other way, that this would perhaps confuse the
public or that this would be difficult for the public to have this additional coin?
Ms. HACKEL. There was some question as to whether or not the
weight and size differential would be sufficient enough to distinguish
it from the quarter. But actually it bears the same relationship to the
quarter as the quarter bears to the nickel. In addition, we would have
the 11-sided border for the visually handicapped.
The CHAIRMAN. How about the savings? Is there any difference of
opinion on that $100 million saving which you claim this would permit? Are there those who argue it would be far less, in fact, it might
cost money instead of saving money?
Ms. HACKEL. Senator, that $100 million figure that I gave was the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing estimated cost. There are other
savings in addition to that. That was just one potential saving.
The CHAIRMAN. What are the overall savings?,
Ms. HACKEL. $4.5 million a year based on our current projected
budgeted production of $1 coins for fiscal year 1978. At least $4.5
million a year.
To the extent it displaces $1 notes, the savings would be considerable
for the Federal Reserve System, which in the last analysis of
course
The CHAIRMAN. You say $4.5 million a year. My question was how
much is the overall, counting the Federal Reserve, all of the savings
to the Federal Government. I understood you to say on some assumptions, on the assumption that this would replace half of the $1 bills,
the savings would be close to $100 million.
Ms. HACKEL. No; I am sorry? $100 million as applied to the Bureau
of Engraving,and that is a projected cost estimate.
The CHAIRMAN. That is not an annual savings? That is a one-time
saving?
Ms. HACKEL. Yes; that would be a one-time saving. Now in reference
to displacement of the $1 notes, if one-half of the $1 notes were dis-
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placed, Governor Coldwell says it will be an annual saving of $11
million in terms of his costs for the production of notes, plus another
$2 million savings, as I recall his testimony, for the handling of the
coins compared to currency.
The CHAIRMAN. That makes a total of $17.5 million?
Ms. HACKEL. If half are displaced. However, if half are displaced,
we realize more than the $4.5 million in savings by reducing the size
of the coin, because it will cost 3 cents instead of 8 cents.
The CHAIRMAN. In view of the fact we have had a great deal of difficulty with these dollar and half dollar coins in the past, have you
projected how long it might take to achieve acceptance of this new
dollar coin?
Ms. HACKEL. Well,the task force is considering methods of stimulating public acceptance of the $1 coin. It is hard to tell. We have got to
have the complete cooperation of the major retailers and commercial
banks if the $1 coin is going to be accepted by the American public.
The CHAIRMAN. Well,they both are appearing today,indicating they
are negative on this. That doesn't sound as if you will get that kind of
cooperation.
Ms. HACKEL. Well, I think that may be a difficulty we will have to
overcome. But I am certain eventually we will gain the cooperation of
the commercial banks, the retailers, and any other interested people in
the U.S. Government,if we can prove there are advantages to handling
the smaller coin.
The CHAIRMAN. We should be fair to the banks and the retailers. I
don't mean they are being unreasonable. They obviously want to improve our system as we all do. But they have a legitimate argument,
they say the administration's proposal does not go far enough in
streamlining our currency and coinage system,that is merely applying
a bandaid when a more serious operation is called for.
Is there any other coin or Federal Reserve note that might be headed
for obsolescence or future revision?
How about the half dollar? You indicated that doesn't circulate
much.
Ms. HACKEL. The administration made the decision not to request
statutory repeal of authority to mint the half dollar at this time. It
is not widely circulated, it won't interfere to any extent whatsoever
with the acceptance of the new smaller dollar coin, and we deem it
sufficient at this time just to limit supply to meet the demand.
The CHAIRMAN. What assurance can you give the banks and retail
merchants that they won't have to go through this again in a few
years?
Ms. HACKEL. All we can do is suggest that this is part of the longrange plan and hopefully the smaller $1 coin will be successfully used
in our system.
The CHAIRMAN. How about the little grocery store that has a cash
register that was developed for pennies and nickels and dimes and
quarters? You come in with this new coin, don't they have to buy a
new cash register, or go through considerable expense to fix theirs
up,or are they left out of the competition?
Ms. HACKEL. It is my understanding, Senator, that they can buy
an insert with additional slots at a relatively low cost.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you mean by a relatively low cost"?
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Ms. HACKEL. Not more than 8 to 10 percent of the cost of the
original register.
The CHAIRMAN. You advise that the task force, composed of officials
from Treasury and the Federal Reserve System, is studying those
banks and retail industries which handle big quantities of coins and
currency to identify the advantages of using this new coin. What about
the general public? Has there been any research done on consumer
attitude on the proposed coin?
Ms. HACKEL. We have had no formal surveys of consumers because
it is so difficult to get a judgment from someone when you can't show
them what it is you mean, you can't compare the smaller coin to the
large dollar coin, you don't have a smaller coin to compare.
We attempted to use a foreign coin of about the same size in our
contacts with major retailers and the banks, but that wasn't very
successful.
So we have had no consumer surveys. From the surveys made more
informally,from our contacts with all of the major banks and retailers
and correspondence from the American public, we suggest that there
may be 50 percent in accord with the new smaller dollar coin and
50 percent opposed.
Nation's Business had a survey and the question was to the effect do
you think we need a smaller $1 coin, and the responses they had in
their survey was about 50 percent for and 50 percent against.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your answer to the banks' argument that
you ought to review the whole coinage system and come up with something more comprehensive? Here they are going to have to revise
their conversion system; they can't pass that cost on to the consumer
very well, but it means higher costs for them. It is a legitimate complaint on their part. What is your response to that?
Ms. HACKEL. We had a very elaborate costly survey of the U.S.
coinage system made by Research Triangle Institute that was concluded in 1976. I don't think we need another costly survey. That one
recommended strongly that Congress consider eliminating the 1 cent
coin, which this administration has decided is not necessary at this
time. That recommendation was made under circumstances where the
price of copper was rising and where the suggestion was made that
it was necessary to build a new $65 million mint if we are going to
continue to produce the 1 cent coin.
It is not necessary to build a $65 million mint to continue to produce
the 1 cent coin, and the price of copper has stabilized. So this administration made the decision that the penny should be a useful part of
our coinage system.
The other recommendation they made was at that time to eliminate
the half dollar. This administration takes the position that there is
no need at this time to seek statutory authority to repeal the authority
to mint the half dollar.
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Hackel, that recitation of the history, it seems
to me, would put me in the same mood as the bankers are in here. You
say the past administration had one idea, this administration has an
entirely different idea, on both the penny and the half dollar. What
makes you think that the new Lugar administration in 1981 might not
have a different idea than that?
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Ms. HACKEL. The past administration and this administration are
alike in their recommendation for a smaller $1 coin, which of
course is why we are here today. We think that is very necessary to
facilitate consumer cash transactions in this country, and to result
in considerable cost savings to the U.S. Government.
We feel that once the coin has achieved some degree of widespread
circulation, that the banks are going to come to love it.
The CHAIRMAN. Why didn't the $2 bill make it then?
Ms.HACKEL. Well,there was a problem there,obviously. The Federal
Reserve System has not distributed the $2 note, and the commercial
banks don't want to use it, apparently, nor do the consumers.
We feel, however, with wider promotional efforts for the $2 note,
used in conjuction with the smaller $1 coin, which as you say won't
tear holes in your pocket, that we will achieve far more widespread
usage of the $2 note.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Lugar. Maybe I should say President
Lugar.
Senator LUGAR. No, no, you have been far too generous already this
morning, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Hackel,I would like to follow up on the chairman's questioning
by asking whether the survey you have mentioned got into consumer
attitudes with regard to the use of coins as an overall problem? Do we
know from that survey, or from others that are a part of your background, what the normal American consumer uses coins for, about how
many, and in what forms? If we are looking in terms of consumer acceptance, what sort of projections are we likely to make in terms of the
number, sizes, and so forth that the normal consumer would want to
have?
Ms. HACKEL. I was just at a conference where they indicated the
usage of coins in the United States for cash transactions was,I think,
something like 1 day's wages for—I better withdraw that whole thing.
This may have been considered by the Research Triangle report.
Was it, Dr. Goldman?
Dr. GOLDMAN. Although they didn't talk to consumers directly,those
that were surveyed represented a broad spectrum of business people,
and bank people, and they were asked to comment on sizes, shapes,
weights, and everything else one might find acceptable.
The recommended size and weight comes out of the responses that
this survey made and hundreds of people were surveyed.
In addition, we receive daily dozens of letters which comment on
our sizes, shapes, designs, and everything else, so that while we have
not conducted a formal survey, we are in pretty close touch with the
public by means of daily correspondence.
Senator LUGAR. In other words, it is your judgment that the weight
and size of this proposed dollar meets a consensus of what consumers
are willing to carry around. And you would not find, therefore, gross
objections once it is introduced, that it was too big or cumbersome?
I mean you have at least some basis in research for feeling that you
have come to a convenient consumer size for this coin?
Dr. GOLDMAN. That is correct; in fact, if one looks at coins throughout the world, it turns out about 81/2 grams is the maximum weight
coin which the public everywhere is willing to carry around and to
use.
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. Senator LUGAR. What has been the response over the course of time,
if you have any research in the Bureau, on reaction of the British consumers to different sizes of coins? Obviously the coins in Great Britain
do not follow a progression from the smallest to the largest in terms
of value. There are heavier coins, coins of different geometric shapes
and designs.for that matter, denoting certain things. What sort of
problems might have been encountered by a banking system or a
consumer system in another country that would be instructive for
where we might be heading with what will be a considerable departure—moving from our large silver dollar to a smaller coin that is
somewhat in the general configuration of a quarter?
Dr. GOLDMAN. The 50-pence coin in Britain is worth about $1 as
you know. That coin was somewhat more than the present recommended weight for the new dollar. And I think the British are somewhat sorry that the coin is as large as it is. For that reason it has not
reached the level of acceptability that they hoped to see. They are
now considering a 1-pound coin and it is likely that coin will be smaller
than the 50-pence coin for that reason.
Senator LUGAR. It appears to me, as I have read the testimony that
we have heard or will hear today,that people involved in coin operated
retailing have a different viewpoint with regard to a new coin than
those who are involved maybe in handling the coins in a retail
operation.
What sort of weight in your own thinking do you place on these sets
of testimony? Is the coin operated situation one toward which the
Bureau is headed, not to the exclusion of the other, but with the feeling that the banking system may be moving toward electronic means,
toward a cashless society, and that therefore the primary problem in
the production of coins must be toward those mechanisms which are
activated by coins as opposed to a transaction activated by machines,
by key cards, by other apparatus that the bankers or grocers or others
may use?
Ms. HACKEL. There is no question but that the major part of transactions in the United States are cashless transactions. But nevertheless
there is a substantial amount of remaining cash transactions and certainly so for lower wage earners. We will always have that with us.
And the coinage system of the country is essential, crucial for what
cash transactions we make. True, it is the vending machine industry
that will have far wider opportunity, not to charge higher prices for
the same items, but to offer higher value items through vending machines, and in a sense that may be anti-inflationary, because m terms
of food output, for example, which is very labor-intensive in restaurants, people might be able to buy food in vending machines cheaper
in fact.
The fact of the matter is because of the general inflationary trends
throughout the world,the higher value coins have far more importance
in a coinage system, and sooner or later we will need to move toward
more useful acceptance of the dollar coin in the.United States. We
may as well start right now and have a smaller coin right now that is
useful, that works. We don't have one now that works.
Senator LUGAR. One thing you have mentioned, Ms. Hackel., that
raises another question is if in fact there is heavier usage of coins by
people of lower incomes in our country.
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Ms.HACKEL. Well,certainly less use of credit.
Senator LUGAR. Yes.
MS.HACKEL. More use of cash.
Senator LUGAR. Is there value, perhaps,in zeroing in maybe more of
our study with regard to this coin or even other coins and the needs of
lower income people?
In other words, those people in our society who are most inclined to
have a need for coins, more precise value coins for change making,this
sort of thing? I am not certain that I am stating the problem correctly,
although from what you are indicating it appears to me that this question is of less consequence to people of considerable wealth who would
be making payments by check or credit card or by other means.
Ms. HACKEL. I think the people of considerable wealth still need
coins, there is no question about that. I know some of my friends who
appear never to have any, they are always borrowing them all of the
time.
Generally people of any degree of wealth need to use coins. And
surely to have a convenient dollar coin that works in a machine when
you walk into a subway in order to get change would be immensely
convenient to the American public, or in airports, or any place else.
There is no question, you,Senator Lugar,need coins.
Senator LUGAR.I certainly do.
Mr. Chairman if I may just address this question to you for a
moment, is essentially the problem facing the committee with this bill
the basic question of whether to proceed with a new coin at all?
In other words, does this come to us as a request on the part of the
banking system, or the mint to authorize a new coin and this is what
has initiated the legislation and the hearings, or could you review
what the situation is?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the legislative proposal came to us from the
administration. They feel it would provide more convenience for the
public and save some money.
Senator LUGAR. So the judgment we have to make is whether the
savings which seem to me to be fairly apparent in the production of
the new coin are going to be counterbalanced by the inconvenience that
some people would feel, the banking system, some retailers, or consumers and customers using it. Are these ultimately the things that
you see we are weighing, Ms. Hackel, in this colloquy with the
chairman?
Ms. HACKEL. Yes. But I might add it is our reasoned judgment that
eventually this will prove very cost-effective to the commercial banks
and to the major retailers, if we do gain widespread acceptance of the
new smaller dollar coin.
The CHAIRMAN. As I understand it, this is not a radical change inasmuch as we have a $1 coin now.
MS. HACKEL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What it does is take that dollar coin and make it
more convenient, smaller and lighter, so it would circulate, or we think
it might circulate better than the $1 coin we have at the present
time.
We already made the decision to have a dollar coin, it just doesn't
move,it could,but it doesn't isn't that right?
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Ms. HACKEL. Yes. The present $1 coin is just not useful. There is
no purpose in having a coin that is not useful. We are convinced a
smaller one that is sized similar to the size we are proposing will be
useful and really used, and really needed in the coinage system.
The CHAIRMAN. What I miss in all of this—it is interesting—usually
when we have had these things before we had very vigorous representation by the Rocky Mountain Senators, who come in and they are all for
silver, and they fight hard for the silver coins. But somehow I guess
they acknowledge if you are going to make it with silver it will just be
too big.
Ms. HACKEL. Yes; there is no question it could not reasonably be
made of silver.
Senator SPARKMAN. I may say to the chairman I was thinking a
while ago of some of the coinage battles we have had here. Do you
remember the dime?
The CHAIRMAN.I think that was before my time,John.
Senator SPARKMAN. It was? I thought you had been here longer
than that.
The CHAIRMAN. You have been here since 1935, I have been here
since 1957.
Senator SPARKMAN. Do you remember the penny made out of
aluminum?
The CHAIRMAN.I think I remember that. Do you have any questions
Senator Sparkman?
Senator SPARKMAN. No, no questions. It has been a very interesting
discourse. I do want to hear what the bankers have to say. Ms. Hackel,
I will say that you have done a wonderful job.
The CHAIRMAN.I just have a couple of quick questions to ask you.
It has been suggested to me by Jerry Buckley of the staff that this
might have a psychological effect in the country because from a practical standpoint what you are doing is you are moving away from the
$1 as a bill to the $1 as a coin. It is in recognition of inflation, it
is kind of a ratification of inflation, and in addition to kissing goodbye
to George Washington and saying hello to Ms. Anthony, you are also
ratifying an inflation situation that may be international in effect.
Ms. HACKEL. We must face the situation that the $1 note has declined
in purchasing power, and therefore there are many more $1 notes in
circulation, and they only last 11/2 years and then they wear out. We
have to be practical and realistic and realize a small $1 coin that will
last 15 years makes a lot more sense.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you made any survey of how many dollar
bills the typical person carries in their pocket? I happen to carry quite
a few because I take a taxi home, and it is $3 or $4, so I carry quite
a few. I think if you made that survey, you would find the typical
person carries quite a few $1 bills.
If he substitutes coins, I just wonder if he would do that. Couldn't
you make a survey to determine whether or not that would be logical?
Or do you just make a guess?
Ms. HACKEL. I think such a survey, to make it really professional,
would be very costly.
The CHAIRMAN. Why is that?
Ms. HACKEL. We don't want to win the Golden Fleece award.
The CHAIRMAN. Why not? It is a great award.
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But seriously, the Gallop and Harris people claim that by a relatively small sample, 1,500 people, you can get something very close
to the behavior of all Americans within say a 3-percent error. If
you could do that, 1,500 people being questioned, it wouldn't be very
costly for something that will save several million a year or which
will cost several million if your judgment is wrong.
MS. HACKEL. Would you like us to ask the question "How many $1
bills do you carry in your wallet?"
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think there would be ways you can find
that out. I can understand why people might think they were getting
set up for a mugging.
Ms. HACKEL. Besides, Senator, if you use the $2 notes, you wouldn't
need all of those $1 bills in your wallet.
The CHAIRMAN. The introduction of the new coin might also affect
the Federal Reserve in ways that can't be quantified at this time. For
example, what effect will this have on the Fed's shipping costs?
Coins weigh more than currency, but should not circulate through
the Reserve banks as often because of its longer circulating life. Also,
as Governor Coldwell pointed out when he testified before the House
Coinage Subcommittee, the as-yet-unknown circulation patterns for
the coin could affect the Reserve bank requirements for space with a
corresponding impact on its building programs. Have you taken that
into account,the shipping costs?
Ms. HACKEL. We have not done any specific studies on it, nor has the
Federal Reserve. We understand there will be additional shipping
costs, but they will be far more than offset by the savings in production
costs.
The CHAIRMAN. How about the requirements for more space at the
Federal Reserve?
Ms. HACKEL. He says he is storing a lot of $2 notes now. If he can
get rid of some of the $2 notes, because they are being used in conjunction with the smaller $1 coin, it might work that out.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you held any briefings for the financial institutions or retailers with regard to this coin?
MS. HACKEL. We had a meeting in Washington recently. Of course
the task force has been meeting with representatives of companies,
major potential users.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you had any announced public hearing, where
they come in and testify pro and con and give their objections and
suggestions and so on?
Ms. HACKEL. We have had no such meeting. We had one meeting
with Washington representatives of some of the leading banks, and
retailers. But that was simply to define what the Treasury position
was,so that it was educational in a sense.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. I join Senator Sparkman in
paying tribute to your fine presentation and your responsiveness to
the questions.
Ms. HACKEL. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. I have a series of questions from Senator Garn
which I hope you and the other witnesses will respond to for the
record. .
[The answers to the questions referred to follow:]
REPLIES OF MS. HACKEL TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR GARN CONCERNING
THE SMALLER DOLLAR COIN
Question. What would be your reaction to the elimination of the dollar bill
and its replacement by the dollar coin?

Answer. If public acceptance of the small dollar coin would ultimately displace $1 Federal Reserve notes, there would be considerable savings forthe Government and our economy as a whole. To start with, the Mint has been expending
an average of $7 million annually to manufacture 90 million of the current 1.5
Inch diameter dollars at a cost of 8 cents each. The proposed smaller dollar
would cost approximately 3 cents each to produce and would last at least 15
years in circulation. In contrast, each Federal Reserve note, would cost 1.8 cents
• to produce, and lasts 18 months in circulation.
Since it costs more than $28 million annually for the Federal Reserve to
•
maintain a circulation pool of 2.4 billion $1 notes, while it would cost less than
$5 million annually to maintain the same size pool of dollar coins, the Government would realize a savings of $31 million each year if all $1 Federal Reserve
notes were replaced by the new dollar coin. That amount includes the $7 million
annual savings by not manufacturing the current large dollar. If only 50 percent
of the notes were displaced by the coin, the total annual savings are estimated
to be $19 million. If only 20 percent of the Federal Reserve notes were displaced
by the dollar coins, the estimated savings would total $12 million a year.
The Federal Reserve would also realize savings in lower handling cost for the
coin. If dollar coins replaced *half the dollar notes, and if each coin was processed one time per year, the Federal Reserve would save an additional $2 million
annually. Lastly, displacement of one dollar notes by the small dollar coin
would permit the Treasury Department to defer indefinitely a facility expansion
for the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, which would cost an estimated $100
million.
Question. Do you feel that there is any significance to having the basic unit
of our currency bear the image of George Washington?
Answer. We do not believe there is any particular significance to having the
image of George Washington on the one dollar bill. As you are aware, President
Washington's portrait also appears on the 25 cent coin. Thus, even if the one
dollar bill is ultimately displaced by the proposed dollar coin, President Washington would still be properly commemorated in our coinage and currency system.
Question. What is your feeling about the reverse side image of the Eisenhower
dollar coin, bearing the image of an eagle landing on the moon?
Answer. The eagle symbolizing the Apollo 11 landing on the moon was mandated
by Congress for the Eisenhower dollar coin in the Act of December 31, 1970.
Under the Administration's proposal, the design for the reverse side of the smaller
dollar coin would consist of a soaring eagle. At the same time, again as proposed
by the Administration, the Department would continue to issue the current
Eisenhower dollar in 40 percent silver clad version in proof and uncirculated
quality. Thus, if the bill is approved by the Congress, the Eisenhower dollar
with the Apollo 11 landing design on the reverse, although ont issued for circulation, would continue to remain a part of our coinage system.
Question. What would be your reaction to the elimination of the 50 cent piece?
Answer. The Administration has decided not to propose the statutory repeal
of the authority to issue half dollar coins at this time. We believe that the half
dollar, since it is not a widely circulating denomination, would not hinder public
acceptance of the small dollar coin. As best we can determine, most of the half
dollars issued by the Mint are used for gaming and numismatic purposes. Our
plan is thus to continue producing the half dollar coins in the volume to satisfy
this limited demand.
Question. Have you conducted or do you know of any studies that have been
conducted concerning the feelings of the public towards the possibility of the
elimination of the dollar bill?
Answer. We fully recognize the necessity for a promotional effort to achieve
widespread circulation of the new coin, which would result in simultaneous
decrease in one dollar notes in circulation. Consequently, a task force has been
formed consisting of officials from the Federal Reserve Board and the Treasury
Department. This task force is currently reviewing the advantages in using the
new coin by banks and retail industries as well as contacting of interested segments of our economy for the purpose of enlisting and supporting for the promotion of the new coin.
Question. What are the implications in terms of metal conservation in replacing the dollar bill with a coin?
Answer. The new dollar coin should have little or no effect on the metal conservation. We project production quantities of the proposed dollar coin of approximately 250 million pieces per year. This compares with an average of 90
million coins per year for the Eisenhower dollar coin which will no longer be
manufactured for circulation. Since the new coin weighs approximately one-third
that of the Eisenhower dollar, the effect of the replacement on metal usage would
be negligible.
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The Honorable William Proxmire
Chairman
Committee on Banking, Housing
and Urban Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:
Mt.. Vincent C. Burke, Jr., our Association's witness before the Committee
when it considered S. 3036, The Susan B. Anthony Dollar Coin Act of 1978,
is on vacation and unable to respond to your recent letter. On his behalf,
I wish to provide the following responses to Senator Jake Garn's request
for additional information. Senator Cam's questions were as follows:
1.

What would be your reaction to the elimination of the dollar bill
and its replacement by a dollar coin?

If the ultimate goal of the Treasury Department is to replace the $1 bill
with the $1 coin and thereby to stimulate the use of the $2 bill, production
of the $1 bill should be halted. As. long as the $1 bill remains fully available, the new $1 coin and the $2 bill will not, in our opinion, be used to
a degree sufficient to produce the magnitude of cost savings which have
been predicted by the Treasury Department and the Federal Reserve.

•

The Federal Reserve, for example, has predicted a savings from such a
change amounting to $13 million per year in production and currency processing costs. This prediction is based on a 50 percent replacement level
of $1 notes by $1 coins. However, the members of the American Bankers
Association do not discern enough consumer interest in or need for the new
$1 coin to justify such an assumption. In the absence of any documented
market study supporting the assumption behind this prediction of savings,
we suggest that the American people are comfortable and familiar with the
$1 bill and would not react favorably to its elimination.
2.

Do you feel that there is any significance to having the basic unit
of our currency bear the image of George Washington?

We do not believe that we are specifically qualified to offer an informed
opinion on this aspect of the issue.
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3.

What is your feeling about the reverse side of the Eisenhower dollar
coin which bears the image of an eagle landing on the moon?

As with the previous question, our industry is not able to offer an informed
opinion on this issue. However, we do urge that the same coin or bill denomination should consistently bear the same images. If the design of a
bill or coin were to change frequently, the ensuing confusion could increase
the opportunities for counterfeiters since tellers and other currency handlers
would lose familiarity with those bills or coins.
4.

What would be your reaction to the elimination of the 50 cent piece?

We support elimination of the 50 cent piece as an item of circulating coinage.
Although there is not a great demand for this item at present, bankers must
nevertheless keep small quantities in inventory and provide storage, counting
and dispensing facilities for the 50 cent piece.
However, rather than consider any of these items of coinage in isolation,
we believe that Congress and the Treasury should develop a master plan for
the management of the entire spectrum of our coins and currency. With such
a plan to depend upon -- a plan validated by thorough market studies -- bankers
and others who handle large quantities of coin and currency could make the type
of commitment necessary to introduce and successfully support any needed coin
or item of currency.
5.

Have you conducted or do you know of any studies that have been conducted
concerning the feelings of the public toward the possibility of the
elimination of the dollar bill?

We are not aware of any formal studies of this issue. However, it is our
belief that the American people like the $1 bill and would not favor its
elimination.
6.

What are the implications in terms of metal conservation of replacing
the dollar bill with a coin?

We have not studied this aspect of the issue and cannot offer an informed
opinion.
We appreciate this opportunity to respond to Senator Cam's questions and
would be pleased to provide additional information if you or other members of
the Committee desire.
Sincerely,

Gerald M. Lowrie
Executive Director
Government Relations
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August 1, 1978

The Honorable William Proxmire
United States Senate
Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20510
•

Dear Senator Proxmire:
Thank you for your letter of July 25.
opportunity to testify on S. 3036.

We appreciated very much the

In regard to Senator Garn's letter and the questions he proposed, here are
our answers:

•

1.

What would your reaction to the elimination of the one dollar bill and
its replacement by a dollar coin?

A.

We feel the elimination of the dollar bill completely would be a better
alternative than, as proposed, only 20% of the currency be eliminated.
It seems to us that by eliminating only part of the one dollar currency,
you encourage consumers to resist accepting the one dollar coin. However,
we do feel that any implementation of the one dollar coin concept should
be delayed until a complete study of the future money requirements of the
Nation is undertaken.

2.

Do you feel that there is any significance to having the basic unit of
our currency bearing the image of George Washington?

A.

We have no opinion on this question.

3.

What is your feeling about the reverse side image of the Eisenhower dollar
coin, bearing the image of an eagle landing on the moon?

A.

We have no opinion on this question.

4.

What would be your reaction to the elimination of the 50 cent piece?

A.

There has been resistance to the 50 cent piece because of its weight and the
fact that it cannot be widely used in vending machines or other types of
coin-operated devices. We do not believe the 50 cent piece serves a useful
purpose at the present time.

•
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5.

Have you conducted or do you know of any studies that have been conducted
concerning the feelings of the public towards the possibility of the
elimination of the dollar bill?

A.

We know of no such studies.

6.

What are the implications in terms of metal conservation of replacing the
dollar bill with a coin?

A.

We have no knowledge regarding this matter.

Thank you for letting us comment on these issues.
Best wishes.
Sincerely,
CA
rank D. Regis
Executive Director
FDR/pp
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Honorable E. J. Garn
Banking, Housing and
Urban Affairs Committee
4203 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
•

Dear Senator Cam:
Senator Proxmire sent me copy of your letter of July 17
raising certain questions with respect to the proposed
dollar coin. He asked that those of us who testified
regarding the dollar coin respond to you as to the
questions you posed.
I am repeating below your questions with my answers as
best I can.

Q•

What would your reaction to the elimination of the
dollar bill and its replacement by a dollar coin?

A.

In time, the American public may decide that it prefers
the dollar coin over the dollar bill, or vice versa,
butNAMAas an organization is not at this time
endorsing the elimination of the dollar bill.

Q. Do you feel that there is any significance to having
the basic unit of our currency bearing the image of
George Washington?

A.

Yes, I think our first President should be depicted
on the basic unit of our currency as a reminder of
our heritage.

Q•

What is your feeling about the reverse side image of
the Eisenhower dollar coin, bearing the image of an
eagle landing on the moon?

•

•
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A.

The image of an eagle landing on the moon is a splendid symbol. As an organization, NAMAhas not
attempted to influence in any way either the reverse
or the obverse side of our coinage, but could I am
sure endorse the image of the eagle landing on the
moon for the reverse of the proposed dollar.

Q.

What would be your reaction to the elimination of
the
50 cent piece?

A.

NAMAmember companies supported the Treasury
in the
minting of the present fifty cent piece, and produced
and shipped more than 100,000 vending machines containing mechanisms capable of using the fifty cent
piece. However, and for whatever reason, the American
public and our commercial banks, have failed to
accept
the fifty cent piece as a viable coin. As an organization, NAMAis not opposed to the eliminat
ion of
the fifty cent piece, nor is it proposing such
elimination.

Q.

Have you conducted or do you know of any studies
that
have been conducted concerning the feelings of the
public towards the possibility of the elimination
of
the dollar bill?

A.

The only studies with respect to the dollar bill
and
the dollar coin of which we are aware were conducte
d
during the last two administrations by the Research
Triangle Institute in North Carolina. Speaking personally, and not on behalf of N A M A, I would
seriously question whether studies of the public's
feelings regarding the dollar bill and the dollar
coin could be conclusive. Having both at hand, the
public will I am sure make its preferences known.

Q.

What are the implications in terms of metal conservation of replacing the dollar bill with a coin?

f
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A.

Quantity of metal used in the proposed dollar would in
our judgment be insignificant.
ierely,

G. Richard Schreiber
President
mgn
cc:

Honorable William Proxmire
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July 26, 1978
The Honorable William Proxmire
Chairman
Committee on Banking, Housing and
Urban Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Chairman:
Thank you for all your help with the Susan B. Anthony
coin. I appreciated the opportunity to testify.
With regards to Senator Garn's questions, I believe
some of them are redundant, but I have answered them
anyway.
We are not eliminat-

Question number 1 is a moot one.
ing the dollar bill.
Question number 2 is also moot.
on the quarter.

George Washington is

Question number 3 - I have no problems with the image
of the eagle landing on the moon, provided the artistic
design is a good one.
Question number 4 - I am neutral.
Question number 5 - irrelevant because we are not eliminating the dollar bill.
Question number 6 - again - irrelevant because we are
not eliminating the dollar bill.
Regards,

Oakar
Mary Ro
Member f Congress
MRO:ek
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The CHAIRMAN. We also have a statement of Senator Garn which
we will insert in the record at this point as though read.
[The statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF SENATOR GAR,N

a

Senator GARN. Mr. Chairman, as we begin hearings on the question
of a possible new dollar coin there are several concerns that I feel it1
my duty to raise.
The issue may seem insignificant when compared with the economic,
social, and strategic problems facing the country, but the small act
of.making a change in our coinage is one that will reach the attention
of every member of our society. Undoubtedly, it will become a topic
of discussion in living rooms and across breakfast tables all across
America.
Not only is money basic to any more-than-primitive economy, the
units of currency are highly symbolic. Throughout the world and.
throughout history the faces of coins have been impressed with symbols considered central to the spirit of the society. This practice has
continued with paper currency.
My concerns lie first with suggestions that the dollar coin should
possibly replace the dollar bill. Whereas I recognize that there are
some conveniences, in terms of vending machines, et cetera, associated
with having a dollar coin,the convenience of the dollar bill, in terms of
weight and personal handling, et cetera, should not be overlooked.
In light of this, I am not at all convinced that it is wise to eliminate
the option of either one.
I am more deeply concerned,however,with the symbolic significance,
as I have mentioned. At present, the basic unit of our currency, the
dollar bill, bears upon it the image of the father of our country, George
Washington. To my mind,and I am sure to the minds of my colleagues
and millions of Americans,this is wholly appropriate. While I have no
objections to the minting of a $1 coin 'bearing the image of someone
other than Washington,to be circulated along with the $1 bill,I could
not refrain from objection if such a coin was designed to replace the $1
bill. If there is to be only one form of the dollar in circulation, I can
think of no image of an American more appropriate to appear on it
than that of our first President. Any other would be unacceptable and
unsuitable.
Mr. Chairman,if we are to have a new $1 coin that bears the image
of someone other than Washington, then we must keep the $1 bill.
Given that this will be the likely outcome, I am concerned that
the Congress may too quickly render its decision as to what image the
coin should bear. I have often been critical of the speed, or rather the
lack thereof, with which the Congress enacts legislation and makes
decisions. When considering important national symbols, however,
which can only be truly national if enshrined by tradition and con
census,the deliberative process is an asset.
I have no objections, Mr. Chairman, to honoring a woman on the
$1 coin. I do object to deciding whose image that should be without
adequate consideration. I ask unanimous consent to include in the
record the following three letters that I have received as examples of
various alternatives that have been brought to my attention. Mr.
Chairman,I'm sure that you and my colleagues know of others.
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It may be true that various organizations have formed opinions as
to whose image should appear on the $1 coin. They certainly should
and have a right to be heard. These organizations, however, are not
the only ones that are going to be using the coin, nor should they be
the only ones consulted. I have not seen nor have I heard of any polls
or any other attempts to consult the American people generally about
the design of this proposed coin. I consider such a step important.
Before I can give my support to the minting of a new coin, or to
what image or combination of images should appear thereon, there
must be more information on the consequences and far more effort to
canvass the will of the people who will be asked to live with our
creation.
[The letters follow:]
INTERMOUNTAIN RED CROSS BLOOD CENTER,
Salt Lake City, Utah, May 4, 1978.

Senator JAKE GAaN,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
DEAR SENATOR: Having recently heard of the problem that Congress is having
deciding whose likeness to put on the new dollar coin, I thought that I might
write and offer my suggestion.
The mother of Red Cross, Clara Barton, is a great historical figure who has
contributed greatly to the betterment of the American people. So that you might
become better acquainted with Ms. Barton, I have enclosed a pamphlet discussing only a few of her many great accomplishments.
Please consider my suggestion. She deserves the honor that this coin would
give.
Sincerely,
DAVID W. STAUB,
Public Relations/Information Coordinator.

WEST JORDON, UTAH, May,28 1978.
SENATOR GARN: In regards to legislation S. 3036, introduced by Senator Proxmire, why do we have to have Susan B. Anthony on our new $1 coin? Why not
Molly Pitcher or even Betsy Ross at least they did something useful!
Thank you,
DEBORAH C. BROOKS.
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., June 9,1978.
DEAR SENATOR GARN : On Tuesday, June 6, I introduced H.R. 12986, legislation
which I hope will resolve the controversy over which American woman's image
should appear on the new dollar coin. The woman I am supporting for this signal
honor is Georgia Neese Clark Gray, the first women Treasurer of the United
States. She is a great Kansas lady who far beyond Susan B. Anthony or the
mythical Miss Liberty had an actual impact on the monetary affairs of our
country. She ws appointed by President Truman exactly 29 years ago to the day
that this legislation, was introduced and served as U.S. Treasurer from 1949
to 1953.
Georgia was a successful and respected midwestern banker and business leader
from Richland, Kans., when she was chosen as U.S. Treasurer. While Treasurer,
she traveled across the country and made numerous speeches urging women to
take active leadership roles in Government and business. She said of that time,
"I never worked harder in my life than when I was U.S. Treasurer; I knew
I had to make good on behalf of American women". The rising profile of American women at all levels of business and government owes a great deal to the
boldness and vigor with which our first women Treasurer pursued her duties.
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In the coming weeks you and the members of your committee will approve
legislation to designate the profile which will appear on the new dollar coin. I
respectfully request that you consider H.R. 12986, and hope that you might
agree that the first woman whose signature appeared on our paper money
should also appear on our new dollar coin.
Sincerely,
MARTHA KEYS,
Member of Congress.

The CHAIRMAN. Our next witnesses are Vincent C. Burke, Jr. for
the American Bankers Association, Frank D. Register, for the National Association of Retail Grocers, and G. Richard Schreiber, president of the National Automatic Merchandising Association.
Mr. Burke, we are happy to have you. Go right ahead, sir.
STATEMENT OF VINCENT C. BURKE, JR., AMERICAN BANKERS
ASSOCIATION

a

Mr. Bl7RIKE. Thank you,sir.
My name is Vincent C. Burke, Jr. and I am chairman of the board,
the Riggs National Bank of Washington, D.C. and I am currently a
member of the Government Relations Council of the American
Bankers Association and have also been active on the Association's
Urban and Community Affairs Committee and the Education Policy
and Research Council.
I am appearing today on behalf of the American Bankers Association whose membership is comprised of more than 92 percent of the
Nation's 13,254 full service banks. Our membership consists of Federal
Reserve member banks—both National and State member banks—and
State nonmember banks. These banks are the chief source of circulating coins and currency for most of our Nation's commercial and retail
businesses and the millions of citizens who use our consumer facilities
and services. In addition to providing coin and currency services our
members provide many additional retail and commercial services such
as checking accounts, savings accounts, reconcilement packages, safedeposit boxes, and trust management services. In other words,they are
full service financial institutions fulfilling the many and diverse financial needs of their customers.
At the outset, I should indicate that my appearance today reflects
our Association's desire to assist in the development and maintenance
of an efficient and equitable coin and currency system which provides
maximum benefits for all parties exchanging value for goods and services. My purpose today, then, is to offer recommendations which the
committee might consider in weighing the merits of S. 3036, a bill to
amend the Coinage Act of 1965 by changing the size, weight, and design of the $1 coin and to place the likeness of Susan B. Anthony on
the obverse side of the coin.
Treasury has proposed that the present noncirculating dollar coin
be replaced with a smaller, lighter version that might be more acceptable to the general public and ultimately gain widespread use. In support of this proposal, Treasury offers the following four justifications:
1. A 1976 study conducted by the Research Triangle Institute concluded that the present $1 coin cannot effectively serve as a medium
of exchange due to its cumbersome size and weight.
2. The large size of the coin makes it impracticable to the automated
merchandising industry.
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3. A 20 percent displacement of circulating $1 bills would permit
the deferment of a $100 million expansion to the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing.
4. Even if the quantity of circulating $1 coins remains the same
but the mint produces only new, smaller coins instead of the larger
dollars, the Government would save approximately S4.5 million a
year based on 1978 production estimates.
The banking industry is certainly supportive of any efforts to reduce
costs for the public treasury as long as the proposed changes offer improved customer service, show reasonable promise of gaining consumer acceptance, and can be realistically achieved without shifting an
inequitable cost burden to the private sector. With this objective in
mind, banking has used the following criteria in attempting to assess
both the feasibility and productivity of the current proposal:
The effect of a piecemeal approach to our circulating coin and currency system and
The role and significance of consumers in effectuating changes in
the circulating coin and currency system.
I. THE EFFECT OF A PIECEMEAL APPROACH

Mr. Chairman,I am certain that you and the members of your subcommittee realize that uncertainty about the future causes a business
person to think carefully before making long-term decisions, especially in the area of capital expenditures for equipment such as coin
sorters and coin changers.
My institution currently has 23 branches and approximately 240
teller stations. If this bill were enacted into law, what equipment
capacity must the Riggs Bank,or any other sister bank,possess in order
to meet the future circulating coin and currency system's impact on
our daily customer service function?
If we could rely on a firm master plan which includes the minimum
number of different coins and bills and the elimination of unnecessary
items, we could make the type of commitment and support which will
be necessary to assist in successfully introducing the proposed $1 coin
or any other needed item. In similar fashion,equipment manufacturers
could build machines without costly options for infrequently encountered coins, retail merchants could program the purchase of new
cash registers without worrying about their rapid obsolescence, vending machine operators could increase their inventory and equipment,
famous Americans could be recognized, numismatic desires could be
fulfilled, and perhaps most importantly, our school system could develop better ways to teach all of our citizens how to make change
correctly.
At this point, Mr. Chairman, I should add that we support efforts
to provide recognition of worthy Americans, such as Susan B.
Anthony, We do believe that ordinary circulating coins are not necessarily the best way to achieve this end since only a few individuals
could be so honored. We could recommend that the mint produce a
commemorative set which could be expanded to encompass all who
are worthy of both past and future honor. A multitude of different
coins or different types of the same coin would lead to general confusion and opportunity for fraud since tellers and citizens would be
less likely to detect irregular items.
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But let me return to my main point concerning the present piecemeal
proposal. I would suggest that studying the $1 coin by itself avoids
any hard decisions about streamlining our coinage system and essentially pits those who favor a specific item or measure against those
who don't.
Such an approach invites criticism and provides little opportunity
for wholehearted support from those groups, such as bankers or retail
merchants, who must bear the cost of conversion without realizing any
particular gain.
We suggest that Treasury conduct a detailed market study which
would go beyond merely determining if citizens would use a lighter
and smaller $1 coin. These efforts should develop a master plan of what
our circulating coin and currency should be over the next 20 years.
In this fashion all interested parties could have a voice in determining the future shape of our circulating coinage system. This leads me,
then, to a discussion of the role and significance of the consumer.
II. THE ROLE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CONSUMER

Banking is a service industry, and service industries typically offer
those activities which they can profitably provide to customers willing
and able to purchase the services. Bankers provide coin and currency
services, both those of withdrawal and deposit, to corporate and individual customers. Both merchants and their customers need a circulating medium with which to carry on the process of exchanging value
in the everyday course of trade and commerce. There are other methods of accomplishing this process,such as checks,drafts, and electronic
funds transfers, but reference to these parts of the payment system
should not obscure the value and utility to ordinary people of circulating coins and currency.
It is common knowledge that, with a few notable exceptions, our
present system works well and is acceptable to the vast majoiity of our
citizens, perhaps because of its relative simplicity and their familiarity
with its features through prolonged use. The exceptions, of course, are
the $2 bill,the present $1 coin and the 50-cent piece.
The Treasury is now proposing a change in the size and weight of
the $1 coin and presents seemingly sound economic justifications for
this change. Yet I am reminded of similar arguments advanced about
the need for the $2 bill. Our members frequently report that they include $2 bills in their bulk shipments to retailers only to receive them
back in unopened packages. Some retail customers do ask for $2 bills,
but many more seem to prefer not to have them.
I raise the $2 bill issue, not in an attempt to discredit the proposed
change in the $1 coin, but to suggest that actions like this and the current development of EFTS which attempt to change the activity
patterns of people will have little chance of success unless those affected
are involved in the process of developing the change. The timely incorporation of the citizen's voice into a change as basic as this is
crucial to the public's acceptance and successful implementation of this
proposal by Treasury.
The Research Triangle Institute study found widespread consumer
resistance to the size and weight of the current $1 coin. Yet there is,
Mr. Chairman, an important difference between consumers' dissatisfaction with a specific coin, consumers' acceptance and enjoyment of
31-615 0 - 78 - 9
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the present circulating coin and currency system, and consumers' willingness to substitute or adopt a different version of an item which may
suffer from indifferent demand.
Bankers, in their contacts with retail merchants and consumers do
not, at the present, detect any consumer demand for a new $1 coin.
Gov. Philip E. Coldwell of the Federal Reserve Board testified on this
issue before the House Subcommittee on Historic Preservation and
Coinage that"circulation of the proposed new coin is not automatically
insured." He stressed that the retailing community would be the key
to whether the new coin circulated freely and that if voluntary marketing efforts did not produce acceptable circulation within a year of
production,"the program must be reconsidered."
Frankly, Mr. Chairman, it is this very concern of Governor Coldwell's which troubles the banking industry. Acceptance is not automatic and we do not detect any consumer interest or general merchant
interest in substituting another circulating coin.
Some claimed that the reintroduced $2 bill failed because it was not
promoted enough. Others claim the Kennedy half dollar did not circulate because it was such a collector's item that the mint could not
keep up with demand in the early years and that the public therefore
never gained the habit of using that coin in market transactions.
Whether for those or other reasons the absence of any clear public
preference for a new $1 coin causes many business persons to be concerned that the proposed economic benefits to the new coin may never
be fully realized.
CONCLUSION
Mr. Chairman,banking supports fiscal responsibility and cost avoidance on the part of Treasury and the Federal Reserve.
However, we must voice our concern about any effort to reduce costs
in the public sector and shift them to the private sector, especially
when there appears to be a lack of fundamental market research to
support the consumer acceptance necessary to achieve these cost
reductions.
We would prefer to see Treasury conduct a comprehensive marketing study to determine a master plan for the future shape of our coinage system. With that plan firmly in mind, our members could make
the type of commitment and support which will be necessary to successfully introduce a new $1 coin or, indeed, any other item.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Burke. Our next witness is Mr.
Register.
STATEMENT OF FRANK D. REGISTER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RETAIL GROCERS, ACCOMPANIED BY
THOMAS F. WENNING, COUNSEL
Mr. REGISTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. With your permission, I
am accompanied by counsel, Thomas F. Wenning, on my left.
The CHAIRMAN. We are happy to have you here, Mr. Wenning.
Mr. REGISTER. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, my
name is Frank D. Register. I am executive director of the National
Association of Retail Grocers of the United States, with headquarter
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offices located at Reston International Center, Reston, Va. NARGUS
has represented independent retail grocers for over 80 years. It has
over 40,000 members in the United States. Its governing board is composed entirely of independent grocery store operators from 16 States.
NARGUS members operate small stores and supermarkets.
We thank you for the opportuntiy to testify in regard to the proposal in S. 3036, calling for the minting of a new $1 coin. We
also appreciate very much our being invited by the Director of the
U.S. Mint and by Treasury Department officials to a meeting on May
15, at which the purpose of the coin and what the Treasury hoped to
achieve through its use was explained.
This concern of our Government officials as to the impact of proposed
programs is deeply appreciated, and we want to assure both you and
the Treasury that we will attempt to provide what we hope are constructive comments about this matter.
As we understand the proposal, the Treasury Department believes
that it will save some $4 million to $5 million per year because of the
longer life of the proposed coin, as contrasted with $1 currency.
The CHAIRMAN. Both you and Mr.Burke made the same point about
the savings being $4 million to $5 million. I understood the savings
spelled out by Ms. Hackel here will be substantially more than that
if you include the savings of the Federal Reserve. They would save $11
million, plus, I think,$2 million, for a total of $13 million a year, not
to mention the $100 million they claim they would save on a one-time
basis for not building the mint.
Do you acknowledge that, or do you feel that is not correct?
Mr. REGISTER. We acknowledge it. The latter point was not brought
out in the briefing we had. But certainly I respect that it is an accurate
statement.
As we understand, also, by using the coin to replace about 20 percent of the $1 notes in circulation, the need to build new facilities for
the Bureau Engraving and Printing can be deferred for years.
The proposal, however, raises some real concerns among retail
grocers, and these concerns involve the customers they serve.
Almost without exception, the grocers whom I have talked with
about the proposal state that they have had very limited success in
getting customer acceptance of the $2 bill, recently reintroduced in
their stores. Customers do not want the $2 bill, and often refuse to
accept it. To somewhat the same extent, customers often refuse to accept the half dollar coin.
Perhaps psychologists could tell us why people resist something new
and different, but many customers say they are afraid of inadvertantly
using the $2 bill where they intended to use the $1 bill. It would seem
that with a $1 coin, somewhat similar to a quarter in size, the problem
of confusion would be compounded.
With the intention of having both $1 bills and $1 coins in circulation at the same time, the customer would be even more likely to insist
on receiving the $1 note, since there would be"a choice. Retailers must
rely on customer goodwill, and cannot be in a position of forcing customers to accept something they don't want. We understand there is
no plan for a complete conversion to the $1 coin.
While there have been silver dollars around for a long time, this
proposal would introduce, for the first time, a situation where two
items of exchange of exactly the same value, but in different forms,
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would be in wide circulation at the same time. This would appear to
cause widespread confusion for both consumers and for the cashier
attempting to make change at a checkout counter.
A major manufacturer of cash registers has told me that they estimate that about 40 percent of the 3 million cash registers used in all
types of stores in this country are of the type that only have four
change compartments. This indicates the major problem that many
retailers will experience in trying to adapt to an additional coin. New
equipment or modification of existing equipment will be required for
such retailers to be able to handle an additional denomination.
We have been advised also that the present automatic changemakers
cannot handle the dollar coin, nor can they be adapted to them, because such changemakers are designed to deal in units of 100. Completely new automatic changemakers will have to be designed and
purchased, if this type of equipment will be used in conjunction with
a $1 coin.
It is our understanding that if this legislation goes into effect this
year, the new coins will be in circulation early in 1979. We submit that
for a major change in the U.S. money system, this provides very little
time for public acceptance to be developed, or for businesses to adapt
to handling it.
We believe the proposal needs considerable study and a longer lead
time for implementing the coin usage. If there is not public acceptance
of the coin, the efforts of the Treasury in developing this coin, and in
minting it, are going to be future. The situation will be identical to
that experience with the $2 bill and the 50-cent coin.
We would hope that the Treasury Department will develop a longrange plan for the money needs of this Nation, so that business can
work with them in getting public acceptance of new types of money.
The $1 coin does not appear to be a part of a long-range plan, and thus
will cause business to invest in new equipment and facilities with no
assurance that next year or 2 or 3 years from now a new type of money
will be advocated which will repeat the entire process again.
We urge that this bill not be enacted, and further study be made of
the impact of the $1 coin from the standpoint of the consumer and
from the standpoint of those who deal with the consumer. We also urge
that consideration be given to a study of the long-range coin and currency needs of the Nation.
The CHAIRMAN.Thank you,sir. Mr.Schreiber.
STATEMENT OF G. RICHARD SCHREIBER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
AUTOMATIC MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION
Mr. SCHREIBER. Mr. Chairman,I am president and chief executive of
the National Automatic Merchandising Association headquartered at
7 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill. NAMA is the national association of the vending and contract food service management industry
and represents more than 2,300 member companies.
On behalf of those member companies, NAMA thanks you and the
members of your committee for this opportunity to appear in support
of Senate bill No. 3036.
In addition, this NAMA statement has the endorsement of Bell
Laboratories with respect to pay telephones, the Amusement and
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Music Operators Association, the National Automatic Coin Laundry
and Cleaning Council, the National Car Wash Council, and the National Association of Coin Laundry Equipment Operators.
All of the above organizations render service to U.S. consumers
through equipment actuated by coins.
Since the introduction of the first vending machines in the United
States in the 1880's, American consumers have come to expect and rely
upon coin-actuated machines for a wide variety of goods and services.
Without a plentiful supply of coins, American consumers would be
unable to avail themselves of pay telephones, coin-operated laundry
and dry cleaning equipment, automatic toll collection systems, unattended parking lot systems, automatic change-return cash registers
in thousands of retail stores, and an increasingly wide variety of
merchandise available through some 5 million vending machines
currently in use in this country.
Additionally, coins are used where and when the American public
relaxes—to play music on coin-operated phonographs and to enjoy
pitting one's skill against a wide variety of traditional and electronic
amusement devices.
Accompanying this statement is a report prepared for the United
States Mint on the estimated number of coins used in vending machines in our country. Without going into the details of that report,I
would simply like to point out that the U.S. public inserts approximately 10 million coins in vending machines each hour of the day and
night, 7 days a week, 365 days of the year. Every 24 hours, more
than 200 million coins are used by the American public to make purchases from vending machines. This figure does not take into account
the coins used in music and amusement machines, pay telephones, coin
operated laundry and dry cleaning machines, and the various other
types of coin-actuated equipment.
In most industrial establishments, vending machines are the only
source of food, snack and beverages for work breaks, and meals. Hospitals, colleges and universities increasingly depend upon vending
machines to provide food and beverages at times and in places where
these services would otherwise be unavailable. At interstate highway
rest stops and in motels, vending machines are often the only constant
source where travelers may purchase such items as a pocket comb, a
headache remedy,or a late night snack.
During the last two decades, the kind and variety of products,
especially food products, available through vending machines have
undergone an astonishing growth. At the same time, because of the
diversity of products offered through the machines,the range of prices
at which purchases are made from vending machines changed
dramatically.
For example, sandwiches, salads and entrees purchased from vending machines by millions of Americans every day are priced from 40
cents to more than $1. With our present coinage, this requires that the
customer have anywhere from three to six or more coins readily at
hand. Part of the material submitted to accompany this statement, Mr.
Chairman,shows the kinds and percentages of merchandise consumers
buy from machines at these higher prices.
In the absence of a widely circulated $1 coin, our industry developed and marketed automatic currency changemakers. These currency
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changers are costly to install and maintain, and they require the customers to go through at least one additional step in making a purchase.
For practical reasons, the use of currency changers has been confined
to very large, high volume establishments. Obviously, a widely accepted and circulating $1 coin would benefit consumers in millions of
daily transactions with coin-actuated devices.
In the earlier hearings held by the House of Representatives, questions were raised as to whether a $1 coin would cause an escalation of
prices in vending machines and fuel inflation which has had such a
dreadful impact on all of us.
Mr. Chairman,I am submitting as part of my statement the historic
record of vending machine prices in this country since 1967. Even
a cursory examination of these pricing trends will, I think, quickly
reassure you and the members of this committee that vending machines have consistently followed a policy of restraint with respect to
prices. Numerically, the vast majority of items the American public
buys from vending machines are purchased at a unit price of less than
a quarter (25 cents).
The CHAIRMAN. What is there to dissuade us from the notion that
this is because they have been restrained by the fact that the coins have
only been available in small denominations, and you haven't had a
$1 coin?
In other words, wouldn't you have gotten different behavior if you
had a 50-cent or a $1 coin?
Mr. SCHREIBER. I don't think so, Mr. Chairman. We are presently
selling things that are sold for more than a dollar out of vending
machines.
The CHAIRMAN. You are, but isn't there a psychological problem
involved here? You have got to have four quarters or go and find
somebody who has the quarters if you don't happen to have them with
you. It is more convenient, therefore, to buy something that you can
get for maybe 50 cents with two quarters, something of that kind.
Mr. SCHREIBER. Unquestionably it would be more convenient if you
had a $1 coin and didn't have to go and find four quarters.
The CHAIRMAN. The only thing I am getting at is the argument that
could be made that the absence of a $1 coin that is used in general
circulation is one of the reasons why you have held down your prices.
You say that is not the case? And if it is not the case, how do you
meet the argument that it is?
Mr. SCHREIBER. No,sir, it is not the case with respect to soft drinks,
coffee, the heavy volume items. We can't sell you a cup of coffee at a
price that is not competitive, nor can we sell you a soft drink at a price
that you perceive to be too high. I don't think that has any impact on
it at all.
As a matter of fact, that was covered in the next paragraph of my
statement, which I can summarize.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, I beg your pardon for interrupting.
Mr. SCHREIBER. No; that is perfectly all right. But the price trends
here, of course, are by product line. As I point'out, all of these products are available from dozens of other sources. When we get.into food
and beverages of course we compete not only with all retail outlets,
but we compete with millions of home kitchens. If people perceive
us as pricing the ham sandwich or cup or coffee too high,they will buy
it somewhere else, or bring it with them.
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Now I would also submit, Mr. Chairman, that one of the important,
factors that would militate against vending prices escalating as a result of the $1 coin would be the length of time that would be necessary
to bring new equipment in the marketplace that is capable of accepting
the dollar, or making conversions if possible of current equipment to
accept the coin.
Rather than increase prices to the consumer, Mr. Chairman,I think
the effect and the impact of a new $1 coin over the next 3 to 5 years
will be to make available around the clock and in convenient places a,
wider variety of products and services.
For example, magazines, paperback books,records certain cosmetics.
automotive and household supplies are products which theoretically
might be made available in thousands of new convenient outlets. Today experiments with these and other products or services through
vending machines have 'been frustrated by the great number of coins
needed to complete the transaction. If the $1 coin does make possible
vending a wider variety of products and services, this will have a positive effect on our Nation's economy. This is so because most of the sales
made by vending machines represent "plus" sales, rather than sales
taken away from other methods of retailing. As a result, the growth
in the kinds and variety of products bended will mean additional new
jobs in our industry, without a resulting loss of employment elsewhere.
This point was made very dramatically in a number of studies conducted in the late 1950's and early 1960's. At that time the dairy industry mounted a major marketing effort to make milk available
through automatic vending machines. This effort had the support of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Because milk was at that time
a brand new product in vending, it was possible to determine conclusively whether vending added "plus" sales or simply took sales away
from other established retail outlets.
The CHAIRMAN. You sure selected a product that strikes home with
the chairman.
Mr. SCHREIBER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Perhaps the best of the studies, because of the length of time involved, was conducted at the West Virginia Agricultural Experimental Station in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The study involved a saturation placement of milk vending machines in Berkeley 'County, W. Va., during the period from
October 1955 to June 1957. The final results of that study were made
available by the U.S. Department of Agriculture early in 1960. The
conclusion of that study was that more than half of all the milk sold
through vendin cr machines in all types of locations represented a net
increase in milkhsales. Specifically, in industrial plants and offices, the
report concluded that "about two-thirds of the milk vended in plants
and offices represented a net gain."
Obviously, Mr. Chairman, the vending industry and the other organizations I mentioned earlier, have a very keen interest in the outcome of S. 3036. As I said earlier, we do have equipment that will
accept the paper dollar. We even, unfortunately, rushed into designing one that would accept the $2 bill, maybe we will get to use it one
of these days.
But the equipment is so expensive and so service-intensive, as I
think you have discovered here in the subway system from time to
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time, it has a tendency to reject perfectly good dollars that are dirty.
For some reason it doesn't like dirty dollars. For some reason apparently we are circulating paper money a heck of a lot longer than we
used to,so that is posing a real problem for us.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The complete statement and attachments of Mr..Schreiber follow:]
STATEMENT BY G. RICHARD SCHREIBER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
AUTOMATIC MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION
Mr. Chairman, I am President and Chief Executive of the National Automatic
Merchandising Association headquartered at 7 South Dearborn Street, Chicago,
Illinois. NAMA is the national association of the vending and contract foodservice management, and represents more than 2,300 member companies.
On behalf of those member companies, NAMA thanks you and the members
of your Committee for this opportunity to appear in support of Senate Bill No.
3036.
In addition, this NAMA statement has the endorsement of Bell Laboratories
with respect to pay telephones, the Amusement and Music Operators Association,
the National Automatic Coin Laundry and Cleaning Council, the National Car
Wash Council, and the National Association of Coin Laundry Equipment
Operators.
All of the above organizations render service to U.S. consumers through
equipment actuated by coins.
Since the introduction of the first vending machines in the United States in
the 1880's, American consumers have come to expect and rely upon coin-actuated
machines for a wide variety of goods and services.
Without a plentiful supply of coins, American consumers would be unable to
avail themselves of pay telephones, coin-operated laundry and dry cleaning
equipment, automatic toll collection systems, unattended parking lot systems,
automatic change-return cash registers in thousands of retail stores, and an
increasingly wide variety of merchandise available through some five million
•
vending machines currently in use in this country.
Additionally, coins are used where and when the American public relaxes—
to play music on coin-operated phonographs and to enjoy pitting one's skill
against a wide variety of traditional and electronic amusement devices.
Accompanying this statement is a report prepared for the United States
Mint on the estimated number of coins used in vending machines in our country.
Without going into the details of that report, I would simply like to point out
that the U.S. public inserts approximately ten million coins in vending machines each hour of the day and night, seven days a week, 365 days of the year.
Every 24 hours, more than 200 million coins are used by the American public
to make purchases from vending machines. This figure does not take into
account the coins used in music and amusement machines, pay telephones, coinoperated laundry and dry cleaning machines, and the various other types of
coin-actuated equipment.
In most industrial establishments, vending machines are the only source of
food, snack and beverages for work breaks, and meals. Hospitals, colleges and
universities increasingly depend upon vending machines to provide food and
beverages at times and in places where these services would otherwise be
unavailable. At interstate highway rest stops and in motels, vending machines
are often the only constant source where travelers may purchase such items
as a pocket comb, a headache remedy, or a late night snack.
During the last two decades, the kind and variety of products—especially
food products—available through vending machines have undergone an astonishing growth. At the same time, because of the diversity of products offered
through the machines, the range of prices at which purchases are made from
vending machines changed dramatically. For example, sandwiches, salads and
entrees purchased from vending machines by millions of Americans every day
are priced from 40¢ to more than $1.00. With our present coinage, this requires
that the customer have anywhere from 3 to 6 or more coins readily at hand.
Part of the material submitted to accompany this statement, Mr. Chairman,
shows the kinds and percentages of merchandise consumers buy from machines
at these higher prices.
In the absence of a widely circulated dollar coin, our industry developed and
marketed automatic currency change-makers. These currency changers are
costly to install and maintain, and they require the customer to go through at
least one additional step in making a purchase. For practical reasons, the use of
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currency changers has been confined to very large, high volume establishments.
Obviously, a widely accepted and circulating dollar coin would benefit consumers in millions of daily transactions with coin-actuated devices.
In the earlier hearings held by the House of Representatives, questions were
raised as to whether a dollar coin would cause an escalation of prices in vending
machines and fuel inflation which has had such a dreadful impact on all of
us. Mr. Chairman, I am submitting as part of my statement the historic record
of vending machine prices in this country since 1967. Even a cursory examination of these pricing trends will I think quickly reassure you and the members
of this Committee that vending machines have consistently followed a policy of
restraint with respect to prices. Numerically, the vast majority of items the
American public buys from vending machines are purchased at a unit price
of less than a quarter (25 cents). Hot drinks—mostly coffee—illustrate the
point. Even though hot drink machines are equipped to operate at 25 cents, in
1976—the most recent year for which reliable pricing data are available97 percent of the vended coffee sold at a price below 25 cents, and as such
represented a real bargain in coffee consumed away from home. A similar
pricing trend is evident in cold cup drinks vended, and in candy and snacks.
Of all the items sold in vending machines in large numbers, cigarettes as you
will see from the material accompanying this statement are sold at prices above
50 cents. These higher prices directly reflect the increases in taxes on cigarettes
imposed not only for the Federal government but by the States, and in many
States by local governments.
The prices at which products are sold through vending machines are subject,
of course, to competition in the marketplace—not only competition from other
retail outlets, but where food is concerned, competition from the millions of
home kitchens with the classic lunch pail or brown bag. Unless vended products
are offered at prices which our potential customers perceive to be reasonable
and fair, we will shortly find ourselves out of business.
I am submitting in the material accompanying this statement a table showing
the cost/profit ratios of vending machines from 1967 to 1977. Those data I
believe you will agree confirm our contention that vending machine prices have
increased only in response to inflationary pressure and have not resulted in
windfall profits.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, the length of time which will be necessary to bring
new equipment into the marketplace capable of accepting the dollar coin, or
making conversions of current equipment to accept the dollar coin, militates
against the coin having any inflationary impact through increased vended prices.
Rather than increase prices to the consumer, the effect of the new dollar
coin over the next three to five years will be to make available around the clock
and in convenient places a wider variety of products and services. For example,
magazines, paperback books, certain cosmetics, automative and household supplies are products which theoretically might be made available in thousands of
new, convenient outlets. To date, experiments to make these and other products
and services available automatically have been frustrated by the great number
of coins needed to complete a transaction.
If the dollar coin does make possible vending a wider variety of products and
services, this will have a positive effect on our economy. This is so because most
of the sales made by vending machines represent "plus" sales rather than sales
taken away from other methods of retailing. As a result, growth in the kinds and
variety of products vended will mean additional new jobs in our industry without
a resulting loss of employment elsewhere. This point was made dramatically in a
number of studies conducted in the late 1950's and the early 1960's. At that time,
the dairy industry mounted a major marketing effort to make milk available
through automatic vending machineS. This effort had the support of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
Because milk was at that time a brand new product in vending, it was possible
to determine conclusively whether vending added "plus" sales or simply took
sales away from other, established retail outlets. Perhaps the best of the studies,
because of the length of time involved, was conducted at the West Virginia
Agrictultural Experimental Station in cooperation with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. The study involved a saturation placement of milk vending machines
in Berkeley County, West Virginia, during the period from October 1955 to June
1957. The final results of that study were made available by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture early in 1960. The conclusion of the study was that more than half
of all milk sold through vending machines in all types of locations represented
a net increase in milk sales. Specifically, in industrial plants and offices, the report
concluded that "about two-thirds of the milk vended in plants and offices represented a net gain."
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ESTIMATED NUMBER OF COINS USED IN VENDING MACHINES
FOR THE YEARS 1974, 1975, 1976

The estimates on the following pages are based on
the total dollar volume, and the reported selling
prices as published in the Annual Census of Vending
by Vending Times.

4

The estimates are based further on the fewest possible
coins needed to make a purchase in the various price
ranges.
An item selling at 45c, for example, is counted as
one quarter and two dimes. In actual practice,
however, a purchaser could use any of the following
combinations for a 45c purchase:
4
3
2
1
9
1
1
1

dimes and 1 nickel
dimes and 3 nickels
dimes and 5 nickels
dime and 7 nickels
nickels
quarter, 1 dime and 2 nickels
quarter and 4 nickels
quarter and 2 dimes
G. Richard Schreiber
President

NW.
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ESTIMATED NUMBER OF COINS USED IN VENDING MACHINES:
NUMBER OF COINS

% OF TOTAL

1976, 1975, 1974
DOLLAR VALUE

1976

•

Pennies

5,610,000,000

Nickels

17,398,250,783

21.9

896,912,539.15

Dimes

34,900,625,681

43.9

3,490,062,568.10

Quarters

21,639,699,571

27.2

5,409,924,892.75

TOTAL

79,548,576,035

100.0%

$9,826,000,000.00

7.0%

$

56,100,000.00

•
1975
Pennies

7,644,000,000

Nickels

18,938,270,793

23.6

946,913,539.65

Dimes

34,270,883,476

42.6

3,427,088,347.60

9.5%

$

76,440,000.00

Quarters

19,526,232,451

24.3

4,881,558,112.75

TOTAL

80,379,386,720

100.0%

$9,332,000,000.00

1974
Pennies

6,160,000,000

Nickels

18,877,869,873

23.8

943,893,493.65

Dimes

37,877,327,371

47.9

3,787,732,737.10

Quarters

16,211,095,077

20.5

4,052,773,769.25

TOTAL

79,126,292,321

100.0%

$8,846,000,000.00

7.8%

$

61,660,000.00

Average Every Minute

Average Every Hour

Average Every
24 Hours

TOTALS

1974 .

Average Every Minute

Average Every Hour

Average Every
24 Hours

TOTALS

1975

Average Every Minute

NICKELS

117.00

7,032.00

168,767.00

$61,600,000.00

1,796.00

107,750.00

2,586,009.00

$943,893,493.65

1,802.00

108,095.00

8,726.00
145.00

2,594,284.00

$946,913,539.65

209,424.00

$76,440,000.00

1,655.00

99,305.00

107.00

2,383,322.00

6,404.00

$896,912,539.15

153,698.00

$56,100,000.00

PENNIES

1976, 1975, 1974

Average Every Hour

Average Every
24 hours

TOTALS

1976

DOLLAR VOLUME:
DIMES

7,206.00

432,390.00

10,377,350.00

$3,787,732,737.10

6,520.00

391,220.00

9,389,283.00

$3,427,088,347.60

6,640.00

398,409.00

9,561,815.00

$3,490,062,568.10

QUARTERS

<I1r.

7,711.00

462,645.00

11,103,490.00

$4,052,773,769.25

9,288.00

557,256.00

13,374,132.00

$4,881,558,112.75

10,293.00

617,571.00

14,821,712.00

$5,409,924,890.75

TOTAL

16,830.00

1,009,817.00

24,235,616.00

$8,846,000,000.00

17,755.00

1,065,297.00

25,567,123.00

$9,332,000,000.00

18,695.00

1,121,689.00

26,920,547.00

$9,826,000,000.00

)4=.•

Average Every Minute

Average Every Hour

Average Every 24 Hours

TOTALS

1974

Average Every Minute

Average Every Hour

Average Every 24 Hours

TOTALS

1975

Average Every Minute

Average Every Hour

PENNIES

11,720

703,196

16,876,712

6,160,000,000

14,543

872,603

20,942,466

7,644,000,000

10,673

640,410

15,369,863

5,610,000,000

1976, 1975, 1974

Average Every 24 Hours

TOTALS

1976

COIN USAGE:

35,917

2,155,008

51,720,191

18,877,869,873

36,032

2,161,903

51,885,673

18,938,270,793

33,101

1,986,101

47,666,440

17,398,250,783

NICKELS

72,065

4,323,896

103,773,500

37,877,327,371

65,202

3,912,201

93,892,831

34,270,883,476

66,401

3,984,088

95,618,153

34,900,625,681

DIMES

30,843

1,850,582

44,413,959

16,211,095,077

37,150

2,229,022

53,496,527

19,526,232,451

41,171

2,470,285

59,286,848

21,639,699,571

QUARTERS

150,545

9,032,682

216,784,362

79,126,292,321

152,927

9,175,729

220,217,497

80,379,386,720

151,346

9,080,884

217,941,304

79,548,576,035

TOTAL

SOURCE:

23.2%

23.3%

11.5%

$ 904,228,000

.5%

67,318,000

510,000

$

6,840,000

6.0%

70,688,000

25.0%

$

$2,053,328,000

9,690,000

8.5%

80,360,000

$2,173,835,000

17,205,000

15.5%

92,840,000

$2,458,825,000

$

$

13.2%

$912,340,000

$ 32,640,000

10.2%

5.6%
13.2

19.4%

6.7%
, 12.9

$879,700,000

$ 836,400,000

$1,975,800,000

$2,083,785,000

$2,348,780,000

9.3%
11.8

38.0%
_

34.0%
_

1972

1973

35.7%
18.3

1974

58.7%
21.6

1975

48.0%
40.3

NAMABased On Reports
by Dr. Boris Pan, Northwestern University

Percentage Of Total Vended Volume

TOTAL

Hot Canned Foods
55Q and over

Prepared Food
55Q - 60Q
65Q and over

Cigarettes
550 - 60Q
65Q - over

1976

PERCENTAGE OF PRODUCT BY CATEGORY SELLING
55Q OR MORE

675,000,000
1.0
64.0
30.0
1.0
4.0

4452,000,000
3.0
48.0
41.0
8.0

989,000,000
40.0
36.0
60.0

;660,000,000
11.7
48.0
40.3

Can Cold Drinks
10c sales
15c sales
20c sales
250 sales
30c sales
35c sales

Bottle Cold
Drinks
100 sales
15c sales
20c sales
250 or more

Cigarettes
25c-35c
40c-50c
55c-60C
65C and over

$775,000,000
5.0%
60.8
31.2
3.0

Cup Cold Drinks
10c sales
15c sales
200 sales
250 sales
Over 25c sales

Hot Drinks
10c sales
150 sales
20c sales
25c sales

1976

2,595,000,000
19.7
58.7
21.6

945,000,000
1.0
10.0
49.0
40.0

4300,000,000
4.0
45.0
44.0
7.0

675,000,000
1.0
66.0
25.0
1.0
7.0

$712,000,000
9.3%
75.0
11.7
4.0

1975

3,670,000,000
26.0
55.7
18.3

27.0
70.0
3.0

888,000,000

4090,000,000
1.0
15.0
52.0
32.0
-

664,000,000
11.0
68.0
17.0
4.0
-

$668,000,000
29.5%
62.5
6.9
1.1

1974

200,000,000
2.7
63.3
34,0
-

165,000,000
3.0
71.0
26.0
-

848,000,000
6.0
73.0
21.0
-

595,000,000
40.0
54.0
6.0
-

$586,000,000
55.0%
44.5
.5

1973

2,315,000,000
5.0
57.0
38.0
-

668,000,000
20.0
72.0
8.0
-

641,000,000
21.0
66.0
13.0
-

517,000,000
53.0
40.0
7.0
-

3239,500,000
5.7
72.0
22.3
-

644,200,000
7.b
69.0
24.0
-

561,000,000
1.0
27.0
72.0
-

455,600,000
60.0
39.0
1.0
-

$452,000,000
69.0%
29.0
2.0

1971

1967 - 1976

$533,000,000
62.5%
37.1
.4

1972

VENDED PRICE TRENDS:

2,116,506,000
6.7
82.3
11.0
-

697,029,000
28.0
67.0
5.0
-

420,226,000
2.0
48.0
67.0
-

379,623,000
73.0
25.0
2.0
-

$451,795,000
72.0%
26.0
2 0

1970

4887,754,000
9.0
85.0
6.0
-

691,495,000
30,0
64.0
6.0
-

280,228,000
4.0
62.0
34.0
-

410,770,000
80.0
18.0
2.0
-

$447,067,000
89.0%
10.0
1.0

1969

1968

4811,539,000
23.7
73.0
3.3
-

543,060,000
56.0
38.0
6.0
-

214,498,000
4.0
84.0
12.0
-

358,768,000
90.0
9.0
1.0
--

$412,702,000
90.0%
10.0
-

•

1,731,348,000
29.7
69.3
1.0
-

468,659,000
N/A

113,800,000
N/A

354,833,000
N/A

$363,377,000
N/A

1967

CAD

N/A
-

N/A
-

201,753,000
N/A

223,923,000
6.9
19.7
30.0
13.4
9.6
4.9
4.4

265,300,000
8.0
15.0
28.0
14.0
8.0
6.0
6.0
320,000,000
7.4
16.9
33.3
10.9
7.1
5.6
3.6

376,000,000
1.3
5.4
22.9
23.4
14.1
3.7
5.1

410,000,000
.6
8.0
25.1
18.3
9.0
10.8
3.3

440,000,000
3.3
30.7
14.3
10.4
5.8
5.1

Prepared Foods
10c sales
15c sales
20c sales
25c sales
30c sales
35c sales
40c sales
45c sales

347,000,000
4.1
12.3
30.9
19.6
4.1
2.9
3.4

.4f

47,145,000
49.0
47.0
4.0
50,513,000
33.0
62.0
5.0
-

41,100,000
15.0
75.0
10.0
-

42,000,000
17.0
74.0
9.0
-

58,000,000
1.0
37.0
49.0
13.0
-

64,000,000
1.0
17.0
49.0
25.0
8.0

63,000,000
10.0
60.0
29.0
1.0

Ice Cream
10c sales
15c sales
20c sales
25c sales
25c and over

51,000,000,
5.0
70.0
25.0
-

144,028,000
16.7
77.8
5.5
-

152,567,000
14.4
81.2
4.4
-

170,700,000
8.9
80.7
8.2
2.2
-

155,000,000
10.0
75.0
10.0
5.0
-

209,000,000
2.0
58.0
33.0
6.0
1.0
-

234,000,000
_
21.8
54.9
18.6
4.4
.3

244,000,000
4.3
63.2
21.3
9.5
1.7

248,000,000
53.0
38.0
8.0
1.0

Milk
10c
15C
20c
25c
30c
350

sales
sales
sales
sales
sales
sales

72,203,000
N/A

79,679,000
N/A

88,300,000
N/A

105,000,000
80.0
19.0
1.0
-

138,000,000
40.0
55.0
5.0
-

176,000,000
_
12.0
41.0
36.0
11.0
-

205,000,000
5.0
29.0
40.0
26.0

214,000,000
3.0
7.0
55.0
31.0
4.0

N/A

227,337,000

N/A

37,192,000

N/A

106,056,000

-

$707,000,000
81.7
17.1
1.2
-

$919,000,000
48.0
51.6
.4
-

1967

N/A

202,350,000

N/A

35,800,000

N/A

98,600,000

$521,417,000
15.0%
85.0

$p90,000,000 $1,115,000,000 $1,047,000,000
11.5
3.0
2.8
79.3
63.3
44.4
8.4
28.6
49.3
0.8
4.3
2.9
.8
0.6

Pastries
10c sales
15c sales
20c sales
25c sales
30C sales
Over 30C

Confections
5c sales
10c sales
15c sales
20c sales
25c sales
Over 25c

-

1968
$554,668,000
18.3%
80.4
1.3
-

1969
$585,853,000
10.3%
85.0
4.7
-

1970
$671,314,000
4.1%
83.1
12.2
.6
-

1971
$664,300,000
.8%
78.3
19.3
1.6
-

1974

1972

1975

1973

1976

SOURCE:

$660,000,000

$ 20,000,000

273,000,000
28.0
30.0
16.0
26.0
-

$114,000,000
.5
6.0
16.0
18.5
9.5
16.5
24.5
5.5
3.0

5.3%
3.4
3.3
1.6
11.3

1975

$620,000,000

$ 21,000,000

220,000,000
28.0
25.0
27.0
20.0
-

$114,000,000
3.5
27.0
14.5
5.0
25.5
18.5
2.5
3.5

5.3%
3.1
2.5
13.2
-

1974

$610,000,000

$ 22,000,000

195,000,000
29.0
28.0
26.0
17.0
-

$102,000,000
2.0
17.0
22.0
9.0
23.0
21.0
5.5
.5
-

3.3%
8.0
11.4
-

1973

$621,000,000

$ 22,000,000

176,000,000
39.0
34.0
16.0
11.0
-

$ 84,000,000
2.5
23.0
17.0
20.5
23.5
7.0
6.5
-

5.0%
2.3
7.9
-

1972

$598,500,000

$ 22,300,000

233,800,000
38.0
40.0
16.0
6.0
-

$ 77,600,000
5.5
24.5
15.0
24.5
21.5
6.5
2.5
-

1.0%
6.0
3.0
1.0
4.0

1971

$582,547,000

$ 18,208,000

305,400,000
44.0
37.0
14.0
5.0
-

$ 73,678,000
15.5
26.5
9.0
32.0
13.5
3.0
.5
-

2.6
2.1
3.1
2.9
.4

1970

$549,558,000

$ 17,910,000

131,000,000
49.0
30.0
17.0
4.0
-

$ 53801,000
.5
17.5
24.5
10.5
34.0
8.5
3.5
.5
.5
-

1969

$508,850,000

$ 16,588,000

$463,000,000

$ 13.104,000

92,196,000
54.0
26.0
19.0
1.0

N/A

112,923,000
54.0
26.0
17.0
3.0

$ 42,469,000
N/A

1967

$ 52,030,000

1968

Dr. Boris Pan, Professor In The
Graduate School Of Business
Northwestern University
As Published In Vending Times

$826,000,000 $3332,000,000 $8,846,000,000 $7,847,000,000 $906,000,000 $514,900,000 $923,008,000 $5520,565,000 $956,211,000 $/000,953,000

$ 21,000,000

$685,000,000

All Other

330,000,000
17.0
29.0
23.0
29.0
2.0

Bulk Vending
1c sales
3C sales
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The CHAIRMAN.Thank you,Mr.Schreiber.
Mr. Burke, aren't we dealing with a simple marketing problem?
After all, here the Treasury has a $1 coin, it isn't circulating, it is
too big, too heavy, everybody knows that, so nobody uses it. What they
want to do is come in with something that would work. I don't see
anything wrong with that. Ford Motor Co. had that problem with the
Edsel,they couldn't sell it, but instead of continuing to make a product
nobody wanted,they went back to the drawing board and came up with
something new. Eventually,the Mustang caught on and Ford recovered
its losses on the Edsel. If Ford followed the same approach being suggested by you—that is one of endless studies coupled with cautious
inaction—they would still be making the Edsel today.
Why shouldn't the mint be encouraged to try something new, that
makes all of the sense in the world? Anybody will tell you that the
dollar coin we have is too heavy now.
Mr. BURKE. Senator, I agree with your phrase "marketing." It is a
question of who are you going to market to; namely, the consumers. If
the $1 coin does come into law, America's bankers will adapt whatever
is necessary to do their best to accommodate the new law.
And as I was listening to the testimony, Senator, I reflected that
from a cost standpoint our bank pays a certain vendor equipment
rentals in excess of $2 million a year. Somebody suggested 8 percent. As, a cost of converting our cash drawers to hold the new coin.
Well, 8 percent is $160,000. If this estimate is right, that is not a
lot of money. It is 2 percent of what we earned for the first 6
months of this year. But we are fully willing and hopefully capable
to accommodate the market.
Our thrust, Senator, is whether or not the market, in this case the
consumer, is willing to use the coin. We don't know. If the Treasury
has made a determination that the market will accept it, I couldn't
agree with you more.
The CHAIRMAN. Whether it is accepted or not depends so much on
you and Mr. Register and your organizations. You really are the key
to its success. You indicated that, and Governor Coldwell indicated
that.
Let me ask you about that. You referred to Governor Coldwell's
remarks when he said that circulation of the proposed new coin is not
automatically insured. Then he went on to say:
Several steps could be taken to aid the circulation of the new coin. These include a marketing program, a coordinated retail industry utilization effort, and a
financial institutions program to encourage the use of the coin. We hope that
the financial institutions and coin vending industry will effectively encourage its
useage.

We have heard in ringing terms from Mr. Schreiber, he says they
certainly will, and I can understand that,they have everything to gain
from it, and he is very frank about it, he will do his best to make it
succeed.
But I think he would agree also that we need the cooperation of the
banks and of the retail merchants too to make it succeed.
What I want to know is whether or not you will cooperate and the
extent to which you will.
Mr. BURKE. We will cooperate. And the extent can best be exhibited
by the $2 bill. Very recently, about 11/2 years ago, the Treasury once
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again urged the banks to distribute $2 bills. Our own institution went
to a lot of effort in distributing them to all of our retail merchants, with
a statement that the Treasury wants you to use them. The only customers of ours who use them regularly are those who operate games of
chance or the race tracks. And they are very good customers of the $2
bill. But they are the only ones.
Senator, Americas bankers will definitely cooperate with any marketing effort, if the bill is passed.
The thrust of my testimony, Senator, I hope is clear. It is my own
personal as well as the industry's skepticism of the acceptance of the
coin. And perhaps we are totally in error. If we are, we will be delighted to acknowledge that fact.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, but you say in your conclusion that you are
concerned about the attempt of the proposal to shift costs from the
public sector to the private sector.
Mr. BURKE. Sure, we are concerned about that. Let me give you an
example
The CHAIRMAN. That is a perfectly legitimate complaint, I don't
blame you,if I were in your position I would say the same thing.
I wonder what that means. Does that mean you won't go to that
expense?
Mr. BURKE. No, sir. If you pass the law, Senator, and if you direct
us to distribute $1 coins, we are going to do it. If our customers ask
for them we will supply them.
Let me give you an example, if I may, with reference to marketing
in, our industry. EFTS,the electronic funds transfer system—the industry is ready to go right now. We have a great deal of competence.
Instead of paying $2 million, we could pay x million and do it. Why
hasn't the industry as an entity done it? The consumer reaction hasn't
completely favored it.
My wife is a bit old-fashioned. She keeps the old-fashioned checkbook, three checks to a page. When our statement comes home she reconciles that statement and she staples the cancelled checks to the
stub. Now she may be to the extreme end of those who would reject
EFT. But we have found that despite our spending a lot of money
many consumers are like my wife and consequently we are a bit reticent to attempt to push it too far.
In the case of a coin, it is the Treasury who has recommended that
this be done. Therefore if that is the case, it seems to us that the
Treasury should come up with some dollars to study the problem.
Your suggestion to have a poll is a good one. Let the Treasury pay
for that before asking us to spend money to convert our equipment.
If the coin is rejected by the consumer, Treasury can stop making it
but we will have incurred the cost of conversion.
The CHAIRMAN. I agree with you, the banking industry has Toyed
ahead very vigorously on EFT in many cases.
Let me ask Mr. Register about this, because as you indicated, he is
very very important too. If the merchants indicate an interest, then of
course the banks are much more likely to go along.
Mr. Register,I am interested in your comment regarding the limited
success of getting customers to accept the $2 bill. You say that many
customers fear confusing the bill with a $1 bill. That is very curipus to
me, because, after all, you have got the $5 bill, it is the same color, the
same size. I don't see why there would be that difference, that
confusion.
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I can see why people might at first say that. But you are right,there
does seem to be resistance to the $2 bill, not only on the part of the
customer, but I suspect on the part of the retail merchant and clerk.
So it is kind of a vicious circle, the retailers prefer not to utilize the
$2 bill, so the banks don't keep them on hand all of the time except
for the racetrack fans.
What about the argument that coins are much easier to handle,
unlike paper currency, they don't stick together or fold. How about
that?
Mr. REGISTER. First, I will comment on your statement about the $2
bill. The confusion seems to come when there is possibly a $5 bill involved being changed, then the customer would normally expect to get
three or four $1 bills back, but instead he gets a $2 bill and. a $1 bill.
This is where the customer, I think, gets confused between the $1 bill
and the $2 bill, and not necessarily with the $5 or $10 bill.
As to whether coins are easier to handle than currency, it depends I
think on the extent. Now one of our retailers we talked with has a
supermarket, and he used 4,500 $1 bills for change. He says what would
I do with 4,500 $1'coins? He says it would be a steady stream of people
running up to the cash register and bringing in new $1 coins. You can
not get as many $1 coins in the cash register as you can $1 bills.
The CHAIRMAN.How many quarters does he have?
Mr. REGISTER. I think he probably has two packs of them,and that is
probably 50 or so.I don't know.
The CHAIRMAN. He has 4,500 $1 bills and only two packs of
quarters?
Mr. REGISTER. No; he does not have have the 4,500 bills in the register
at one time. The quarter is what I am talking about, when he is changing the lager bills, and giving coins back in place of bills. That is the
illustration I gave.
The CHAIRMAN. I would agree that at first, anything new is difficult.
If we only had pennies and nickels and dimes, and we were now talking
about a quarter, there would be the same kind of concern. But I think
after a little while, recognizing how incomes have increased over the
last few years, it just seems to me this is acknowledging a fact of life.
I want to yield to Senator Sparkman in a minute. Let me ask however a little bit further. I would like you to comment on this quote
from Governor Coldwell:
Perhaps more important, the new coin should be employable in a cashier machine that automatically dispenses the coin portion of a customer's change. These
machines are now limited to dispensing amounts of less than $1. With the usable
dollar coin, this limit would be raised and the effectiveness of the machines
should be increased significantly.

What is your response to that?
Mr. REGISTER. When I discussed this particular thing with one of the
major manufacturers of cash registers, he said the equipment is not
currently available as far as coin changers go. It can be developed,but
it cannot be adapted.
' You cannot adapt a unit that is used
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Hackel said it could be adapted easily and
cheaply and quickly.
Mr.REGISTER. Who said that?
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Hackel. She testified to that about an hour and
a half ago. I raised that very point, I said some mom and pop stores
would be in a position, unlike the big operations, who can obviously
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handle it although it would be costly, but a little store might find it
very difficult. She said no,because for a modest cost they could convert.
I was talking about a cash register.
Mr. REGISTER. She is talking about the drawer in the cash register,
not the automatic changemaker. I could be wrong. We discussed this
at the hearing that they kindly had for us, not a hearing, but the briefing session, and I believe they conceded the automatic coin changemaker could not be adapted. It would have to be redesigned.
As to the cash register, a new drawer could be adapted in those cases,
which would have five compartments, but not the coinchangers.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Register, you say that about 40 percent of the
3 million cash registers used in all types of stores only have four change
compartments and four currency compartments.
Mr.REGISTER.That is true.
The CHAIRMAN. I take it no attempt was made by the businesses to
accommodate the half-dolls rs?
Mr. REGISTER. The half-dollar, as I understand it, was never widely.
enough circulated that it presented a problem. Also there was a distinctive coin there as contrasted
The CHAIRMAN. Maybe that is one of the reasons the half-dollar
never was circulated, because they only have this kind of setup. What
I am getting at is the importance of having the cooperation of retail
merchants in helping to circulate the proposed new coin. So would they
go to the trouble of having a fifth drawer?
Mr. REGISTER. I endorse everything Mr. Burke says. If this becomes
a reality, we will work very hard to get acceptance of it. Our testimony
was trying to bring up the problems it would inflict on retailers that
have to deal with the situation. Certainly if it becomes a reality, we will
do everything we can to cooperate on it.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr.Schreiber, you made an important case in pointing out the enormous amount of sales that are being made through
coin-operated devices. Of course we have all noticed it, we have all
used them. But I think you gave us a more comprehensive picture of
how big that industry really is than we had before, and how beneficial
it is to consumers. Just millions and millions of people use coinoperated laundries and patronize coin-operated equipment in all kinds
of areas.
Nevertheless, the present $1 coin has been in circulation for several
years. Are there any vending machines that accept it, and if not, why
was it never considered?
Mr.SCHREIBER. The large dollar,Senator?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. SCHREIBER. No; there are no vending machines that will accept
them.
The CHAIRMAN. Why not?
Mr.SCHREIBER. Well,nobody carries it.
The CHAIRMAN. Maybe that is one of the reasons. In other words,if
you set up a vending machine that could accept it, maybe more people
would carry it.
Mr. SCHREIBER. That could be. The thing is so big, they don't even
use it much, I am told, in slot machines, where there are capabilities
for it. When this dollar first came along, the proposal for the smaller
dollar first came along, the only people using the big dollars to our
knowledge were the people that make those glorious machines
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The CHAIRMAN. One-armed bandits?
Mr. SCHREIBER. Right. And they took a rather dim view of it, according to a communication that I saw in the newspaper. But then
after they got through counting up how many one-arm bandits they
had that took the big dollars, they found they didn't have that many
of them,now they are all in favor of it. Some are not.
The CHAIRMAN. So you have even got the Atlantic City and Las
Vegas people?
Mr. SCHREIBER. I imagine the Atlantic City market might have
influenced them.
The CHAIRMAN. I notice the half dollar is not listed in your estimated number of coins used in vending machine transactions. Aren't
50 cent pieces used in these machines?
Mr. SCHREIBER. No, sir, that was an exercise in futility which I
sincerely hope the new dollar, if we get it, won't be. When the half
dollars came out in 1970, the new half dollars, we put out something
like 135,000 vending machines within 2 years with the capability of
using the half dollar. All of those mechanisms are now gathering dust
in various warehouses for the simple reason that the half dollar just
wasn't there.
The CHAIRMAN. What you are saying is that people simply don't
carry $1 coins or half dollar coins, for that matter, and even though
you have tried in the case of the half dollar to encourage it by having
the machines available, there just wasn't sufficient demand?
I should have asked that first question first, since you did try it with
the half dollars, therefore it would be logical for you not to go ahead
here.
Now are you really positive that if we come out with the new $1
coin, lighter and smaller, that the vending machine industry would
move in in a big way,comprehensive way,and provide equipment that
could accept the dollars?
Mr.SCHREIBER. Oh,yes, yes,sir, very much so.
The CHAIRMAN. How are you so sure about that when they didn't
do it with the present big coins?
Mr. SCHREIBER. Well, I think the people in our industry are reading
the American public this time as agreeing that a smaller dollar will
be a useful coin to have. Admittedly we are guessing as everybody
else is. We think the American public will accept the coin.
The CHAIRMAN. Here we have three very intelligent and experienced
and practical businessmen here, and you just flatly disagree. You disagree with the other two. They seem to feel that they may use it, but
they would like to see a survey first, a survey which we haven't had so
far. But you seem very confident.
Mr. SCHREIBER. I am extremely distressed by my banker friend here,
because I am inclined to agree that if the banks don't enthusiastically
try to promote the $1 coin, it is going- to be a long hard pull for us
simgly to try to do somethino: with it. By "us" I mean the various organizations that I mentioned here, not just vending. But if it is as hard
to get from the bank as the 50 cent piece was hard to get—I remember
walking into the Exchange National Bank, where the vice chairman
was then the immediate past number two man in the Treasury Department under the administration at that time, and he was the man who
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more than anyone else promoted the half dollar when he was here in
Treasury. I asked him why they didn't handle the half dollars, and
he said we handle it all of the time. And he went downstairs on the
floor and stopped at three tellers' windows asking for halfs and there
weren't any in the bank,they didn't have them.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. BURKE. Senator, I submit that nothing I have said could draw
the conclusion that the gentleman on my right has drawn, to wit, that
the banking industry is against a $1 coin.
The CHAIRMAN. He didn't say that, as I understand it. He simply
indicated that you have given practical reasons why in your judgment
the consumers wouldn't accept it. And therefore the banks would not
be able to vigorously promote it.
Mr. BURKE. That is where we differ.
The CHAIRMAN.Isn't that what you said?
Mr. BURKE. No,sir,I did not.
The CHAIRMAN. I beg your pardon.
Mr. BURKE. I agree with the first part of what you said, sir. At no
time did I say the American Bankers Association would not promote
the $1 coin if it is in fact the law.
The CHAIRMAN. Fine.I am glad you clarified that again.
Mr. BURKE.I was directly responsive,I submit,Senator.
The CHAIRMAN.I think you did,that is right.
Mr. BURKE. Does this gentleman agree with what I just said?
The CHAIRMAN. It is not a matter of our passing a law and your
obeying it. It is a matter of our passing the law and you enthusiastically doing your best to make it available.
Mr. BURKE. We will do our best. The 50 cent coin, that is a different
matter. Treasury and the Federal Reserve are disbursing it. We have
to handle it in spite of its lack of popularity. If we have them, we will
do our best. A year and a half ago we reinstituted an effort on the $2
bill. This gentleman's industry, I submit, indicated that while it spent
money on getting a $2 bill exchanger, I have never seen one in a
hospital or anyplace else where I needed to get change.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, there are different degrees of enthusiasm.
Mr. BURKE.I couldn't agree with you more.
The CHAIRMAN. On EFT there is somewhat more than there was
on the $2 bill.
Mr. BURKE. Senator, the banking industry is spending the money
for EFT on our own, and we should. If the Treasury wants this coin,
they should at least do what you have suggested, have a survey to see
if the consumer wants it. If the consumer wants it, Senator, they
should have it. I don't know whether the consumer wants it or not.
If they want it, the American Bankers Association will be behind it
100 percent. Whether we can be successful in pushing it, if the consumer doesn't want a new coin,I can't tell you.
The CHAIRMAN. I suggested a survey, but I think anything new is
somewhat of a problem. I think once you get it in there, people can
see it. This morning we had these dollars up here, they have all disappeared now,someone must have picked them up. Do you have them?
Dr. SELKER. No;I put them up there.
The CHAIRMAN. You are a very generous man, we thank you for
your donation.
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Dr. SELKER. Those are not dollars, those are tokens, the same size
and shape.
The CHAIRMAN. Size,shape and weight,right?
Dr. SELKER. No; half the weight. I also have one made up of the
same metal
The CHAIRMAN. Let me talk with you a little after the hearing. I
think we will have a chance then to clarify this situation and we do
hope that in the event that the committee and the Congress decide to
go ahead with it, and that it certainly problematical at this point,there
is not much time left this year, but we certainly want to do everything
we can for the convenience of the public, and to reduce the costs of
the Federal Government.
We are happy to hear the bankers will cooperate and I take it Mr.
Register feels the same way.
Mr. REGISTER. Yes; we do,sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir. The committee will stand
adjourned.
[Thereupon,at 12:25 p.m.the hearing was concluded.]
[Additional material received for the record follows in the
appendix:]
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APPENDIX

05TH CONGRESS
2D SESSION .

S.3036

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
MAY 3 (legislative day, APRIL 24), 1978
Mr. PROXMIRE(for himself, Mr. WILLIAMS, Mr. CRANSTON,Mr. RIEGLE,and Mr.
Luoits) introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred
to the Committee on Banking,Housing,and Urban Affairs

A BILL
To amend the Coinage Act of 1965 to change the size, weight,
and design of the one-dollar coin, and far other purposes.
1-

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre8enta-

2

ayes of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3

SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Susan B.

4 Anthony Dollar Coin Act of 1978".
5

SEC. 2. Section 101 (c)(1) of the Coinage Act of 1965,

6

as amended (31 U.S.C. 391 (c) (1)), is amended by

7 striking out "1.500" and inserting in lieu thereof "1.043"
8 and by striking out "22.68" and inserting in lieu thereof
9 “8.5,,.
10

SEC. 3. (a) The one-dollar coin authorized by section
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1 101(c) of the Coinage Act of 1965, as amended by see2 tion 2, shall bear on the obverse side the likeness of Susan B.
3 Anthony.
4

(b) Subject to subsection (a) and the limitations

5 contained in section 3517 of the Revised Statutes, as
6 amended (31 IT.S.C. 324), the Secretary of the Treasury
7 may prescribe such design for the one-dollar coin authorized

8 by section 101 (c) of the Coinage Act of 1965, as amended
9 by section 2, as he deems appropriate.

10

SEC. 4. Section 203 of the Act of December 31, 1970

11 (31 U.S.C. 324b), is amended by striking out "initially"
12 and by inserting "(d)" after "section 101".

13

SEC. 5. Until January 1, 1979, the Secretary of the

14 Treasury may continue to mint and issue one-dollar coins
15 authorized under section 101(c) (1) of the Coinage Act of
16 1965, as such section was in effect immediately prior to the
17 date of enactment of this Act.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OFTHE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WAS

PHILIP E. EOLOWELL
MEMBER OF THE BOARD

July 28, 1978

The Honorable William Proxmire
Chairman
Committee on Banking, Housing
and Urban Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:
Thank you for your letter of July 25, 1978, asking for
our views on S. 3036, the Susan B. Anthony Dollar Coin Act of 1978.
As I stated in my testimony before the House Subcommittee
on Coinage and Historic Preservation, a circulating dollar coin
could result in significant cost savings to the Federal Reserve,
potentially exceeding $30 million each year. If all one dollar
notes had been replaced by dollar coins for Fiscal Year 1977, we
estimate our savings would have been $28 million in printing costs
and an additional $2 million in handling costs. Even if the cost
of producing the coins were borne by the Federal Reserve, the longer
life of the coin would still result in significant cost savings.
Of course, the projected savings are contingent upon the
new dollar coin circulating and replacing dollar notes. If the
proposed legislation is enacted, we would strongly urge the Treasury
Department to undertake a program to encourage the retailing community
to use the new coin. Our experience with the reintroduction of the
$2 note would indicate that without such a program, the new coin
may fail as a circulating medium of exchange.
In your letter, you also asked for our observations concerning the relatively more successful circulation of the $2 bill
in some areas of the country. The greatest circulation of the $2
note has been achieved in the Portland, Oregon area, primarily as
a result of an intensive promotional campaign conducted by the
Portland Reserve Bank early last year. The Reserve Bank contacted
local merchants individually and encouraged them to use the $2 note
in their operations.
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The results have been relatively successful. Following
the conclusion of the campaign, payout of $2 notes increased substantially at the Portland Reserve Bank, and has remained at the
higher levels. To illustrate, the number of $2 notes paid out by
the Portland Bank over the past year has exceeded 23 per cent of
the $1 notes paid out, compared to a ratio of 2 per cent for the
Federal Reserve System as a whole. While the technique employed
in Portland may not be easily applied in more populated areas, the
results would seem to indicate that a campaign to encourage the use
of the proposed new $1 coin could have a positive effect.
I hope this information is useful to your Committee in its
consideration of the proposed legislation.
Sincerely

urs,

P. E. Coldwell
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ANACONDA

A

July 17, 1978

The Honorable William Proxmire
Chairman
Senate Committee on Banking, Housing
and Urban Affairs
5300 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
4

RE:

Coinage Legislation
(S. 3036)

Dear Mr. Chairman:
The Anaconda Company, Brass Division, a subsidiary of the
Atlantic Richfield Company and a major supplier of coinage
strip to the United States Mint, wishes to submit its position
concerning proposed legislation to change the size, weight and
design of the one-dollar coin.
The propsed size and weight change in the present onedollar coin is supported by Anaconda as a means of having this
coin obtain greater circulation and to provide potential costsaving by eliminating some of the demand for the one-dollar
bill. The circulation of the present one-dollar coin has not
achieved the degree of circulation intended due to its cumbersome size and weight.
We also support the continued use of coppermetal for the
proposed one-dollar coin. The domestic availability and economy
of production by the U.S. Mint, the corrosion properties, nonmagnetic characteristics and the recycling value, as well as
the proven aesthetic value of coppermetals in our present coinage
system, far exceed the inherent characteristics of other metals.
We do, however, request that the Banking, Housing and Urban
Affairs Committee give consideration to a 75% copper, 25% nickel
alloy for a solid coin. This coppermetal alloy is identical
with that of the present five-cent coin.

The Anaconda Company

1700 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.

Washington, D C. 20006 202/393-0400
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The Honorable William Proxmire
Page 2
July 17, 1978
This coppermetal alloy has proven compatability with our
total U.S. coinage program. The minting technology and the
equipment to work with this well-known alloy exists at the
Mint. Further, there are several domestic brass mills which
can competitively produce this alloy to supplement any current
strip production program at the Philadelphia Mint.
I would appreciate your including this statement of our
position as part of your hearing record.
Sincerely,

dr-4_, LI_ Me
Thomas E. Kelly
Manager International
Marketing and Government Sales
Brass Division
TEK:ms
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JUNETEENTH

COMMITTEE

(JUNE 19, 1865)
2314 Wheeler Avenue

Houston, Texas 77004

713 / 529-4195

July 13, 1978

The Honorable William Proxmire
Chairman
Senate Banking Committee
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Proxmire:
Please find enclosed a copy of petition requesting that the face of Harriet
Ross Tubman be placed on the new $1.00 coin.

We feel that this petition ex-

presses the sentiment of millions of American Citizens. Since we will not be
afforded an opportunity of presenting the petition in person during the hearings
to be conducted by the Senate Banking Committee, July 17th.
, it is our desire that
it be included in the record.

Respectfully submitted,

Director

Anderson D
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EETITION

---S7-30e6„

We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
Submitted
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EETITION
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be minte

by the U. S. Treasury.
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EETITION
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
-64 1978
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EETITION
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
Submitted
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EETITION
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be mintedby the U. S. Treasury.
SubmittlTsauk„.11.5.: 1978
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EETITION

We,

U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislati
on which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913)
to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be min
by the U. S. Treasury.
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EETITION
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
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We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respect
fully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve
legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1
913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be minte
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EETITION
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
will
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which
placed on
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be
the new $1.00 coin to be minte
Submitted

by the U. S. Treasury.
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LETITION
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
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respectfully petition
We, U. S. Citizens of ,the State of Texas,
approve legislation which will
the Congress of the United States to
1913) to be placed on
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820the new $1.00 coin to be minte

by the U. S. Treasury.
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EETITION
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tub man (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1,00 coin to be minted_ by the U. S. Treasury.
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We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respect
legislation which will
the Congress of the United States to approve
to be placed on
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913)
Treasury.
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S.
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EETITION
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
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We, U. S. Citizens of the

SEate of Texas, respectfully petition

the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
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We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
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EETITION
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
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EETITION
We, U. Sy Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
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EETITION
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
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LETITION
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
Submitted t.L.,(47756
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EETITIOj
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will

(1820-1913) to

cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman

be placed on

the new 161.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
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EETITION
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
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LETITION
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
on
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tub man (1820-1913) to be placed
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
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EETITION
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
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EETITION
respectfully petition
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas,
e legislation which will
the Congress of the United States to approv
1913) to be placed on
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820S. Treasury.
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U.
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EETITION
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S_ Treasury.
Submitted
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EETITION
petition
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully
which will
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation
be placed on
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to
the new $1.00 coin to be mintn4 by the U. S. Treasury.
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EETITION
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation
which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed
on
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
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EETITION
petition
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully
which will
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation
placed on
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
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EETITION
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
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IT ION
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
Submitted
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ZETITION
We, U. S. Citizens of the State of Texas, respectfully petition
the Congress of the United States to approve legislation which will
cause the face of Harriet Ross Tubman (1820-1913) to be placed on
the new $1.00 coin to be minted by the U. S. Treasury.
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